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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research study contract was to develop
a practical technlique for evaluating generalized data manage-
ment systems. This report describes the technique that
was developed for the quantitative evaluation of the relative
effectiveness of large on-line generalized data management
systems.

Parametric Fvaluation of Generalized Systems (PEGS) is a
procedure based on analysis of uscr-orientccd system param-
eters. The utility of a system is measured in terms of its
usefullness in a particular application environment. The
overall effectiveness of the system is evaluated, rather than
any individual hardware or software component.

A large number of system parameters is described. Each
parameter is a value attribute of a data management system,
with respect to its capability, its ease of use, or its
performance.

Techniques are specified for measuring the utility of a system
to the user in terms of each parameter. These measurements
of individual parameter utility are expressed as ratings based
on a standard scale. Each rating is weighted by a measure
of its relative importance in a particular application. Finally,
a single numeric figure-of-merit is computed for each gen-
eralized data management system evaluated.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

This report is organized in the following manner. Section I

provides the background for the study; describes a GDMS (Generalized

Data Management System) and related topics; and discusses mea~ares

of effectiveness.

Section II is an overview of the PEGS evaluation procedure, and

describes the steps, such as weighting and rating, that an evaluator follows.

Section III describes parameter organization and measurement

and lays the groundwork for the following section, which describes the

parameters. Various views on parameter organization are developed;

examples of parameter measurement are illustrated; and the Parameter

Worksheet is described.

Section IV contains the parameter descriptions and constitutes

the major portion of the report. The section is divided into six subsec-

tions: Data Definition and Data Organization; File Creation and Mainte-

nance; Retrieval; Processing; Output; and Environmental Considerations.

The first part of each major subsection contains descriptive text, and

the other part consists of the corresponding Parameter Worksheets.

Section V covers other approaches of interest which were

developed during the course of the study.

The last section contains a summary of the advantages of

PEGS; a brief discussion of the problems of quantitative evaluation; and

comments on future work.



1. 1PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

A need exists within the Air Force for evaluating large on-line

data management systems. This need arises from the necessity for a

military commander to choose, among the increasing number of generalized

systems that are available, the system that will be most useful for his data

management applications. In recognition of this need, Electronic Systems

Division awarded a contract to Informatics Inc. for the development of a

methodology for evaluating the total effectiveness and power of a generalized

data management system. Under this contract, Informatics has developed

PEGS (Parametric Evaluation of Generalized Systems).

The objective of the study was to develop a parametric ana!yti-

cal approach which incorporates the following pragmatic advantages:

* It is practical to use

* It is capable of evaluating complex systems

* It provides meaningful results.

These objectives have been achieved; in addition, PEGS pro-

vides a systematic approach for analyzing GDMS's and other related

systems. Computations are simple and a computer program is not

required as is usually the case with simulations. The resultant score

for a GDMS is meaningful in terms of the standard rating scale that was

developed. The weighting and rating methods are flexible and are suitable

for a wide range of applications. The parameter list is broad and open-

ended. These and additional advantages of PEGS re discussed throughout

the report and sumniarized in Section 6. 1.

PEGS can be described by outlining the l)roct.dure for its use.

The first step in using PEGS is to formulate the objectives and reqlirements

of both the evaluation and the application environment. The application

2



requirements are formulated in terms of parameters developed in the

study; a comprehensive list of parameters was developed for this purpose.

The selected parameters are assigned weights according to their relative

importance in the application. Next, the GDMS' s being evaluated are

analyzed and their capabilities measared and rated in terms of their

effectiveness in fulfilling requirements. Then, parameter scores are

computed and aggregated intý an overall system score for each GDMS

evaluated. Last, the weights, ratings, and scores are reviewed, adjusted

if necessary, and a final score computed.

1.2 GDMS EVALUATION PROBLEM

The state of the art of data processing technology is advancing

at a rapid rate. Computers are becoming faster and more powerful

while the cost per instruction executed has been .steadily declining.

Improvements in software continue to be made, yet the time and cost to

implement a system, using conventional programming techniques, has

not been reduced dramatically. This is true despite the development of a

proliferation of prfogr.amming languages, operating systems, utility pro-

granis, etc.

Major users of data processing equipment, such as the

Air Force, are becoming more and more concerned with the lack of bet-

ter programming techniques for a certain class of applications. These

applications are characterized by large complex data bases and/or by

unknown query requirements. In the past, the solution of these applica-

tioas has required a substantial amount of initial programming and sub-

seqaent prugram modification. This results in high cost, long elapsed

implementation times, limitations on operational capability, and inflex-

ibility to changes in requirements.

The development of generalized programming techniques in

the past few years is showing great promise towards overcoming the

3
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problems just mentioned. Generalized data management systems have

been and still are being developed to facilitate the solution of a variety

of applications, including those with large data bases and complex query

requirements. These GDMS's vary in power, design, acquisition cost,

operating cost, ease of use, etc., and there is a growing need for a

technique to evaluate GDMS's.

The determination of the power and effectiveness of a GDMS

is not a trivial task regardless of whether the measure of power is

quantitative or qualitative. A GDMS consists of many capabilities and

features; typically, only a subset of these capabilities is employed in an

application, and their relative importance varies among applications.

Hence, the power of a system simply is not obvious.

4



1.3 GENERALIZED DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

1.3. 1 Description

A Generalized Data Management System (GDMS) has the capa-

bility of handling a wide range of file management applications; the system

is generalized in that it has to be adapted for use in each application. The

main objective of the generalized capability is to reduce the total time and

cost required for problem solution. A GDMS can be designed with many

different objectives; the purpose of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness

of the system and not the validity of the design objectives.

Although the capabilities of a GDMS can be accomplished with

conventional programming techniques, GDMS s have proven useful for one

or more of the following reasons:

* Reduced costs

* Ease of use

0 Faster implementation time

* Direct user access to data base

* Indirect improvement in system design of an application

These benefits are achieved through the adaptation of general-

ized capabilities for specific applications. It is unlikely, however, that

any existing or propos-ed GDMS is sufficiently generalized to handle any

problem; if it were, it probably would amount to a conventional program-

ming 'anguage or system.

Since a generalized system is not designed for a single appli-

cation, the desired functions and file definitions for a given problem must

be specified and furnished to the system. The GDMS either interprets the

specifications at execute time or compiles an object program incorporating

5t



the specifications. The task of conventional computer programming for a

file management application is replaced (or drastically reduced) by the

usually easier job of defining problem specifications in a GDMS language.

A significant saving in both time and cost of implementation is thus achieved.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to define precisely what a

GDMS is and to decide whether a specific set of computer programs is or

is not a GDMS. This is especially true when a computer program possesses

a limited degree of generalized capability. In addition, most GDMS's have

some special purpose as well as generalized capabilities, and these capa-

bilities (both special and general purpose) vary considerably among systems.

This is a result of differences in design objectives, in design approach, in

resources available for development, and in the hardware used.

A GDMS as defined here includes all of the necessary hardware

and software to operate the system. The major components of a GDMS are:

1) A set of generalized file management programs

2) The required operating system or its equivalent and
other software (if any) to operate and support the file
management programs

3) T'he specific configuration of computing hardware used
to execute the foregoing programs

It is necessary to include hardware in the analysis since a

GDMS may be operable on more than one computer or on more than one

configuration of a computer. The operating software and computing hard-

ware will not be evaluated as such; their effect -will be evidlent in overall

GDMS performance characteristics and capabilities.
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The generalized file management capability consists of the

following major functions:

* Data Definition and Data Organization

* File Creation and Maintenance

* Retrieval

* Processing

* Output

These functiorib are consistent with the organization of parameters

developed in the study (Section 3. 1).

There is an implicit definition of a GDMS in the parameter list

in that most (if not all) of the functions and components of a GDMS are

described. A precise definition of a GDMS is of little consequence insofar

as the use of PEGS is concerned. The technique covers a broad spectrum

of capabilities which should cover most GDMS's and many other systems as

well. The open-ended nature of the parameter list provides for adding

parameters to accommodate any type of capability or requirement.

Some GDMS's possess on-line capabilities. The definition of

an on-line system has been the subject of many papers and much discussion;

a simple definition will suffice here. An on-line system provides the capa-

bility for a person to communicate directly with the system and to receive a

rapid response from the system. For example, the capability to enter a

query into a system using a teletype terminal and to receive a response in

a matter of seconds is considered on-line. The response may be the answer

to the query or an indication that the query has been received and is being

processed. The subject of on-iine capabilities is discussed further in

Section 4.3.3.

7
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Some GDMS's have document retrieval capabilities, such as

keyword processing, that are not covered in the previous definition and the

parameter list. The specialized capabilities required for document retrieval

and text processing were considered to be outside the scope of the study.

1.3.2 Users of GDMS

The user of a GDMS is defined as the person who utilizes or

otherwise has a need of the outputs of a GDMS. The user has on, or more

file management applications which collectively constitute a problem-mix.

This problem-mix, in turn, is being processed by a GDMS. Since we are

studying on-line systems, at least some of the file management applications

are assumed to have an on-line requirement of some kind.

The user is thought of as being middle or upper management

and is probably not concerned with all of the detailed capabilities of a GDMS.

His main interest is the fulfillment of the requirements of his problem-mix

in a broad sense, that is, "getting the job done." Although user satisfaction

with a GDMS is important, it is unlikely that a user is qualified to evaluate

GDMS's.

Some users may personally interact directly with a GDMS by

means of an on-line terminal device. Other us;ers, however, may be

serviced by assistants or an operating organization, and may have no direct

contact with a GDMS other than receiving output reports or output information.

There may be more than one user for a given application or problem-mix, and

each of several users could have his own set of requirements distinct from

any other user.

A further consideration in evaluating two GDMS's is that a user

(or group of users) may have:

8
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1) A problem-mix that is actually being processed by a
GDMS

2) A problem-mix that is being supported by conventional
programming techniques

3) A proposed problem-mix that is being considered for
implementation on a GDMS

1.3.3 Operating and Support Personnel

A data processing organization operates a GDMS for a user.

The maintenance of the file management programs and other required

software as well as the operation of the computing facility are all performed

by data processing personnel. In addition, assistance in problem analysis

and GDMS implementation is provided. The extent of assistance in the

preparation of qu..eries and other tasks depends upon the role of the individual

user in a GDMS.

Except for possible on-line activity by the user, operating and

support personnel provide the interface between a GDMS and a user. Many

of the characteristics of a GDMS, therefore, are of more than casual

interest to those personnel.

1.3.4 Evaluator of GDMS

The person charged with the responsibility for evaluating a

GDMS can have many different orientations or viewpoints: he may be a user,

a user's superior, a GDMS operator, a GDMS designer, an outside con-

sultant, etc. His background is bound to have some effect on an evaluation,

and the inclusion or exclusion of such bias will be discussed later. Of pri-

mary importance here is the need for the evaluator, regardless of his

organizational interests, to be an experienced systems analyst with consider-

able knowledge of comouter concepts and programming. If the evaluator does

not possess this technical background, he should have qualified persons

assisting him in any analysis of a GDMS.

9
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All future references to an evaluator assume that he is the

person who will by applying the techniques developed in this study, and that

he is (or has access to persons who are) knowledgeable in systems analysis

and computer sciences. Who the evaluator should be and the desirability

that he be familiar with GDMS techniques will be treated later on.

The evaluator should have extensive experience in business

systems, computer programming, computer applications, file management

systems, and analysis and evaluation techniques. Since it is unlikely that

many individuals have sufficiently extensive experience in all of these areas,

it is recommended that an evaluation team consisting of two or more mem-

bers be used for an evaluation. For a two member team, one person should

be primarily a systems analyst and the other primarily a computer program-

mer; both members should have at least some familiarity with file manage-

ment systems.

1.3.5 Problem-mix

A problem-mix consists of one or more applications, each of

which involves file management. The requirements of these applications

collectively constitute the requirements of the problem-mix. Each evaluation

of a GDMS must be made. with a specific problem-mix in mind, with the

recuirements of the problem-mix stated in terms of the GDMS list of

parameters.

It is possible that several different requirements for a single

parameter can exist when a problem-mix consists of more than one applica-

tion. Both the minimum and desired requirements can vary, and the

weighting of a parameter could be different within each application. Further,

the importance of each application could be different. If such conditions

exist, it may be necessary tt, perform an evaluation for each application as a

problem-mix, and to weigh these results according to the importance of

each application.

10



1. 3.6 Data Organization

Data organization involves physical and logical organization of

data in a file and is discussed in detail in Section 4. 1. The definitions that

follow relate to the logical organization of data, and t".3y will be used

throughout the report. There are many different terms and concepts in use,

and there is no known list of standard definitions that is univerally accepted.

The terms to be defined describe the hierarchic levels of data organization,

that is, the logical relationship of data groupings in an aggregation of data.

Some examples of hierarchic terminology are:

* Data set, record

* File, record, segment, field

* File, record, group of elements, element of data

* File, record (master), record (detail), data field

* File, object, group, property

* File, entry, subfile, data fields

* File, record, subrecord, field

* File, property, sub-property

i File, subfile, data set

* Record, subrecord

* Subrecord, segment, group

q Field, data element, element, item

The hierarchy used in this report is:

0 Data base

* File

0 Record

0 Segment

* Field

II
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Data Base

A data base is the aggregate of all of the data available in a

GDMS, including users data files, working files, computer programs, etc.

The highest level of data organization within a data base is a file.

File

A file is an organized collection of one or more logic:.lly

related records.

Record

A record consists of one or more logically related fields. A

key, coiisisting of one or more fields in the record, identifies a particular

record in a file. In addition, a record may have groups of one or more

logically related subordinate segments.

Segments

A segment is a subordinate logical unit within a record. A seg-

ment consists of one or more logically related fields. A key consisting of

one or more fields in the segment identifies a particular segment in a group.

A segment, in turn, may have groups of one or more logically related sub-

ordinate segments.

Field

A field contains one item of information which describes one

property of the subject of the record.

12
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1.4 MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

The statement of work specifies that the study should develop

a technique for a quantitative evaluation of the total effectiveness of a

generalized data management system based on an anlaysis of relevant

system parameters. A quar:titative parametric evaluation approach has

been developed, but it became apparent during the course of the study that

a great deal of care is necessary both in the development and in the use of

such an approach.

The effectiveness of a system can be measured by analyzing

its parameters and estimating the:

1) Degree of excellence in fulfilling a requirement

2) Degree of excellence measured against a theoretical
"ideal" system

3) Degree of excellence measured against another system
being evaluated.

"The first approach listed above is used in PEGS. Degree of

excellence is measured by analyzing a system and evaluating the effective-

ness of its capabilities in fulfilling a requirement. The requirement can

reflect almost any desired characteristic, such as capability (e. g.,

requirement for a certain record size), performance (e. g. , requirement

for a specific. response time or better), etc.

Effectiveness also can be analyzed in terms of the value of the

output of system rather than the value oi its capabilities. A GDMS has

value if its outputs:

1) Are produced more chcaply than with another system

2) Are produced faster than with another system (more
timely)

'3n
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3) Contain information which is used to achieve cost savings

in the operating organization

4) Are of value to a user (who is willing and able to pay
for them)

5) Are produced with less effort (not directly measurable
in terms of time and cost) than with another system.

To some extent, items in the above list can be requirements

that can be evaluated using system parameters. If such items are require-

ments, there may be overlap or double measuring of costs; this will be

discussed later.

1.4. 1 Co3ts

The subject of cost is always of more than casual interest in an

evaluation; in this technique the cost of using a GDMS should be compared

with its power and effectiveness. The primary purpose of this study is to

develop a technique for qua.ntitatively measuring power and effectiveness of

a GDMS. This qualitative measure is not stated in dollar units and does not

explicitly include the cost of using a GDMS. It is intended, however, that

the total measure of effectiveness developed for a GDMS be compared with

the total costs of using that GDMS.

The design of a GDMS involves two considerations of cost:

How much to spend on the development of specific GDMS capabilities, and

how much will a capability cos' to use? Both of these considerations involve

cost trade-offs when more than one method of designing a capability exists,

and differential cost analysis techniques are applicable. The evaluation of

design and development, costs, of course, is beyond the scope of this study.

Some elements of cost are considered in the ratings for several

parameters. It is not the objective of the technique, however, to include all

costs in the overall rating for a GDMS. The cost of using a GDMS is a major

14



consideration which warrants separate treatment. It is felt that the develop-

ment and comparison of total cost and overall effectiveness as two separate

figures usually provides a better basis for evaluation than a single combined

measure of effe-tiveness which includes cost.

The ratings for some parameters are based on processing times

and man-hours. Processing times are included in order to evaluate per-

formance in terms of requirements, and man-hours to pcrform tasks such

as data definition are used to evaluate ease of use of a capability. Both

computer time and man-hours would be extended into dollar costs in a cost

analysis.

1. 4. Z Total Costs

The comparison o0 total costs with an index of effectiveness is

complicated by the problem that a single total cost figure may be difficult

to formulate. The cost of using a GDMS may consist of an initial one-time

cost, a recurring cost each time an application is run, and a program

maintenance costs. The initial cost includes the cost of acquiring the GDMS

program, training cost, and implementation costs. These initial costs

should be allocated among all applications; this is usualiy a problem since

all of the eventual applications of a GDMS are not known at the outset.

Recurring costs for an application consist of equipment, supplies,

and services (computer, peripherals, keypunch, communications, etc.) costs,

operator costs, progranmner/analyst (problem analysis, data definition, task

specification preparation, etc. ) cost, and other manpower (data preparation)

costs. These costs vary within an application depending on whether a file is

being generated, maintained, or queried and on the complexity of each task

being performed. Accounting for equipment costs may not be precise, may

vary depending on utilization or load factors (and whether purchased or

leased), and may involve policies on allocation of overhead charges.

15
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Program maintenance costs include work on the basic GDMS

program and on other required software (e. g. , operating systems, utility

routines, etc.).

The major components of cost discussed above include:

1) Initial

"* Acquisition

"" Implementation

"* Training

* Facilities

2) Operating or Recurring

"* Machine Time

"* Communications

"* Operator

"* Programmer/Analyst

- Problem Analysis

- Programming

"* Data Preparation

"* Facilities Upkeep

"* Supplies

3) Maintenance

* Basic GDMS Program

* Operating System and Utility Software

0 Hardware

The foreýgoing is intended to illustrate that a determination of

costs is not a trivial matter; nonetheless, every effort should be made to

develop total cost data for each GDMS evaluated. The effectiveness rating

that is developed for a GDMS should not be used as the sole basis for

evaluation.

16
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The total cost of using a GDMS is of primary interest. Although

detailed costs of capabilities or functions are made primarily for the purpose

of arriving at a total cost figure, such detail can be useful in comparing

systems.

The cost of and the effectiveness of a system can be arrived at

by using different parameters. The list of parameters in this study is not

intended to serve as a framework for cost estimation. The parameters

describe capabilities, performance, and other considerations.

1.4.3 Cost Effectiveness

Ideally, a cost effectivene.•s study would provide the dollar

value and cost of using a GDMS or of c nventional programming to fulfill a

problem requirement. The value derived from using a GDMS would be used

as a measure of effectiveness and wouid be evaluated against the cost of use.

The evaluation of two or more GDMS' s would entail a comparison of values

and costs for all systems. If the system that offers the most value is also

the lowest in cost, then the choice is clear-cut. However, if a higher cost

system also provides greater value, the choice of the most effective system

is not obvious and requires judgement as well as consideration of other factors.

The value or effectiveness of a GDMS can be estimated in total or

by component and summed to a total. It is extremely difficult to develop a

technique for this approach using monetary units for value. Furthermore,

the "total" approach is not practical even with quantitative non-monetary

units. The analysis of the effectiveness of the detailed parameters of a

system does provide a reasonable basis for a rating of overall effectiveness.

In a cost-effectiveness study the cost of doing something is com-

pared against the effectivere.ss (or value) of doing it; the effectiveness can

be measured in dollars or some other unit. It is difficult to measure the
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dollar value of the etfectiveness of each parameter in a GDMS; for this

reason, effectiveness is measured in terms of how well a capability meets

a requirement.

Some parameters describe optional methods or capabilities

which result in faster or more efficient operations. The use of these

capabilities contributes to lower operating costs or to convenience of use.

Also, a range of hardware options may be available which affect the cost

and performance of a GDMS. This study does not attempt to analyze the

cost-effectiveness of such optional capabilities in order to determine the

optimum use of a GDMS. The evaluation process and the examination of

costs, however, should provide some insights as to the value or usefulness

of the options available.

The value or effectiveness of a system is not necessarily the

sum of the values of its components. The value of a system stems from the

fulfillment of a requirement which consists of a set of detailed specifications.

Some of these specifications may be mandatory; others may be variable or

optional. The capability to meet all mandatory specifications collectively

can be evaluated; the capability to falfill any one of many mandatory specifi-

cations is of little interest unless all mandatory requirements are fulfilled.

Similarly, the value of performing optional specifications is based on the

premise that mandatory requirements are met.
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Section II

EVALUATION PROCEDURE

The major steps performed during an evaluation are to:

determine objectives qnd requirements; assign weights; analyze and

measure GDMS capabilities; rate parameters; and compute and review

scores. The detailed steps that an evaluator must perform during an

evaluation depend on the objectives of the evaluation, the GDMS's being

evaluated, and the complexity of the requirements. Some steps will be

performed once, whereas others will be repeated one or more times.

The detailed steps are:

1) Determine objectives and requirements

* Determine evaluation objectives

* Select applications

* State application objectives

* Formulate application requirements

* Translate application requirements to
parameter requirements

* Development bench mark problems

* Select parameters

2) Assign weights

3) Analyze and measure GDMS capabilities

* Analyze and select GDMS's

* Measure GDMS capabilities

0 Check mandatory requirements

4) Rate parameters
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5) Compute and review scores

"* Compute and accumulate scores

"* Review and adjust entries

"* Compute finz.1 scores for the problem-mix

"* Overall evaluation of final scores

Each of the above steps i;3 discussed in this section; the

measurement and rating steps are treated in depth in Sections III and IV.

2. 1 DETERMINE OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS

2.1.1 Determine Evaluation Objectives

The first step in any evalt~ation is to determine the objectives

of the evaluation. This is necessary dince the specific evaluation tasks

to be performed and their execution s.ýquunce depend on the nature of the

objectives. In writing about objectives, Hitch and McKean have stated:
"Choice of objectives is fundamental: if it is wrongly made, the whole

analysis is addressed to the wr(cng question. "

The evaluation technique can be applied in a number of dif-

ferent ways and for a variety of objectives. The major type of use is to

evaluate two or more GDMS's for a g:iven set of requirements. The

GDMS's can be:

, Two or more existinig systems

* Two or more proposed systems

* Any combiaiation of existing and proposed systems

Earlier it was felt that only two GDMS's could be evaluated

at one time, and that an evaluation of more than two systems would

*:Hitch, Charles J. , and McKean, Roland N. , TIhe Economics of Defense
in the Nuclear Age, R-346. The RAND Corporation, March 1960, p. 118.
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require an evaluation of each combinatorial pair of systems. This would

be the case if the result of a technique is a single figure of relative merit

which indicates which of two systems is superior. The technique developed

in this study provides an absolute measure of effectiveness fur each sys-.

tern evaluated; the overall score is a weighted rating ranging from 0 to 10.

The scores for any number of systems can be readily compared to deter-

mine relative effectiveness. However, the comparison of such scores

should be done only when the evaluation scores have been developed on a

consistent basis. This may require that the same evaluator (or team of

evaluators) perform all evaluations when overall scores are to be

compared.',

Another use of the technique is to determine which applica-

tion, if any, in a problem-mix -±s suitable for implementation with a given

GDMS, as wel as to determine the effectiveness of the GDMS for each

application. T is is essentially the reverse situation from the primary

use described e rlier. In the major use, a problem-mix is given and

two or more GD S's are evaluated; in this case, a GDMS is given and

evaluated for one or more applications in a problem-mix. Other varia-

tions should be ob ious to the reader.

Still an ther possible use of the technique is to employ it

during the design o a new GDMS. This use was not anticipated, but is a

by-product of the st dy. The parameter list is used as a check list and

a guide. In this cas , a set of requirements is formulated and used to

determine the chara teristics of each parameter in the new GDMS. Or,

an existing system c n be evaluated and used as a vehicle for a new design.

The tech~que can also be used to determine what modifications

should be made of a qDMS tn bring it up to a desired level of effectiveness.
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2. 1.2 Select Applications

The application (or applications constituting the problem-mix)

may have been selected in advance or the evaluator may have to select

applications for the GDMS's to be evaluated. In the first instance, the

problem is one of determining which GDMS does the best job. In the

other situation, GDMS's also are evaluated, but the applications (if any)

which are suitable for GDMS implementation must be determined first.

The applications selected should have at least some require-

ments that are best fulfilled by a GDMS. The evaluator should recognize

that some applications should not be implemented with a GDMS, and that

another type of programming system or approach is more appropriate

(e.g., RPG, COBOL, etc.)

2.1. 3 State Application Objectives

The objectives of each application selected should be determined

in order to formulate requirements, weight parameters, and provide a basis

for the final overall evaluation. Examples of application objectives are:

* Lowest cost

* Fastest response time

* A specific response time (or better)

* Ease of use for a specific level of user

* Faster implementation time

Sonme application objectives, such as fastest response time,

can be treated as requirements and reflected in the parameter list.

Other objectives, such as lowest cost, howe er, are evaluated by a

separatc analysis and compared with the score for power and effectiveness.

Since the distinction between application objectives and requirements is
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noz clear-cut and not of special significance, the important consideration

is that all aspects of an application are included in an evaluation.

2. 1.4 Formulate Application Requirements

Once the application or problem-mix has been selected and

the application objectives determined, a set of requirements can be

developed. The parameter list should be used as a basis for formulating

requirements. Every parameter shculd be analyzed to determine if a

requirement exists, and if one does exist, it should be noted on the Param-

eter Worksheet illustrated in Figure 8 and described in Section 3. 2. 2.

The formulation of requirements is a mandatory"4od important

step in the evaluation procedure. This is true whether the applications

are existing, proposed, future, or generally unknown, since the basis of

the technique is a comparison of requirements and capabilities. It is

recognized, however, that the detail available on application requirements

will vary considerably, and that the evaluator will have to estimate or

assume requirements for many parameters. Even in the worst case,

where a GDMS is to be used for largely unknown applications in the future,

a set of requirements should be assumed based on past experience and

whatever information is available. Usually, there will be some basis for

making estimates of future requirements. A total lack of knowlhdge of

future requirements is unlikely since GDMS evaluations may be presumed

to involve file management or file management related applications.

The determination and analysis of application requirements is

not a simple step in the evaluation procedure. Although the formulation

of requirements or specifications for applications implemented with

conventional programming methods is reasonably straightforward, this

is not so for a GDMS. A GDMS has pre-programmed generalized
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capabilities that must be adapted for each application; this can result in

a modification of requirements either to accommodate the GDMS or to

take advantage of "free' capabilities that already exist. A good deal of

iterative analysis will probably be required for each GDMS in an

evaluation.

2. 1.5 Translate Application Requirements to
Parameter Requirements

A full statement of application requirements may contain

specifications which are not directly expressable as parameters or which

do not appear on the parameter list of all. In such cases, the evaluator

must interpret the requirements in terms of the parameter list and should

add parameters as required. If the evaluator feels that, for some compel-

ling reason, he cannot or should not translate an application requirement

into a parameter requirement, he should make sure that such requirements

are considered in the overall evaluation of final scores (Section 2. 5).

2. 1.5. 1 Minimum and Desired Requirements. Many parameters

involve a range of capability, such as maximum record size; capability in

excess of requirements, however, can account for capabilities above a

minimum need. A requirement for a capability can be a single value,

or these can be a minimum value and a desired value.

A GDMS must meet the minimum value to be acceptable, and

it is given a higher rating on the rating scale for capability up to the

desired level (maximum rating of 10). Whether or not capability above

the desired level is reflected in the rating is a judgement the evaluator

must make for each parameter.

The minimum and desired requirement levels can be the same,

of course, and a GDMS either does or does not have the required capability;
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only ratings of 0 or 10 are allowable in this case. A requirement, how-

ever, often will not be numeric, but will express a directional preference

(e. g. , faster is better).

2. 1.5. 2 Mandatory Requirements. The definition of a mandatory

requirement is something which a GDMS must satisfy in order to be used

at all. The requirement can be a matter of degree (such as query response

time) or a yes/no function (such as the requirement for a specific terminal

device). A mandatory requirement may or may not be accounted for in the

parameter list. In any event, mandatory requirements must be fulfilled

for a GDMS to be acceptable.

The question of whether parameters which are mandatory

requirements should be rated is difficu~lt to resolve. On one hand, it can

be argued that a GDMS should be rated only on those features which are

not mandatory, since systems that qualify for rating must possess the

required capabilities. On the other hand, several arguments can be made

for rating all required capabilities, whether mandatory or not. First, a

measure of effectiveness should be based on all capabilities of a system

that are useful, and not just on those that are extra for a problem-mix.

Second, a mandatory requirement may involve a parameter whose quality

among systems varies.

2. 1.6 Develop Bench Mark Problems

Bench mark problerns should be developed when it is not

practical to implement, for evaiuation purposes, the actual problem-mix

used in the evaluation. This is the case when the problem-mix is:

* Already implemented on a computer, but it is too
costly or too time consuming to run on a GDMS for
evaluation purposes.
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Not implemented on a computer and requires extensive
system work prior to implementation.

0 Known on a general level but lacking in detail (e.g., it
is anticipated that certain files will be queried, but the
exact nature of the queries is unknown).

2. 1.7 Select Parameters

Two closely related tasks in the evaluation are the seltction

of parameters to be rated from the list, and the addition of "other" paran-

eters to the list. Refinement of the parameter list and the parameter

selection technique will occur as experience is gained by performing

evaluations for actual application.

The evaluator should not feel obligatEd to rate each parameter;

only those parameters that are reflected in requirements derived from a

problem-mix and its environment need be rated. Requirements can be

actual or assumed, and can be rather general. For example, a certain

capability can be deemed useful even though an exact requirement for it

cannot be pinpointed. This is done in order to av'oid rating capabilities in

a system simply because they exist, and to avoi(c rating a parameter

according to a fixed notio, of what is useful.

Althc.ugh the list of parameters does include, except for the

exclusions discussed elsewhere, the major aras that should be evaluated,

it does not cover eve rv detailed conside ration that could be important in

an evaluation. For this reason, the evaluator may find it necessary to add

parameters in order to account for all problem-mix requirements. The

list is "open-ended" and new parameters can be dcefined, rated, and weightcd

in the same pattern used for listed parameters.

The selection of parameters to be %%eighted and ratcd is a by-

product of the requirements determination steps. The identification of
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parameters te' be weighted and rated is accomplished by elimination.

Parameters without any requirements have no bearing on the evaluation

are assigned weights of zero, and excluded from further analysis; the

remaining parameters are carried through the evaluation procedure.
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2. 2 WEIGHTING

2,2.1 General

The weighting and aggregating technique in this section

describes the mechanics of weighting, but it does not address the problem

of miethodology for determining weights for specific parameters. The actual

selection of a weight is an arbitrary judgemeiit of relative importance made

by an evaluator (a person or group of persons).

The use of experts, consultation with users, etc. , in order to

determine a weight may be of help in arriving at a "fair" weight, but the fact

remains that weighting is a purely subjective matter. The main point of the

weighting step is to allow the introduction of the evaluator' s opinion (or

us zrl s) as to which parameters are more importarnt than others for a

problem-mix. For this reason., there is no preassignment of weights in

this otudy; weighting rý:.ust be done for each evaluation performed. Where

figures are listed, they are examples shown for illustrative purposes orly,

Tne initial allocation of weights among parameters should bc

done prior to the analysi'c and rating of a GDMS in order to promote objec-

tivity. It is felt that the evaluator is less apt to be biased in his initial

choice of wveights if he dioes not have knowledge of a system's capalbilities.

The wveights should indicate relative importance of parameters in ternis of

application requirements, and they should not be use(' to express personal

preferences or to favor one GD1,AS over another. Although the weighting

process is subjective, the evaluator should m-ake every effort to be objective

by excluding personil biases and prefer~nces whenever possible. For

example, an evaluator may personally feel that case of use of a GDMS

language is unimportant and that power of the language (regardless of

complexity) is important. Such an evaluator should not i (fleet this opinlion

when hie is weighting parameters in a situation where ease of usc i3i known.1

to be an important rconirement.

28
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Another reason for weighting prior to rating is to determine

which parameters have zero weights. Such parameters, of course., do not

require further analysis and rating, and thpir identification early in an

evaluation helps to eliminate unnecessary analysis.

2.2.2 Definition of a Weight

The degree of importance which is attached to a parameter is

referred to as a weight. A basic assumption of the evaluation method is

that weights are expressed numerically and will be used to adjust the param-

eter rating according to relative importance judgernents. The nature of and

the ranges of this numerical measure are explored in this section.

The weights to be applied are subjective estimates of the im-

poitance of the parameter, subparameter, or groap of parameters under

consideration. There are other interpretations, definitions, and usages of

the term "weight" than to signify relative importance, however. For example,

for certain mathematical and statistical problems it ii appropriate to use

weights as a measure of the confidence or reliability of an estimate or of a

sample variable, If weights were used as a measure of conftidence, the

evaluator would be instructed to assign a relatively low weight to a parameter

for which he has little confidence in the basis of judgement or for parameters

for which the judgement is strictly a matter of (perhaps contentious or

divided) opinion. However, weighting conffidence levels as a procedural step

in the evaluation method is not recommended.

The technique as developed in the current study is not s'ifficiently

precise to permit the addition of yet anot,er aubjective measurement. The

simplifying assumption is made that if confidence level is Z. sufiicicntlv com-

pelling consideration, it will be treated subjectIvelv by the evaluator as a

part of the weighting process and not as a separate procedural step in the

evaluation.
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2.2.3 Weighting Method

For purposes of illustration, an example hierarchy of param-

eters was used together with ratings which it is assumed were derived by

using the standard scale for individual parameters and subparameters.

A method using percentage weights was developed for use in the

evaication technique. This method may be undertaken either in a bottom-up

or top-down order. The basic method may be stated in a general way as a

single step which is:

Determine the relative importance of sibling parameters
and apportion weight on a percentage basis. (The total
weight for each set of sibling parameters is unity.)

It is seen that when the ratings and weights are extended and

total.ed the resulting score for each hierarchical level retains the value

significance of the standard scale, e.g. , a score of 9. 3 is "good", one of

2.7 is "poor", etc.

Each parameter which contains or is composed of subparameters

is not rated. The score for such a parameter is obtained by computing a

summation of the weighted scores of the subparameters. In other words,

the whole is considered to be the sum of ihe parts. This implies that no

parameter will have only one subparameter. (Such a subparameter would

be a redundant restatement of the parent parameter). A parameter may

have two or more subparameters or none at all.

The process is ilustrated in columns 4- 7 of Table 1. The

relative importance of Parameters II. C.2. a, I1.C. .'. b, and II. C. 2. c are

determinvd to be 0. 20, 0. 50, and 0. W0 respectively, as shown in column 4.

Succeedingly higher hierarchical levels are determined in columns 5, 6,

and 7. For example, in column 6 the relative importance of Parameter
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I. A versus parameter I. B is shown to be 0. 70- 0. 30. It is noted that the

selecting of relative weights for Parameters I, II, and II (column 7) involves

determining the relative importance of parameter groups, not individual

parameters. In the functional organization of parameters which has been

developed in this study, examples of such parameter groups are "Data

Definition", "File Creation and Maintenance", "Retrieval", etc.

It is noted again, that either a bottom-up or top-down order may

be used; in fact, any order (inside-out) will be workable since any set of

sibling parameters may be considered independently.

The percentage weights shown in columns 4 - 7 have no absolute

significance, e. g., the weights given Parameter III. A. 4 (Line 35) and III. D. I

(Line 40), both given weights of 0. 20 in their respective groupz are not

equally important. Therefore, in order to obtain relative weights for all

parameters, a system weight may be computed for each parameter

(column 8).

This is done by simply multiplying the weight at the lowest

hierarchical level times the weights at each succeeding higher level. For

example, Subparameter I.A. I (Line 3) is shown to constitute 21% of the sys-

tem capability since it constitutes 60% of a parameter which is weighted at

70% of a parameter group which is considered to comprise 50% of the system

capability (0.60 x 0. 70 x 0. 50 = 0. 21). -

The method of computing a system score by the evaluator analyst

is shown in Columns 11 - 22. The scores for the lowest hierarchical level (in

this case II. C. 2. a, II. C. 2. b, and IL. C. 2. c) are evaluated in Columns 11- 13

in order to obtain a rating for use at the next level. In the example shown,

a score of 7. 4 is computed (column 13). This score, although weighted,

retains a significance on the standard "goodness" scale. To paraphrase this

significance, the evaluator analyst might conclude "when both the quality
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Table 1. Weighting Method and Computation of
System Score (Sheet I of 2)

L WEIGHTS
j Computation

ne Parameter II. C. 2. a, I.A. 1, I. A, I. B System Using System
Hierarchy Rating etc. etc. etc. 1,11, 111 Weights Weights

(0) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1 .50 .50
2 A .70 1 .35
3 1 7 .60 .21 1.47
4 2 9 .40 14 1. 26
5 1. 00
6 B .30 15
7 1 6 .50 .075 .45
8 2 4 .10 .015 .06
9 3 2 .10 .015 .03

10 4 9 .30 .045 .405
11 1.00
12 1.00
13 II .30 .30
14 A 9 .20 .06 .54
15 B .30 .09

1 9 .90 .081 .729
17 2 5 . 10 .009 .045
18 1.00
19 C .50 .15
20 1 6 .20 .03 .18
21 2 .40 .06
22 a 4 .20 .012 .048
23 b 9 . 50 .03 .27
24 c 7 .30 .018 .126
Z5 1.00
26 3 8 .30 .045 .36
27 4 7 .10 .015 .105
Z8 1.00
29 1.00
30 11 .20 .20
31 A .50 .10
32 1 10 .60 .06 .6
33 2 0 .10 .01 -
34 3 i0 .10 .01 .1
35 4 10 .20 .02 .2
36 1.00
37 B 9 .30 .06 .54
38 C 4 .10 .02 .08
39 D .10 .02
40 1 9 .20 .004 .036
41 2 5 .80 .016 .08
42 1.00
43 1.00 __

44 1.00 7.714
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Table 1. Weighting Method and Computation of
System Score (Sheet 2 of 2)

Method of Computation Used by GDMS EvaluatorL

i Eval. of II. C. 2 Eval. of I.A, etc. Eval. of I, II, III System Score
n
e Rating Weight Score Rating Weight Score Rating Weight Score Rating Weight Score

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 1 (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22)

1 7.35 50 3. 675
2 7.8 .70 5.46
3 7 .60 4.2
4 9 .40 3.6

5 Total L.A 7.8
6 6.3 .30 1.89
7 6 .50 3.0
8 4 .10 .4
9 2 .10 .2

10 9 .30 2.7
11 Total I.B 6.3 _

12 Total1 7.35
"13"- 8A 01 .30 2.403
14 9.0 .20 1.80
15 8.6 .30 2.58
16 9 .90 8. 1
17 5 .10 .5
18 Total II.B 8.6
19 I- 7. 26 .50 3.63
20 6 .20 1.2
21 7.4 .40 2.96
22 4 .20 .8
23 9 .50 4.5
24 7 .30 2.1
25 Total II.C.2 7.4
26 8 .30 2.40
27 7 .10 .70
28 Total II.C 7.26
29 Total Ii 8.01
30 - 8.18 .20 1.636
31 9.0 .50 4.50
32 10 .60 6.0
33 0 .10
34 10 .10 1.0
35 10 .20 2.0
36 Total III.A 9._0
37 - 0 0 .30 2.70
38 4.0 .10 .40
39 5. 8 .10 .58
40 9 .o20 1.8
41 5 .80 4.0
42 Total IRI.D 5.8

43I~ Tot al 111 8. 18 __

44 ' System Total 7.714
,3 I I
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and the relative importance of these factors (the subparameters of II. C. 2)

are taken into account, a score of 7.4 is obtained. According to the narrow

definitions of rating and score used here, a score (computed from a rating

and a weight) is used as a "rating" in order to compute a score for the next

higher hierarchical level.

The 7. 4 score is then carried forward in the rating column of

the next hierarchical level (II.C). A weighted score for II. C is computed in

columns 14 - 16, Line 20 - 27 (7. 26). This score becomes the rating to be

used to compute the score for Parameter Group II. The score for II. A, III. B,

and III. C appear for the first time in the third set of columns (17- 19) because

they have no subheadings on a lower hierarchical level to be evaluated. The

total for II is 8. 01 and this value is weighted together with the scores for I

and III to obtain the system score, 7. 714. It is noted that this value is the

same as that derived by using the system weights in column 9. The question

arises as to why the direct computation is not sufficient. Apart from the

rather trivial advantage of checking arithmetic accuracy by independent

computation by two methods, a more important advantage is s2en. By aggre-

gating the score from the bottom up at each step, a score of merit is obtained.

This score may be inspected for reasonableness and may be adjusted by

changing the ratings or weights if they are felt to be in error.
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2.3 ANALYZE AND MEASURE GDMS CAPABILITIES

The analysis and measurement of specific GDMS capabilities is

a major task, and is discussed in detail in Sections III and IV. A few

general comments, however, are made here.

2.3.1 Analyze and Select GDMS's

As was discussed earlier, the GDMS's to be evaluated are

either assigned to or selected by the evaluator, depending on the objectives

of the evaluation. If the GDMS's are to be selected, this step serves as a

preliminary screening of systems. Candidate GDMS's are analyzed and

those that are judged suitable are selected for further evaluation. Sources

of information for this analysis and subsequent rating include:

* Manuals and other documentation

* Interviews with developers of GDMS's

* Interviewers with users and operators of GDMS's

* Personal evaluation and operational experience

PEGS is useful for screening GDMS's ir. that it can bc used as

a check list for analysis.

2. 3. 2 Measure GDMS Capabilities

Once the selection of GDMS's has been completed, each GDMS

is further analyzed in order to determine or measure the capabilities of

each GDMS for the selected parameters. Observations are made; input

data, data definition, and task specifications are prepared; and bench mark

problems are executed (or estimated). Access to persons with detailed

knowledge about the specific GDMS's being evaluated is essential.
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The measurement methods to use include:

"* Benchmark study

"* Observation

* Consensus

* Estimate

0 Supplementary analysis

2. 3.3 Check Mandatory Requirements

The evaluation technique was not explicitly designed with a

provision for checking mandatory requirements. It was assumed that the

determination of minimum acceptability is performed prior to the evaluation

process; in other words, GDMS's to be evaluated are acceptable, and the

prupose of the evaluation is to measure the relative power and effectiveness

of the system. The technique is a tool for selecting the best system

(according to evaluation objectives and weighting), and it is not a method

for screening suitable vs. unsuitable systems. This does not preclude

the use of the technique, however, as an aid in checking for minimum

requirements.
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2.4 RATING

The problem of obtaining quantitative measurements for

parameters was not solved easily. The measurement problem turned

out to be two distinct steps; the first step is to determine (measure,

observe, etc.) the capability of a system for a parameter. The second

step is to measure the effectiveness of the system by comparing the

capability with the requirement, and arriving at a rating.

The definitions of normalizing, rating, conversion (or trans-

lation) of measure rients to ratings, etc. , involve semantic problems

that are difficult to resolve. At one time during the study, normalization

was thought of as a necessary and separate step in the evaluation proce-

dure. The measurements for the various capabilities consists of many

different units and size ranges, and these measurements had to be

"normalized" to a standard range or ratio (such as a percent) in order

to be able to aggregate an overall index of effectiveness. As the procedure

now stands, this is the rating and not the normalization step. The normali-

zation of measurements is built into the rating procedure in the sense that

all ratings of measurements are based on a standard rating scale.

The conversion fronm a capability measurement to a rating

ideally should be based on a function which relates measurenients to

ratings. The function can be simple, complex, linear, discr--te, etc.,

and it shuuld be iormulated prior to analysis of a GDMS, if possible.

The functional relationships which are considered typical are graphically

illustrated in Figure I . Other relationships also are shown in tabular

form for various parameters in Section, 3. 2. The vertical axis represents

the rating scale, and horizontal axis the capability measurement. The

functions shown are not absoiut., but should be thought of in reference to

a specific requirement.
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In many cases, however, it is realierl that the evaluator does

not have sufficient information to detemine such functions, and he exer-

cises judgment in directly estimating a rating for a capability. This is

so since most pararmeters are not numerical in nature. They are either

of the yes/no variety or of the qualitative judgment type, and they pose

serious quantification problems. The parameters that can be directly

stated in numeric terms also present estimating problems, especially for

systems that are proposed c. under development.

For parameters that are not amenable to quantificatie;, it is

undesirable to try to force a quantified measurement prior to rating.

Instead, such parameters are directly quantified by arriving at a rating

based on qualitative considerations.

2.4. 1 Effectiv-". Raný, of Scales

A numerical scale for evaluation may talke several forms

and use various effective ranges such a 0 to 1, used to measure proba-

bility, -.1 to _-L, used for measurements of coefficients of correlation,

or percentage. The scales may be continuous such as a percentage

measurement or contain discretr lies such as scoring I or 0 for a

yes/no answer or scoring 4, 3, 2, 1 for Excellent, Good, Fair or Poor.

One of the most common usages of scales for scoring is the

0 to 100 scale which may be thought of as a percentage score. The

prevalence of this grading system is almost certainly attributable to its

almost universal use in educational institations. The scale, as used in

school systems, is curiously insensitive, however, since it is effective

over a relatively small portion of the entire scale, i.e., approximately

60-100. A grade of 60 usually iP a failing grade, a grade of 80 medium,

(although generally accorded a euphemistic "good"), and 100 the theoretical

limit of excellence. Thus, although the nominal scale is 0- 100, the
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effe-cti;e scale is 60-100. Development of a scale for grading , which

utilized the 0-100 scale as an effective range, would result in the scale

such as:

0 - 20 Failing

20-40 Poor

40-60 Average

60-80 Good

80- 100 Excellent

This scale could readily be adopted in traditional letter grading

(A-F) used in education The 0- 100 scale is also more amenable to the

concept of comparison ratios. For example, a grade of 80 could be inter-

pretcd as approximately twice as good as a grade of 40. Currently, the

advantage of a 90 score compared to a score of 70 can hardly be considered

as adequately expressed as a ratio (e. g. , 9:7).

Although the 0-100 scale (effective range) would appear to

offer more opportunity for sensitive measurement, it would be difficult

to persuade the educational community that making such a change would

result in significant advantages. The question of the effective range is

important. The traditional grading methods have probably inculcated a

bias of sorts which would tend to introduce a dampening effect by the

evaluation analyst.

Would a composite evaluation of 60 for a system have a con-

netation of "poor" to the decision maker or 'better than average" (since

it is higher than 50)? Would two closely matched "average" systems

receive grades of 77 and 81? Or, should the same systems get evalua-

tion indexes of 46 and 55; indicating slightly worse than, and slightly

better than average, respectively?
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The scale range could be considered as merely a subjective

and arbitrary consideration were it not for a basic assumption which is

explicit in the overall approach of this study. This assumption is that we

will agglomerate quality factors (as expressed on a common scale of

excellence), quantity factors (e.g. , a capability may exist for one system

and not another, thus one system may have more features to be evaluated

additively), and importance factors (weights). It is imperative, therefore,

that the standard scale be uniformly significant over the entire range

since all ratings, whether they are in the high or low region of the scale,

are weighted and aggregated.

2.4.2 Standard Scale

In order to provide a uniform basis for rating parameters, a

scale consisting of the values 0 through 10 has been adopted for use.

This scale is called the "standard scale" and is used for rating all param-

eters. Several sets of descriptive adjectives are shown as examples, and

an appropriate set will be selected for each of the variotus types of ratings

to be made. The rating can be based on capability, performance, or ease

of use; in all cases, however, the rating is a measure of excellence of a

system in relation to an application requirement.

Every effort should be made to make full use of the entire

0 to 10 range. This provides for a morc, sensitive and unbiased rating

technique and does not result in clustering of values at 0 or the high

(6 to 10) region of the scale.

In order to make full use of the scale, the fotlowing viewpoint

may be of use. A rating of 0 is unacceptable, and a rating from 1 to 10

is acceptable with the range 1 to 10 measuring the degree of goodness or

excellence. Hence, a rating of 1 indicates that a capability is acceptable

and of poor quality and a ,ating of 10 indicates that a capability is accept-

able and of excellent quality.
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The sets of descriptors on the following page (Table 2) illus-

trates several different approaches for rating a parameter. Sets 1, 2,

and 3 are all scales of excellence; set number 1 provides guidance only

as to the high and low ratings and the evaluator would formulate his own

descriptors or intermediate ratings. Set number 3 suggests a full range

of adjective,. Set number 4 would be used for yes/no parameters with-

out gradation of capability. Set number 5 pertains to ease of use; set

number 6 refers to capability. The last set combines capability and

requirements.

2.4.3 Yes/No Parameters

There are two kinds of parameters that are yes/no functions.

In one type, there are only two distinct conditions represented by "yes"

or "no", such as whether a system does or does not exactly meet a

requirement. In the other type, the 'yes" condition can take on a range

of values, and it should be rated accordingly. An example of the latter

type is a requirement for a general type of output device, which can be

measured as 'yes" or "no" for a system, but which also can be rated as

to adequacy, quality, etc., if 'yes".

The rating of parameters that are distinct yes/no functions

poses an unusual problcm. The rating guidelines (Section 2. 4. 7) state

that "no" is rated as 0 and "yes" as 10. Yet, for parameters that can be

rated anywhere on the 0 to 10 scale, a rating of 10 is excellent, (or the

highest possible). The rating of 10 for "yes" implies that the capability

is excellent, when in fact "yes" only means that the capability exists.

This tends to promote an upward bias in the overall ratings; the upward

bias may be insignificant because:
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* There are few yes/no parameters rated 0 or 10

* Of weighting

* The ratings of 0 and 10 average out close to the
average of other ratings.

There are several ways to eliminate this potential bias, such

as using ratings other than 0 and 10 for yes/no parameters. For example,

a rating of 7 for "yes" and 3 for "no" could be used if upward bias is &i

significant problem. Most yes/no parameters, however, do have grada-

tions of cipability and should be rated appropriately; for the few yes/no

parameters that are of the presence/absence variety, the rule of 0 and 10

should be used.

The rating of yes/no parameters can be made more sensitive

by considering the capabilities afforded relative to one or more of the

following criteria of judgment rather than by considering the presence

(or absence) of the capability as a yes/no function.

* Availability

* Quality

* Reliability

* :Compatibility

* Ease of use

* Flexibility

2.4.4 Rating with Incomplete Information

The evaluator probably will be faced with the problem of

trying to rate a parameter with incomplete information about a GDMS.

This is bound to occur with a GDMS that is proposed or under develop-

ment, and can happen with an operational system if documentation is not

complete or information is not readily ava lable. In such situations, the
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evaluator should make a rating for a GDMS only when he feels he has

reasonable confidence in his rating; otherwise the parameter should not

be rated for that GDMS. What reasonable confidence means is hard to

define, but the evaluator should trv to think of a "threshold of significance".

A rating should be made only when the evaluator feels that the significance

of his rating is above the minimum threshold.

S nce the degree of confidence in a rating will vary among

ratings, the possibility of reflecting confidence in the scores was explored.

The selection of ratings and weights based on confidence o±e an adjustment

of a rating or score with a confidence factor were considered. The hand-

ling of two dilferent degrees of confidence for two GDMS's for the same

parameter fu ther complicates the issue. As a result, confidence limits

are not specified.

During the course of an evaluation, there may be insufficient

information to rate a parameter for a GDMS that has already been rated

for another GDMS. The first consideration is whether a mandatory

requirement exists for this parameter; if one does exist, then it is neces-

sary to obtain more information to complete the evaluation. If the require-

ment is not mandatory, the two major choices are to exclude the parameter

from the eva]uation or to rate one GDMS with the information on hand and

rate the othr GDMS as 0 for this parameter. Neither alternative seems

to be obviou 3ly fair; in one case a rating which can be made for one sys-

tem is not u ;ed, and in the other case, a system is penalized with a 0

rating for lack of information.

2.4.5 C(omposite Ratings

j, composite rating may have to be developed for some param-

eters. Tfhis situation arises when a parameter is defined a• two or more

capabilities (.r considerations that are not rated individually. A judgment

is made for Ohe parameter by collectively analyzing the capabilities as

a group.
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A composite rating also is made when there are two or more

different requirements for a parameter. This can result from a single

complex application or a problem-mix with several applications. Both

the rating and the weighting of such parameters is more difficult than for

those with simple requirements.

Theoretically, each evaluation should be perfurmed using a

set of requirements that consists of one requirement (or at most two:

minimum and desired) for each parameter rated, with an overall score

developed from the weighted ratings. Two or more sets of requirements

should he evaluated separately, and the overall scores for each set

weighted in order to arrive at an aggregate score for all requirements.

As a practical matter, howcver, such a procedure can become lengthy

and tedious, and the composite approach may yield sufficiently accurate

results.

2.4.6 Rating vs. Weighting

Throughout the parameter list, the evaluator is reminded not

to interm-nix rating with weighting. The rating for a parameter is a

measure of degree of 'xcellCence in fulfilling requirements. The weight

for a parameter is an expression of the importance of that parameter

relative to other parameters. This is analogous to the academic grading

where class grades are weighted by semester hours for an average grade.

The overall grade is not a simple a.': rage of cli ss grades and the weight-

ing reflects tht relative imiportince of each class indlepndent of the

grade for that class.
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2.4. 7 Rating Guidelines

The following guidelines apply except where special instructions

are listed in the evaluation instructions for a parameter:

1. No parameter can be rated below 0, that is, with a
negative rating. The lowest rating is 0.

2. No parameter can be rated above 10 in an effort to
give credit for excess capabilities. The highest or
best rating is 10.

3. For parameters that describe capability which either
exist or do -aot exist and are yes/no functions, the "yes"
conditioA is rated as 10 and the "no" condition as 0.
The yes/no parameters that possess a gradation of
values should be rated using the entire 0 to 10 scale.

4. If a parameter is specified as a mandatory requirement,
"a rating of 0 would disqualify the system. Therefore,
"a rating of 1 or higher for such parameters is necessary
for a system to be acceptable.

5. Whenever leasible, the evaluator should formulate a
function which relates the measure obtained for a
parameter with the standard rating scale.

6. All parameters, especially those rated on non-numeric
considerations, require careful comparisons among
systems being evaluated in order to insure that the
relative ratings are as accurate as judgment allows.
For example, a rating of 8 for System A and 6 for Sys-
tem B for a parameter should indicate that System A
is supcriol to System B for that parameter.

7. For parameters rated on a comparison of benchmark
results, the best result is given the highest (not neces-
sarily the maximum, however) rating, and the other
restilts are ra-ed lower relative to the highest rating.

8. A rating must be a whole number or integer; fractions
or de :imals should not be used.

9. The ratings for each parameter must be determined by
the eviluator for every evaluation. Ratings in examples
in oth( r sections of this report are shown for illustrative
purposes only.
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2.5 COMPUTE AND REVIEW SCORES

2.5.1 Compute and Accumulate Scores

The computation and accumulation of scores by extending

ratings and weights is a clerical process described in Section 2. 2 on the

description of weighting. Since there are many factors, such as number

of parameters rated, number of GDMS's evaluated, personal preferences

of the evaluator, etc. , the design of a summary worksheet can take on

many formats. Therefore, the layout of the summary worksheet is left

up to the evaluator. Any columnar format based on Table 1 (used to

illustrate weighting and aggregating) should suffice.

2.5. 2 Review and Adjust Entries

The selection of ratings and weights is an iterative process.

Although the initial choice of ratings and weights may be satisfactory, a

comparison of scores may lead to adjustments of initial entries. The

purpose of this is not to bias the results towards some preconceived

answer. Iteration allows the evaluator to reconsider all of his entries

after a detailed analysis of two or more systems for the following purposes.

1) To adjust for overlap in the parameter list

2) Ta adjust for overlap caused by the functional
organization of a GDMS

3) To take an overall view of tVe entries

4) To adjust for parameters that were added as a
result of the analysis

2.5. 3 Compute Final Scores for a Problern-Mix

The final score for a problem-mix ii computed by weighting

the scores for each application and accumulating, using the same procedure
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for computing parameter scores (Section 2. 2). This permits the morc

important applications to be assigned higher weights and thus have a

greater influence in the final score for a problem-mix. This step would

be skipped, of course, when a single application constitutes a problem-mix.

2. 5.4 Overall Evaluation of Final Scores

In some cases the prior step will be the last one; in other

cases the final scores computed with the evaluation technique will be

compared with other factors such as total cost. This is done when the

evaluator has elected to treat certain parameters outside of the evaluation

technique. For example, the technique may have been used to determine

which systems, if any, are acceptable, and the final selection of a system

is based on total costs. The technique should be used as a tool, and not

necessarily the final answer, in an evaiuation or selection procedure.

Hitch and McKean have written the following about economic analysis and

it is applicable here:

"Where mathematical models a.id computations
are useful, they are in no sense alternatives
or rivals to good judgment; they supplement and
complement it. Judgment is always of critical
importance in designing the analysis, choosing
the alternatives to be compared, and selecting
the criterion. Except where there is a completely
satisfactory one-dimensional measurable objec-
tive (a rare circumstance), judgment muist sup-
plement the quantitative analysis before a choice
can be recommended. :'*

Hitch, Charles J., and McKean, Roland N , The Economics of Defense
in the Nuclear Age, R-346, The RAND Corporation, March 1960, p. I' 20.
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Section III

PARAMETER ORGANIZATION AND MEASUREMENT

'I he organization of parameters supplies an implied definition

of GDMS systems. It is seen as an evolving structure which should be

selectivwly utilized and further refined at the time of each evaluation.

The organization, as conceived for this report, is therefore to be regarded

as a framework to which factors of importance (parameters), which

pertain to p)articular applications requirements not anticipated here, may

be added, and from which parameters of doubtful importance or which

are redundant or inappropriate to the particular evaluation may be

removed.

3. 1 PARAMETER ORGANIZATION

A few (comrnents concerning the basis for organization are

in order here. One of the difficulties of a parameter organization which

purports to measure so conrplex an entity is a GDMS is that there are

many methods of categorization and many viewpoints and criteria which

may be used. Some of the approaches are:

* System analysis approach

• Language analysis

9 Performance measurement

* Procedural analysis

• User-orienttd aporoach

* Functional analysis

* Operations analysis

It is virtually inmpossibl- to defint- a list w' parant .te.rs that

accommodates pertinent judg.niental criteria, reflu' is both GDMS
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capabilities and system task requirements, does not have overlapping

characteristics, and is reasonably straightforward to interpret. The

reasons for this are several. The designs of GDMS's vary greatly;

requirements continue to "row more complex. A complex item such as a

GDMS is not amenable to simple, straightforward evaluation. A system

svich as a GDMS must be regarded as an entity whose totality transcends

the sum of its parts. The field of generalized systems is new and is

undergoing rapid technological development. Capabilities that are lacking

or are absent in present systems undoubtedly will be commonplace in

future systems.

However, an even more basic difficulty is that of semantics.

The language used for naming and describing parameters may be framed

in structural, procedural, functional, and operational terms. No single

one of these categorization viewpoints was found to be adequate for

expressing all the variables and determinants of system worth. Even

more basic to the problem of parameter definition are the assumptions

to be made concerning the criteria to be used for determining system value.

A number of subtle questions should be resolved regarding criteria for

evaluation, for example:

"* Is quality to be regarded as a virtue even when it does

not result in utility?

"* Is "more" better?

"* Is convenience a valid criterion if it does not result in
decreased costs (e.g., fewer man hours)?

"* Is ''value to the user" the all important basis for
evaluation or can some "points" be given for advancing
the state-of-the-art independent of user values?

"* Is "intrinsic excellence" a ratable value, apart from
whatever worth can be shown to result from this
quality?
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These and other philosophical points relating to theories of

value are largely problem dependent. Therefore, as was discussed in

Section 2. 1, one of the first steps in the evaluation procedure is to

determine the objectives and criteria of the evaluation. Since these

criteria may vary, the parameter organization should anticipate and

accommodate aE many such criteria as possible. Therefore, various

viewpoints of evaluation are represented, even at the risk of parameter
overlap.

The basic organization of parameters selected for this report

is based on the functional division of tasks for which a GDMS is primarily

intended. This parameter organization is shown in Figure 2. For some

systems these divisions are not sharply delineated, or may vary in im-

portant respects. However, the selected parameter groups should serve

as a convenient basis for further modification even in these cases.

The functional categorization of GDMS operation and per-

formance was selected because it is the most nearly oriented towards

user values of the classification schemes investigated. These values

are those which we are most interested in evaluating.

The functional groupings are those shown in the first five

headings of Figure 2:

I. Data Definition and Data Organization

II. File Creation and Maintenance

III. Retrieval

IV. Processing

V. Output

In addition to the parameters considerd in these groups,

there are a number of environmental and support considtrations which.
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though important, are not easily identifiable under the, functional headings.

We have grouped these under the heading:

VI. Environmental Considerations

The matrix characteristic of this organization is noted in the

foregoing discussion. Grouping the elements of the functional headings,

horizontally, these parameters may further be categorized as:

0 "Capability" Parameters

* "Ease of Use" Parameters

& "Performance" Parameters

Investigation ot the important parameters under each of the

parameter groupings reveals that many of the same factors are important

for each functional group. For example, ease of use and performance

criteria are important considerations for each of the functional groupings.

One of the plausible alternate parameter organizations is thus easily

apparent if a horizontal rather than vertical division of the parameter

matrix shown in Figure 2 is assumed. (For such an organization

subparameters for Performance might be: Performance for Data

Description; Prformance for File Creation and Maintenance, etc.)

The matrix characteristics of this organization are noted

hit re in order to suggest that in certain of the PEGS evaluation steps

(notably, weighting) it may be appropriate to perform cross checks of

certain groups oi paratiteters. For example, the systems weights for

all "Ease of Use" parameters (a hiorizontal grouping in the inatrix) may

be totaled and revicwetd and a reasonableness check ilad,.

3. i. I Capability Parameters

J he' capability parameters are shown in the first six sub-

sections of cach of the first five parameter groupings. "htse paranwters
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describe functional characteristics of the GDMS. Many of the parametelis

are capabilities which havc been referred to as yes/no, or binary functions.

The basic criteria for judgement of parameters of this type are:

* Does the capability exist for the candidate GDMS?

* Does the user want or need this capability'?

* Does the capability permit the user additional flexibility
or conversely do,2s it impose an additional burden upon
the user?

Other capability parameters may be measured quantitatively.

For these parameters, a normalization step is required to translate the

raw score to a standard scale rating.

3. 1.2 Ease of Use Parameters

A basic tenet of the evaluation technique is that the selection

of parameters reflect a user orientation. Accordingly one of the primary

criteria of judgement is ease of use. `lhis parameter is included under

each of the GDMS functional divisions in order that the evaluator be

encouraged to consider the system capability in these terms explicitly.

It is recognized that a degree of overlap with capability and performance

is unavoidable in this appraoch since ease of use may stem from various

capabilities afforded and superior performance may result (particularly

in terms of minimizing man hours) from the satisfaction of the ease of

use criterion. Resolution of this overlap is accomplished by the follow-

ing evaluator proces'ses:

"* A careful examination of the listed parameters with
a continuing attention to the point of view implied by
the parameter type (i. e. , from the point of view of
capability, ease of use, or performance).

"" Sensitive adjustments of the closely associated param-
SDeters of these major types in the weighting process.
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The ratings for capability parameters may in some cases

vary inversely with the ratings of ease of use par.rmiters. It may be

difficult for a system to have a broad range of capabilities and at the

same time emphasize the 'ease of use'' criteria. The ease of use capa-

bilities have been classified in three categories.

* Language Considerations

* Ease of Learing

0 Skill Level Required

The degree of sophistication of a dialog or conversational

method may be a function of both advanced equipment and programming

methods. It is therefore possible to evaluate both the means and the

ends. Evaluation of the latter is the goal; evaluation of the former may

provide insight to an evaluation of the latter, however.

Apart from power and capability measured by capability

parameters, language features may also be measureA on a scale of con-

venience and/or ease of use. A residue of language considerations remain

for discussion, even if most capability factors are categorized elsewhere

in the parameter list. A number of these items which the evaluator may

wish to consider are listed to follow:

* Capability for user-defined additions to the language

* String set substitution capability

* Capability to refer to conditional statements by label
(name)

* Free-form language characteristics

* Ability of the system to detect and correct minor breaks
in the users syntax.

0 Capability to add own code.
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It is the large differences in system philosophy rflected in

the language design which must be evaluated as a part of th, "l,anguage

Considerations' parameter. However, language factors which (an be

directly associated with system capabilities, identifiable elsewhere in

the parameter list, should be analyzed from that standpoint and effectively

removed from consideration in this parameter.

3.1.2.1 Language Consideration. In considering the specification for

a particular GDMS, there is a tendency to evaluate the entire system in terms

of its language features. The language features are usually documented

more thoroughly than the other aspects of the system design (particularly

the environmental and operational ones). It is thus possible to develop a

list of parameters which appears relatively thorough, but composed almost

entirely of language considerations.

The approach implicit in the parameter organization is that

the GDMS language is not analyzed as one integrated topic but rather that

the effect of the language is reflected in the constituent capabilities which

may be identified. Thus, the repertoire of the language is not considered

as a major parameter topic, but elements of this parameter appear in

several parts of the parameter list as appropriate (e. g. , III.A. 1,

Repertoire of Comparators).

However, apart from the individual operators and other

features of the language as reflected by individual capabilities, there are

basic language methods to be evaluated. These methods may vary sub-

stantially in different systems.

The language may be essentially free form in terms of the

conventions for composing acceptable expressions. Or the programming

method may involve a highly structured coding sheet wherein columnar
arrangement of input specifications is highly significant. The lan-uage
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may b4. intrprt ted by a langua.e, processor (conmpiled for subsequent

execution; it may be executed interpretively and/or on-line to provide

inim(iiate rtesponse characteristics. There may be more than one pro-

gramming method permitted. For example, there may be a rather con-

ventional set of programming languages for use by system programmers

for input of data files or other system tasks, and a user-oriented on-line

query language for use by those users who wish to interrogate the data

files.

3. 1.2.2 Ease of Learning. The ease of use of a language is often thought

of in terms of how easy it is to learn. This aspect of this parameter is not

as important as the economy of effort after the learning phase is complete.

The distinction is easily seen if one considers that a highly sophisticated,

possibly complex, language may provide the easiest method of problem

definition for computer solution and yet may be difficult to learn. A

rudimentary language may be the simplest to learn while awkward and

cumbersome to use effectively.

An indication of the relationship of these parameters is

shown below:

Maximum Efficiency

U

Language

-4-

0 k Language
D4 flyll

-~ rim(./Effort

Figure 3. I-ase of Learning: Programnier "A"
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Figure 4. Ease of Use: Programmer "A"

It is thus seen that Ease of Learning is a parameter which

is significant only during the learning phase, while Ease of Use is a

parameter of more enduring significance.

For some systems the method of describing the problem for

solution does not involve programming or coding in the traditional sense.

A highly structured set of forms may provide, by arrangement of row

and column, a matrix for insertion of the job description parameters.

Other methods of prescribing the problem details are coding by question-

aire and by a dialogue using keyboard and/or display equipment in a time

shared environment.

Easc of learning may be measured by the amount of time and

effort required for the user (programmer, coder, analyst, operator, etc.)

to attain a required or desired degree of proficiency. Other considera-

tions in the evaluation of this parameter are the amount of time available

for learning and the amount of training effort required by other individuals

to train the neophyte.
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3.1.2.3 Skill Level Required. An important variable in determining

ease of use is the skill level, training, and experience required of the

practitioner. This item may be narrowly defined by the applicaticn

requirement or a range of skill/experience levels that may be defined for

the personnel who are expected to use the language(s). It is noted that

the requisite skill levels may be different for the various functional

divisions (e.g., data definition, retrieval, etc. ).

Skill level is closely associated with the other ease of use

parameters, in particular ease of learning. This relationship is indicated

in Figure 5 for programmers of varying experience levels.

Over 6 Years Experience
u 3-6 Years Experience

1-3 Years Experience
0
k Non-Programmer

STime/Effort

Figure 5. Curve of Learning and Proficiency Level
for Silected Experience Levels: Language "X':

Typically. skill level required is inversely related to ease

of use: the higher the skill level requirerr-cnt, the lower the case of use

factor. Although skill level should be rated in this manner, care should

be taken not to oversimplify this relationship. For example, if data

definition is simple enough for clerical personnel, yet thcre is not inten..

tion that anyone other than a systems analyst will undertake this task.
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there is little benefit tobe derived from such simplicity unlesq the task

of the systems analyst is thereby made easier.

3. 1. 3 Performance Parameters

The performance parameters are intended to measure problem

execution efficiency. These parameters are subdivided into three cate-

gories of measurement.

* Man hours

* Elapsed time for problem execution

0 Machine time

These parameters have the following elements4in c6mmon:

* They are measured in units of time.

* The preferred method of measurement involves
recording the actual times for sample jobs or job
mixes.

Thus, this particular categorization is determined partly by

the practical consideration, i. e. , the classification of parameters which

are measured in the same general way into the same grouping.

The performance parameters introduce the element of cost

into the evaluation. Although not primarily a cost or cost/effectiveness

technique, the method outlined in this report includes measurements of

cost such as man hours, machine time, etc. The justification for

including cost elements is that capability as a function of cost is a better

measure of system '"value' than capability alone.
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Measurement of this parameter should utilize performance

data which are already available, may be computed by the use of standard

estimates, or may be obtained by executing sample jobs. The latter

method would ordinarily derive the most accurate results since it would

measure an actual situation. However, in some cases standard estimates

yield better comparative information. This may be the case for evalua-

tions for which actual performance statistics may be obtained for only

one system. Although an estimate would ordinarily be expected to be

less accurate in all cases than measurement of actual performance, the

crucial element of using the same ground rules, conventions, and assump-

tions is lost in such a case.

An illustration of this is seen V i Ke EDP Reports in which

are published comparative statistics for performance of a standard file

maintenance problem. These figures are computcd on the basis of care-

fully defined problems using standard estimates. In some cases, actual

routines to do the identical task have been prepared which have been

measured to have slightly different performance results. However,

even with the knowledge of the 'better" information, the standard estimates

are still retained and represent a better comparative index of hardware

capability than would comparison of actual routines which might involve

other variables (e.g., programming methods, operating system differ-

ences, etc.).

There are several methods of ascertaining problem execution

efficiency, listed below in the order of decreasing reliability:

* Measurement of the subparameters on the basis of the
actual preparation of a job mix which is typical of the
expected problems.

* Measure of a single job which is felt to be representative.

* Computation of a performance index on the basis of
standard estimates of the subprocesses required for
problem execution.
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0 An estimate of these subparameters based on know-
ledge of the known characteristics of the system.

If benchmark studies are undertaken to measure the per-

formance parameter, a problem mix should be chosen which is as repre-

sentative of the applications requirements as possible. The jobs measured

should be performed, if possible, by persons who normally would do the

lob or by persons with equivalent training and experience.

A system under development may be unavailable for the

execution of an application or benchmark problem. Under these circum-

stances, processing times must be estimated using whatever information

is available. In the absence of any estimating guidelines, gross estimates

of relative performance of two or more systems can be based on the

characteristics of the computing hardware used in the systems. In some

cases, part of the resulting eiiiciency of a job run may be attributable

to the effectiveness of the operating system. Since the operating system

is rated separately, its effect should be r2moved from this prame~er, if

possible.
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3.2 PARAMETER MEASUREMENT

A general description of the evaluation and rating method as

developed in this study is contained in Section 2. 4. Additional specific

information relating to parameter measurement and parameter work

sheets follows:

3.2. 1 Conversion to the Standard Scale

As an indication of the subjective process involved in selection

of the appropriate ratings, it is appropriate to examine in detail the

thought processes which will go into the determination of these ratings.

For purposes of illustration, we examine three representative parameters,

and, in effect, admit the reader to the flow on consciousness which might

typify this complex evaluatnr judgement.

A
For this purpose, we will consider the parameter, Ease of

Learning, which is a subheading in several of the functional divisions of

parameters described in Section IV, and two on-line characteristics

parameters for which normalization of raw scores is required.

One of the assumptions of our analysis methodology is that thef

evaluator will consider all known informition regarding applications or

problem-mix and system requirements. We cannot anticipate what these

background considerations may be for the individual case. However, we

can postulate several sets of conditions which we may then use for

illustrative purposes.
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3. 2. 1. 1 Ease of Learning Rating Illustration

Situations

"A" Formulation of problem solutions (programming or coding) is

expected to be accomplished by all levels (with respect to experience) of

programming personnel; however, most programming will be done by

junior personnel. The system is oriented toward batch processing with

little if any on-line programming activity. A large number of personnel

will be required to use this language.

"B" Applications will be "programmed' by programmers and non-

programmers, with emphasis on problem presentation to the computer

primarily via local, and possibly remote, terminals. The emphasis of

this system i on man/machine integration for dynamic problem solution.

A relatively small number of people will use this language.

"IC"V The particular applications requirements are not known, but

it is expected that the system will be used for a wide assortment of appli-

cations. The language will probably be used by professional personnel,

many of whom will not be computer personnel. It is also expected that

many people (possibly thousands) will be exposed to, and eventually use

this language at this installation for short periods.

Scale Gradations

The following levels of excellence are defined for purposes of

fitting values on the standard scale.

I. The language includes a self teaching program module in
the computer which may be used to teach the basic rules
of the language. No other training requirement.
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II. The language may be understood and used by a professional
programmer by study of a manual. Non-programmers can
generally attain understanding after a four hour course.

III. The language requires either a formal training program
(one week) or a lengthy period of study and on-the-job-
training. Documentation is complete.

IV. The language has many featres which must be learned.
A trAining course of two weeks duration is suggested.
Documentation fair.

V. The language is difficult to learn and many of its features
may be exercised appropriately only by professiou.al
programmers with considerable experience in the use of
this langu.ge.

Having defined several levels of classification for the param-

eter "ease of learning", the evaluator must then determine a way of

translating these gradations in terms of a standard score. His judgment

will be affected by what he knows about the requirements, (e. g. , situation

A, B, or C or other may pertain). He will select from a number of

appropriately shaped curves on the common scale. For example, for

situation A, B, C any of the following rating scales might be deemed

appropriate by the evaluator.

"All "B"B liCit

a b c d a b c d a b c d

1 10 9-- -- 1 0 9 10 10 10 10

II 9 9 10 9 10 9 9 10 9 7 8 8

III 8 7 8 7 8 7 8 7 7 6 5 6

IV 6 5 5 4 7 6 7 6 4 5 2 4

V 2 3 1 6 3 6 5 3- 1 2
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Let us assume that the judgement of the evaluator indicates

that the appropriate curve forms for -he situations A, B, C are those

numbered c, d, and c, respectively. A table of grades is obtained

according to the requirements assumptions shown below:

c d c

I - 9 10

II 10 10 8

III 8 7 5

IV 5 6 2

V - 5

Only one of the sets of situations (A, B, C) applies to our

example. Assuming the conditions described in C above, the grade for

this parameter for two systems might result as follows:

Observations Rating

Syst. Syst. Syst. Syst.
X Y X Y

I1 V 10

II

III

IV 2

V
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3.2. 1. 2 On-line Characteristics Rating Illustration. It is important

that significant discrete levels of capability be identified if such exist. A

mandatory system requirement may constitute such a level; on the other

end of the scale, a level of capability may exist beyond which no useful

value may be assigned. For example, it is possible that if the desired

level is provided, e. g. , the required number of on-line user terminals,

that additional capability (in this case, additional terminals) may repre-

sent an unneeded excess capability. Such excess capacity may have

significance, however, in terms of system expansion capabilities. The

minimum mandatory requirement level may have little if any rating

significance since it is generally assumed that this evaluation technique

will be used primarily for comparing systems which have already quali-

fied in respect to such minimum standards. However, this level may be

used as a base for the rating scale selected. In addition to the boundary

upper and lower limit levels, several significant intermediate levels may

be used.

The significant levels of capability (if discrete rather than

continuous) must be defined in the application/requirements information

gathering phase of the evaluation effort. The range of the numerical

scales used are very dependent on this data and cannot be anticipated

here. An indication of the normalization process is illustrated in

Figures 6 and 7. These relate to several numerical measures of on-

line capability. It should be emphasized that these figures are for

illustration-and should not be used as a basis for a particular evaluation.

The actual standard scale ratings (left blank in Figures 6 and 7) would be

filled in, of course, by the evaluator during an evaluation.
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No. of No. of No. of Max. No. of
Levels of Capability On-Line Input On-Line Simultaneous Standard

Terminals Channels Users On-Line Users Scale

10

Expanded Capability 100 128 200 60
(Needed for System
Expansion)

Desired Capability 60 64 80 40

Capability Defined by 40 32 60 20
System Requirements

Mandatory Minimum 20 16 40 10
Requirement

0

Figure 6. lllustration of Standard Scale Ratings:
rin- Line Traffic Volume

.S.



Standard
Response Time Scale

Scale

10

Immediate Response

0. 5 Second Response

2 Second Response

5 Second Response

Deferred Response
(Indication that query is being
processed for later output)

0

A deferred response might be entitled to a higher
rating if it is anticipated procedurally as a part
of system design.

Figure 7. Illustration of Standard Scale Ratings:
Response Time for Typical Request, On-Line
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3. 2. 2 Parameter Worksheet Description

The Parameter Worksheet, Figure 8, is intended to provide

a flexible framework for the collection of observations obtained for both

applications requirements information and GDMS specifications information.

It is essentially free form since the parameter characteristics vary so

widely that a single form designed to record all particulars is :,ot feasible.

The upper portion of the form contains the parameter identifi-

cation information and identification of the specific study. The body of the

form contains the brief descriptive information of the parameter, sub-

parameter, or attribute being measured. Columns are provided for record-

ing observations, ratings, weights, and scores. The bottom of the form is

used for recording of notes, comments, or other pertinent information.

The elements of the parameter worksheet are described in more detail to

follow and keyed to the circled letters in Figure 8.

A. Parameter Group

This refers to the division of parameters for the
parameter to be analyzed. These parameter groupings
were listed in Section 3. 1. Example: II. File Creation
and Maintenance.

B. Parameter

This identifies the major parameter to be a'-alyzed. For
some parameters, several worksheets will be required
to contain the required information. Example.

H. C File Maintenance

C. Date and Evaluator

When the worksheet is used for a specific evaluation
study, it should be identified. The date on which
observations were made should be recorded. The name
of the evaluation or analyst should be entered. These
iteins are useful for filing, indexing and future reference.
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D. GDMS

Each worksheet will record observations of one Generalized
Data Management System. It is essential that the system
be identified on every worksheet. Observations of a com-
peting GDMS will be similarly identified and collected in a
separate set. It may also be desirable to note here the
application that is being studied. However, no specific
space is provided for this because the entire study of com-
peting systems for a particular application will normally
be compiled into a report.

E. Data Source

This is an optional entry that may be used by the evaluator
to record his authority or source of information, it may
list a specification manual or other publication. It may
name an expert who has provided data, estimates or
opinions. It may contain words that denote direct obser-
vation, such as "TIME STUDY", "SAMPLE" or "DIRECT
MEASUREMENT".

F. Parameter Description

This space is used to identify the parameter to be
evaluated. Under each parameter, subdivisions may be
listed which may be any of the following:

"* Subparameters

"* Attributes of the parameter

"* A list of gradations of capability

"* Other description information

G. Applications Requirements: Required and Desired

The first two columns are intended to be used by ti-e
analyst to record applications requirements information
of a numerical nature. Two designated levels of capability
may be defined; required and desired characteristics. In
some cases, only or.e levei may be appropriate to define.
In some instances the two cdlumns may be used for other
purposes; for example:

* To contain two values which indicat.,; an accepiable
range.

"* To contain checkmarks or X to indicate the presence
or absence of a requirement or desired capability.

"• For a Yes/No.

"* To -ontain other information (e. g., dates, time
intervals, etc.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: ®)
Parameter:

Date: / Evaluator: ©
GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING EIGHT SCORE

NOTMES

Figure 8, Pa rmeter Worksheet
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H. System Observations: Observation

The third column is used to record observed data for the
system being evaluated. The data entered here may be
any of the types described for "G" above.

I. System Observations: Rating

The rating for the parameter or subparameter is entered
in the fourth column. It is determined by a subjective
process as described in Sections 2.4 and 3.2. 1.

J. Computation of Score: Weight

The weight or importance value for the parameter or sub-
parameter is entered in this column. It is determined by
the techniques described in Section 2. 2.

K. Computation of Score: Score

The score is generally computed by multiplying Rating x
Weight. The rationale and the procedure for this com-
putation is described in Sections 2.2 and 2.5.

L. Notes

A space is provided for the evaluator's notes. At the
bottom of each page, he may enter additional observations,
details, non-quantitive observations, qualifications, cross-
references or other data.
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Section IV

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONS

The parameters developed in the study are listed and described in

this section. The parameters are listed on parameter worksheets imme-

diately following the sub-section describing each parameter group. For

convenience, the term "parameter" is used as a synonym for "sub-

parameter" throughout the text; this should cause no difficulty for the

reader, since the distinction between the two terms is made clear when

necessary. The hierarchy used in the text and on the worksheets is:

I. Parameter Group

A. Parameter

1. Sub-parameter

a. Sub-parameter

1) Sub-parameter

For example, Sub-parameter II. D. 5. a is: "Modification of item size",

and it appears in the parameter hierarchy as follows:

II. File Creation and Maintenance

II. D. Input to FCM

II. D. 5. Input edit

II. D. 5. a. Modification of item size
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4.1 DATA DEFINITION AND DATA ORGANIZATION

Data definition is one of the major functions of any generalized

data management system. The following group of parameters measure the

relative effectiveness of competing systems in performing this function.

The objective of data definition is to describe to the system the

particular data on which it must operate. The structure and format of the

data must be described so that the system can recognize and interpret the

data.

The primary classes of data that must be defined are:

* Master files (called data sets, databanks, or simply
files)

* Input files, for file creation and maintenance.

For any file of data, the structural components must be defined. Fields

of data must be defined sufficiently to permit the system to find, delimit,

decode, and interpret an item of data. Records and record segments must

be defined sufficiently to permit blocking and deblocking and the organ-

ization of logically related segments or heaaer-trailer records. Files

are described to permit input/output, chain.rng, sequencing (or sequence

checking) and other operations involving file structure.

Data definition may be requ'_red to provide information on the

procedural or control language set that is being used for a particular

application. In addition, data definition will often provide information on

the standard treatment of each field in printed output such as table lookup,

output edit, output conversion, and standard report column headers.

Data definition must be performed for each file that is pro-

cessed. In most generalized systems, each file is defined once and th.
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same data definition is used for all applications involving that file.

Typically, the data definition is stored as part of the system.

Some systems required that data definition must be entered

for each application or each run. This is generally considered unde-irable

because of the repetitive effort required and the possibility of introducing

error.

There are two aspects of this parameter group:

1) That which relates to the procedure of producing the
data organization which a user may require,

2) That which relates to the data organizations which are
permitted for a system.

Although the emphasis of the discussion to follow is from the

first viewpoint, it is important to recognize that to a large extent the data

organization characteristics of the system are also being measured. The

objecti e of the system data organization is to provide a framework in

order that the user may build any reasonable logical structure according

to his individual needs.

Data definition procedures may be optional or required. The

mandatory nature of definition requirements may introduce a negative

aspect to certain features. For example, is it burdensome to accomplish

certain operations? Do some systems require definition of data character-

istics which other systems would provide automatically?

It is necessary, therefore, to recognize the negative elements

of certain capabilities. Since negative ratings are not permitted by the

scoring method devised in this study, such characteristics may only be

reflected by appropriately low ratings.
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4. 1. 1 Field Definition

This parameter measures the capability of the system for

describing the form and content of data fields on which it operates. The

purpose of the field description is to permit the system to identify each

field for subsequent retrieval, processing, or output.

The capabilities listed in Worksheet L.A are for the most

part either binary (yes/no) functions or are to be e•,&imated by the

evaluator as a value judgement as expressed by selection of a rating on

the standard scale. An exception is Parameter I.A. 3, Number of fields

which may be defined for each record, for which a raw score may be

obtained. This score may have little absolute significance, however,

and the evaluator may wish to consider this simply in terms of whether

the number is sufficient or not.

Parameter I. A. 5, (Re-)definition of Fields, although

primarily intended to describe redefinitions, includes sub-items which

apply to initial field definition also.

Parameters I. A. 6, I. A. 7, and I. A. 8 relate to parameters

discussed elsewhere (output editing, columnar headers for reports, and

security, control). The capability to be measured here is whether these

functions may be specified by Data Definition Procedures.

4.1.2 Record/Sepment Definition

This parameter measures the capability of the system for

describing the structure of logical and physical records in the file.

Typically, a logical record consists of a related set of data fields that

all pertain to the same entity. For example, the entity of interest in

a personnel file is a person. The logical record therefore consists of

the fields of data that describe a person or are related to a person.
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A segment is usually defined as a logical subdivision of a

variable length logical record. Each segment consists of one or more

fields of data. Segments are also called subrecords, repeating groups,

etc. (see Section 1. 3.6). A fixed length record is usually considered to

consist of a single segment. The segments of a record need not be

physically contiguous. Chained records exhibit this property. Segments

may be repeated within a record. For instance, a personnel record may

contain segments describing a man's education. Each segment may con-

sist of fields for degree, major, year, and grade-point average. A record

for one man may contain a variable number of these segments, one for

cach school attended. One record may contain several kinds of segments.

Determination of the existence of some of the capabilities listed in

Worksheet I. B may be difficult in some cases because some systems

define records and/or segments as a part of field definition or file defini-

tion. The capabilities listed in Worksheets I. A, I. B, and I. C relate to

data organization features at the various hierarchical levels and the items

listed may be used as a check list from which the appropriate sub-

parameters may be selected.

The evaluator must be careful not to bias his ratings in

favor of the system which has the most complex set of capabilities, or

simply on the basis of the total number of features available; unless

such features result in recognizable advantage from the user viewpoint.

The capability being measured is the ability of the system to recognize

the logical record structure, not the complexity of the definition entries.

4.1.3 File Definition

File definition provides information to a generalized data

management system to permit the compilation of input/output routines

that provide physical acce as to the file. Capability of a generalized data

management system to define files is measured by considering the specific

capabilities for defining the varieties of files that may be encountered.
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File Identification, I. C. 1, and Device Identification I. C. 2,

relate to the manner in which the system differentiates between logical

files and physical files. The criteria for judgement will be based on

whether the user has the identification capabilities he needs, and whether

he has the degree of freedom (options) which he may find useful. For

different application requirements different rating orders may be

appropriate. For example, in some cases Parameter I. C.2. a is pre-

ferable to I. C. 2. c; in other situations, the reverse may be true. Files

will originate from two sources:

1) File creation by the system,

2) A file creation and maintenance activity outside the
system.

Those capabilities which relate to files from the latter

source are discussed in Section 4.1. 6.

Parameters I. C. 2, I.C. 4, I.C. 5, and I. C. 6 are definition

capabilities for corresponding functions that exist elsewhere in the para-

meter organization. For example, File Security Capabilities are out-

lined in Worksheet Ill. F. It is only the ability to specify them as a part

of the data definition which is to be considered here.

Parameter I. C. 6 relates to methods which are designed to

minimize access time for file maintenance and retrieval functions.

Therefore, excellence in this area may be directly reflected in the per-

formance capabilities of these functions (Section 4. 1. 8). The evaluator

must be aware therefore of the potential overlap of these two areas.

The presence of a hardware associative memory (I. C. 6. e.

in the system may require a special analysis. Typically the associative

memory would be used to contain the search criteria used for conditional

retrieval or conditional update operations. This utilization would dramat-

ically reduce search times for some applications.
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Parameters I. C. 7 and I. C. 8 are special definition capabilities

which are permitted for some systems. It is important for the evaluator

to recognize the open endedness of these lists and to list other pertinent

capabilities which may apply in certain systems, or which may be needed

for the application.

4.1.4 Input kMedia

This evaluation parameter, considered here initially in

relation to Data Definition functions of the GDMS is also to be evaluated

in the File Creation and Maintenance and Data Retrieval parameter groups.

This parameter measures the flexibility of the system in accepting input

from a variety of sources. Sub-parameters may be conveniently ident-

ified which correspond to each of the input methods permitted. Rating

of this parameter may be undertaken individually on the basis of a

scale of capability which seems appropriate. An example of such a scale

for which gradations of capability may be assigned is shown to follow:

1) Special features of the system permit unusually easy,
fast, or inexpensive input via this medium/technique.

2) System accepts input from this medium/technique
efficiently.

3) The normal system accepts input from this mediumn,
but it is cumbersome.

4) The normal system does not accept input from this
medium, but specific provision is made in the system
to permit this capability to be provided.

5) The system cannot accept input from this medium.

Other aspects of the input inedia parameter which are ratable

are:

* Data Transfer Rates

• Number of Devices On-line

0 Simultaneity Features
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The first two items are easily quantifiable. However, to some

extent these considerations will overlap the measurements obtained for

the performance parameters (I. H) and care should be taken to avoid

duplicate accounting if these criteria are used.

Examples of rating considerations pertaining to specific

media are:

1) Punched Cards: A system that accepts a number of
different input card formats in one pass would ordinarily
be rated higher than a system that requires a separate
pass for each card format.

2) Paper Tape: A system that accepts a variety of punched
paper tape codes would be rated higher than one that
accepts only one code; a system that accepts 5, 6, or 8
channel tape would be rated higher than onC that accepts
only one width.

3) Magnetic Tape: Items for consideration include:

"* Ability to read or skip labels

"* Size of input area or buffer

* Ability to identify more than one input record type

* Ability to read variable-length input records

Although many more inpuit devices and input media are

possible for input to the GDMS (e. g. , keyboard entry, light pen, or

optical reader), it is not as likely that these less usual input methods

would be used for Data Definition than for the other function areas; in

particular, Data Retrieval (Section 4. 3. 4).

For some analyses, consideration of input media for data

definition will not be appropriate since the system procedurally expects

to execute this function as a part of FCM or Data Retrieval. If this is

the case, this parameter should be disregarded.

The general topic of "input" is considrred in more detail in

Sections 4. 2 and 4. 3 in connection with File Creation and Maintenance and
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Retrieval functions. It is a more important consideration for repetitive

functions such as those, than it is for data definition. However, if the

evaluator considers the more detailed structure of parameters (as shown

on Worksheet II. D) as appropriate for data definition also, it may be sub-

stituted for Worksheet I. D.

4. 1.5 Storage and Modification of Data Definitions

This parameter measures the power and flexibility of the

system in making data definitions available for use at the time a specific

run is compiled. Gradations of this capability are listed to follow:

0 Data must be defined anew for each run.

0 Data definitions may be stored and are available for
reuse and are callable by file name.

* Modification of a data definition may be accomplished
by means of a data definition specification. (Presumably
less effort is required for this than for a complete data
(re)definition task specification. )

* Modification of a data definition at the time of use for
other GDMS functions (file maintenance, retrieval)

4.1.6 Capability to Read Files from Other Systems

One of the important capabilities of a generalized file manage-

ment system is to retrieve information from files created by other systems.

Parameter I. F measures the capability of a system to define data structures

to be consistent with those created by other systems, so that existing files

can be interpreted and processed.

For some applications the requirement to be compatible with

another system may not exist. However, some of the features listed

in Worksheet I. F are measures of system flexibility and are additive to

those listed for parameters I. A. I. B. and I.C. They may be rated,

therefore, even though no compatibility requirement exists.
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4.1.7 Ease of Use

This parameter measures the simplicity of technique for data

definition. Ease of Use is evaluated primarily by consideration of the

language features which contribute to the convenience or efficiency of the

data definition task. Other factors which are included in measurement

of this parameter are the requisite skill level of those who prepare the

data definition and the ease which the technique for data definition is

learned.

The weighting of the parameter, Ease of Use, is likely to be

much lower relative to other parameters in the data definition group than

for other groups (e.g. , Data Retrieval). The reason for this lower

assessment of importance is that the data definition is done much less

frequently than the other GDMS tasks. The "capability" parameters are

therefore much more important in this group than are either the "ease

of use" parameters or the "Performance parameters."

4. 1. 7. 1 Language Considerations/Ease of Use. A number of language

considerations may be identified which contribute to the convenience and

efficiency of the data definition task. However, to a large extent, many

of these are already reflected in the "capabilities" parameters described

in foregoing sections. It is also noted in a previous section that one of the

measures of the language excellence will be reflected in a measurement of

the performance characteristics. For weighting purposes, it is there-

fore important to recognize that language characteristics have already

been considered to some extent in these other areas.

Somewhat fewer language characteristics relating to Ease of

Use may be identified for the data definition than for other functional

areas; in some cases a single overall rating estimiae maý be preferable

to a consideration of the listed items.
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4.1.7.2 Skill Level Required. The skill level requirement for the data

definition task may tend to be somewhat higher than for other functional

areas. An important fact to consider here is that the data definition task

has far reaching effects on the efficiency of other operations (e. g. , data

retrieval); however, the task is undertaken much less often.

4.1.7.3 Ease of Learning. This parameter, described in detail in

Sectio'n 3.1. 2. 2, can be measured in terms of cost if experience has

shown what typical training requirements have been. Items for consider-

ation are listed in Worksheet I. G. 3.

4.1.8 Performance

The performance aspects of data definition are evaluated

primarily as a function of time. These are categorized on Form I.H

as follows:

"* Total Man Hours

"* Response Time for Completion of Data Definition Task

* Machine Time Required for Data Definition

The first item is amenable to analysis based on selection of

a sample task mix and measurement of the hlman effort involved. How-

ever, the latter items in some cases may be difficult to ascertain the

data definition is not a segregated system function and is integrated with

the File Creation and Maintenance and Data Retrieval functions. If this

is the case, the evaluator may prefer to disregard these measurements

in this. group of parameters and consider them as a part of the performance

characteristics to which the data definition function is procedurally

associated (i. e. , parameters I1. H and Ill.1H).
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The measurement technicue for "Performance" parameters

is described in Section 3.1. 3. The selection of a task mix for analysis

which are typical of the;anticipated applications must be made with know-

ledge of the particular methods and procedural techniques of each of the

candidate systems. An example of a task mix is shown to follow:

1) A simple task involving definition of:

* Six or eight fields

* One record type (fixed length, unblocked)

* A simple file structure

2) A complex task that requires the use of as many data
definition capabilities as possible.

3) Another complex task that requires a different com-
bination of these system capabilities.

4) Evaluate the coding required to describe to the system
a sample file structure which would include normal
complexities - multilevels. multiple segments,
variable fields, variable length records.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Deiinition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. A. Field Definition

Dote: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

I. A Field Definition

1. Field Identification

a. Fields are identifiable by name

b. Synonyms are permitted

2. Field Coding which may be specified:

a. Number representation

1) Fixed point

2) Floating point

b. BCD

c. EBCDIC

d. ASCII

e. Other (list)

3, Number of Fields that may be defined
for each record

4. Data conversion may be defined for:

a. Input encoding

b. Output decoding

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. A. Field Definition (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WGHT SCORE

5. (Re)definition of Fields:

a. Fields may be (re)defined as sub-
divisions of other fields

b. Fields may be (re)defined that over-
lap other fields

c. Fields may be (re)defined as an
arithmetic or logical function of
other fields

6. Capability to define output editing of
fields

7. Capability to define column headers
for printed output

8. Security control of fields may be defined
for:

a. Writing

b. Reading

9. Techniques for defining data field
location in the data record on card,
disc, tape, etc.

a. Field location compiled during
execution

b. Field location compiled before
execution

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I.B. Record/Segment Definition

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

I. B Record/Segment Definition

1. Record/Segment Identification

a. Records may be referenced by name

b. Segments may be referenced by name

c. Synonyms are permitted

d. Implicit definition capability (capa-
bility to define a field as a function
of other fields)

e. More than one record definition per
file is permitted

f. Types of identification permitted
(list)

2. Record Length

a. Maximum length of physical record

b. Maximum length of logical record

c. Maximum length of segment

d. Number of segments per ::ecrrd
permitted

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. B. Record/Segment Definition (Cont'd.

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OFSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

3. Logical Organization of Record/Segments

a. Variable length records may be
defined

b. Number of types of segments which
may be defined

c. Capability to define several different
kinds of segments at each organiza-
tion level of the record

d. Capability to define several organiza-
tional levels (hierarchical levels) ir
a record, with one kind of segment
at each level

e. Capability to combine c and d above;
to define several organizational
levels in a record with more than one
kind of segment permitted at each
level

4. Relationships with other records or
segments in the file may be defined

Can links or chains be defined in data
definition?

NOTESt
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I.C. File Definition

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

RBQ. DES. CBS. RATING GHT SCORE

I. C File Definition

1. File Identification

a. Files are identifiable by name

b. Synonyms are permitted

2. Device Identification - data definition
may specify that:

a. The file is always located on a
standard device

b. A variety of devices may be used for
input of the file

c. Device identification occurs at

execute time

1) For file maintenance

2) r'or retrieval

." Sequence Control Specification of
records in a file

a. Sequence Control is specified by
Data Definition

b. Sequence Control is specified but
may be overridden by file creation
and file maintenance functions

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. C. File Definition (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

4. Sequence Checking

a. Sequence Checking may be specified

b. Sequence Checking may be specified
but may be subject to override

5. File security restrictions may be
defined for:

a. Writing

b. Reading

6. Indexes to files or other access aids
may be defined

a. Index to a sequential file

b. Multi-level indexes, e.g., index to
the index, to improve speed of locat-
ing a record

c. Multiple indexes, e.g., access to
each record through more than one
field

d. An algorithm is provided for comput-
ing a record address for direct access

e. Associative memory techniques

1) Software

2) Hardware

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I.C. File Definition (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. RBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

7. Relationships between files may be

defined:

a. For merging files

b. To determine precedence

c. For disposition of

1) Matches

2) Mismatches

d. For correspondence of records

1) One-to-one correspondence

2) One-to-many correspondence

8. Special File Structures

a. Split records

b. List structures

c. Links, chains, others

d. Inverted file

e. Segmented files

NOTES:
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P e oDPARAMETER WORKSHEF•

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. D. Input Media

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHTJ SCORE

I. D Input Media

1. Magnetic Tape

2. Magnetic Disc File

3. Magnetic Disc Pack

4. Magnetic Cards

5. Punched Cards

6. Punched Paper Tape

7. Typewriter

8. Teletype

9. Remote terminal

10. Display console/keyboard

11. Light pen

12i Other (list)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I.E. Storage and Modification of Data Definitions

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

I. E Storage and Modification of Data Definitions

1. Capability for storing data definition

a. Data must be defined for each run

b. Data definitions are available for
reuse, callable by file name

2. Capability for modification of data
definition

a. Modification of data definition
requires a complete redefinition run

b. Modification may be accomplished
without complete redefinition run

c. Modification may be accomplished as
a part of the task specifications for:

1) File maintenance functions

2) Data retrieval

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEFT

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. F. Capability to Read Files from Other Systems

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APFLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING .rrGH' SCORE

I.F Capability to read files from other systems

1. Compatibility of storage media

a. Magnetic tape

b. Magnetic disc file

c. Magnetic disc pack

d. Magnetic cards

e. Punched cards

f. Punched paper tape

2. File labels and control data

a. Ability to ignore (pass over) labels

b. Ability to check label ID

c. Ability to make -,&Jitional label
checks (i. g. , creation date, reel
no., etc.)

d. Ability to pass EOF following label,

if one exists

e. Ability to pass multiple l!bel records

f. Ability to check EOF trailer records

g. Ability to differentiate between EOF
trailer records and end of reel
trailer records

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. F. Capability tz Read Files from Other Systems (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

3. Ability to define the physical organiza-
tion of a file for file structures created
by another system

a. Partitioned files

b. Random file organization

c. Chained files, using a variety of
definitions for the chaining address
field

4. Ability to define more than one record
structure per file

5. Ability to define a variety of logical
structures for segments within a record

a. Identify type of segment by a distinc-
tive symbol or an identifier code

b. Identify end of variable-length seg-

ment by a terminator symbol

c. Locate each segment by use of:

1) Segment length definition

2) Repeated segment count in each
record

6. Ability to accept an existing data
definition

a. From the data file

b. From a file other than the data file

(Cont'd.) j
NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. F. Capability to Read Files from Other Systems (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGH rjSCORE

7. Physical record organization:

a. Grouped fixed-length records may
be defined

b. Grouped variable-length records
may be defined

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IL Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I.G. Ease of Use

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER uESCRU-A*X1,'i REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

I. G Ease of Use

1. Language Consideration/Ease of Use

a. Capability for user-defined additions
to the language

b. Free form language characteristics

c. Routines for performing data
definition may be stored in the
GDMS for later use

d. Other (list)

2. Skill Level Required

a. System specialist

b. Programming specialist

c. Other professional (specify)

d. Clerical

e. Other (specify)

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I. G. Ease of Use (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICA.TIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

_ REQ. IDES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

3. Ease of Learning

a. Training required

b. Number of practitioners

c. Tutorial capabilities of system

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Purameter Group: I. Data Definition and Data Organization

Parameter: I.H. Performance

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

I. H Performance

1. Total Man Hours

a. Preparation of data definition

b. Keypunch

c. Operation and support

2. Response Time - (Response time for
typical Data Definition task)

3. Machine Time for Sample Problems -
(List selected problems and record
timing results. Attach subsidiary
analysis sheets)

NOTES:
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4. Z FILE CREATION AND MAINTENANCE

For a number of systems, file creation is effected by the

same means as file maintenance and for most systems the correspondence

of sub-parameters in the two groupings is great. Therefore, File Crea-

tion and File Maintenance (FCM) functions are considered under one

heading in the parameter organization.

File Creation capabilities which are distinct from or in

addition to File Maintenance capabilities are considered in Section 4. 2. 1.

Other capabilities, which apply to both areas or to File Maintenance only,

are discussed in the sections following. Performance and Ease of Use

parameters (Sections 4. 2. 7 and 4. 2. 8) are intended to measure both

functional areas.

4.2.1 File Creation

In addition to the potential overlap of File Creation and File

Maintenance, it is also possible that certain confusion may exist as to

the role of data definition in the process of file creation. The two are

sometimes effected in the same operation, and if this is the case, the

evaluator must exercise judgement as to the best method of accounting

for the capabilities. For certain systems, the need for File

Creation (as a parameter) may be obviated. This would be the case,

however, only if the function were adequately accounted for by appropriate

factors in the Data Definition and File Maintenance parameters.

One oi the considerations of the File Creation parameter is

the source of the new file. In general, the source data may be:

1) Read from an input device,

2) Constructed from existing files based on user-defined
or pre-determined standard selection criteria, and

3) Entered from a user terminal.
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For files obtaincd from existing files, merging, sorting, rearranging,

or other processing may be required. In some cases, a choice between

considering this topic as part of processing (Section 4. 4) and/or file

creation may be required.

For new files, the user may or may not be required to provide

a new file description. This aspect of file creation may be viewed from

two standpoints: 1) that he may need the capability to do so, and 2) that

he may wish to avoid the burden of doing so.

To provide the capability for selection of data in the file

creation process, conditional selection capabilities may be required.

Conditional selection is discussed in detail in Section 4.3.1 in connection

with the general topic of retrieval to which it closely relates. This

capability is, therefore, not considered in detail here, except to consider

the general question, "Are the conditional selection features of the system

available for file creation? If so, to what degree of flexibility and power?"

File creation capabilities are not listed in detail in this section

since for the most part these are the same as for file maintenance, con-

sidered in sections to follow. However, a few factors, which pertain to

file creation in particular, are:

* Capability for conditional selection

* Edit capability for file creation

* Reliability of initial file preparation

0 Validity checking for file creation

The reliability of the initial file preparation is particularly

important. If additional man hours and/or machine time is required to

make corrections to erroneous data, performance statistics may have to

be modified. A benchmark analysis will not give a reliable measure of

this sub-parameter.
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4.2. 2 FCM Operators

This parameter is a measure of the capability of the system

for file update and other file maintenance activities. It is evaluated by

considering the individual operators available for file maintenance. Most

file maintenance operations are essentially yes/no functions (i.e. , the

operation is available or not). Therefore, the overall merii of this

parameter is determined primarily by the weighting accorded to each

available operation rather than by a value judgement according to the

standard scale. However, there may be several gradations of capability

for certain operations (e. g. , table look-up conversions, etc.) for which

ratings should be made.

A list of typical file maintenance operations are given below:

"* Add a record

"* Delete a record

"* Replace a record

"* Change the value in a field

"* Arithmetic operations on a field-

- Algebraic sum of original data and
input value

- Algebraic difference of original data
and input value

- Multiply original data by input value

- Divide original data by input value

0 Table look-up conversion

The list is not complete and shottld be expanded to include the

p;i,-ticular capabiliti.s of the competing systems. Consideration of the

operators permitted is essentially a language analysis. The evaluation

in this section should be from the standpoint of capability, not ease of

tise (Section 4. 2. 7).
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Many more capabilities could be listed which are specific to

one GDMS or another. The evaluator should list as many such capabilities

as he is able to determine. It is noted that many additional update capabil-

ities are found elsewhere in the section under other descriptive headings.

For example: the capability to store maintenance task specifications and

call for their reuse , obviating the need for reentry (Parameter II. E),

and input data validation (Parameter II. D. 4).

4.2.3 File Maintenance

This parameter measures the file maintenance or update

capabilities in user terms (for Conditional Maintenance Capabilities, see

Section 4.2.6). These capabilities are in some cases made possible by

the specific operations (operators) permitted as listed in Form II. B.

Analysis both from the standpoi:.t of available operators (language) and

from the standpoint of functional capabilities provided, listed below, is

useful in arriving at a more sensitive measure of file maintenance

capability. However, care should be taken that duplicate consideration

not be given to substantially identical capabilities. The effects of possible

overlap may be mitigated to some extent in the weighting process.

This parameter is measured by weighting the individual up-

date caoabilities listed. This parameter may be scored, therefore,

entirely as a function of the weighting process if all parameters are

regarded as yes/no functions. However, the nature of some of these

capabilities are such that graduations of capability may be recognizable.

If this is the case, more sensitive measures (than 0 and 10, only) may

be used for rating.

The items on this list should be regarded as optionally impor-

tant depending ox the nature of the applications requirements. The list

should also be considered open-ended, and other specific file update

capabilities should be included as their importance is recognized.
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0 Capability to merge two or more files

• Capability to reformat the records in a file

0 Capability to establish a working file for further
processing

0 Capability to perform arithmetic operations in the
update operation

* Capability to override data specifications in file
dictionaries

0 Creation of new data fields computed from arithmetic
or logical relationships of one or more other data
fields

0 Capability to override data validation specitied in
file dictionaries

* Capability for use of literals for insertion or other

update functions

0. Capability to automatically maintain indexing controls

"* Capability to perform file maintenance operations
using data from more than one data file

"* Capability to add a segment from a variable-length
entry

"* Capability to resequence segments within a variable
length item

"* Capability to resequence entries in a data set when a
specified sort key changes

"* Capability to batch input dlata (i. c. , collect and hold

data until enough is received to warrant a file update)

"* Capability to query a file while it is being updated

"* Special update! by uaer specification

The last item on the list above could be expanded to tcnrmerate

the special capabilities which may bc specified by the user.

The output of FCM functions is typically an upldated master

file. IHowever. the user may bt- pt-rmitted additional outptit options. A

number of such output options art, implicd in the list of uplxlate ca;pIhilitis,

above. Ilowever, additionally, the user may be p, rmilt, d capabilitie s to:
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* Select media for production of FCM reports

0 Produce the new master file with a different format

from that of the old one

* Produce a report listing all FCM transactions

* Produce a report showing all updated (changed) records

0 On-line printed output of all items affected by
transactions

The evaluator may rate such output capabilities as a part of

this parameter, or alternately, as a part of output, Section 4. 5.

4. 2.4 Input to FCM

The input considerations for FCM functions are considered

under three headings: Input Media, Input Sources, and Input Validation.

4.2.4. 1 Input Media. The subject of input media was treated in

Section 4. 1.4. The general remarks given there apply for FCM functions.

The primary distinction regarding FCM is that it is more likely to be

performed on-line than is Data Definition; however, less likely than for

Retrieval. A number of methods for input of file maintenance transaction

are listed below:

* Card input

* Punched paper tape input

* Card images on tape

* Fixed-length tape records

* Blocked fixed-length tape records

* Variable-length tape records

0 Inmut transactions on cards and one (or more)tape(s)
simultaneously

a On-line data entry from console

0 Console input processed singly or batched in
transaction file

The on-line input capability is measured by Parameter II. D. 1. g On-line

Terminal Devices.
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Only those media that are liable to be needed by the applica-

tion should be evaluated. The eliminaLion of other media is effected by

assigning weight of 0.

4.2.4.2 Input Sources. This parameter measures the flexibility of

input sources from a procedural rather than a media standpoint. Several

possibilities are Hated on Form II. D which indicate the user choices for

input of both FCM data and task specifications.

Since one of the primary objectives of a GDMS is reduction of

the programmer effort, a primary consideration here is that tasks may

be sp.cified in a manner which minimizes the effort required for FCM

ta~k specification. It is noted, however, that the capabilities which

achieve this (e.g. , parameter-driven FCM procedures for task specifica-

tion) will be reflected in the performance parameters, II. H.

4.2.4.3 Input Validation. This parameter measures the capability to

validate task specifications and data input, and will reflect the time and

effort saved by the avoidance of erroneously prepared tasks and/or data.

Ordinarily, erroneous data should be prevented from using up machine

time.

Validation of Input Data

Validation of input data protects files from being updated with

erroneous data that can be detected with edit checks; processing of files

with faulty data is thus reduced. Examples of edit checks are:

I) A chczk of data type; i.e., numeric, alphabetic, etc.

2) A range check to ensure that input d.ta falls at or
between specified limits for a data field.

3) A table check of all possible values that can be entered
into a field.
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Validation of Task Specification

This can include checks for current use of language, for

references to fields and files, and for sequence, completeness and

continuity. Required checks normally include checking for:

* Required inputs are present

* Specifications are in correct sequence

* Control codes contain permissible values

* Field, record, and file identifications are legal

* Specifications for a task are compatible

Invalid task specification3 should be flagged for correction.

The type of error and 'he specific input should be noted on a printed

report, a console display, o" a typed output.

4. 2.5 Storage and Modification of FCM Task Specifications

The capability to store task specifications and call for them

subsequently is an important ( -ability. Consideration,-, for evaluation of

this parameter are:

1) Capability to store task specification and refer to it in
an assigned name for future use

2) Capability to modify stored task specifications prior
to reuse

3) Capability to store a skeleton task specification and
supply variable parameters prior to use

Gradations of these capabilities are listed in Parameter

Worksheet II. E.
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4.2.6 Conditional Maintenance

In addition to the foregoing capabilities, a powerful capability

is added if conditional update functions are permitted. This capability

permits the specified update operation to occur if certain conditions are

met.

For example, the conditional update feature would provide

the capabilities to:

"* Revise a field in all entries that satisfy certain logical
criteria

"* Blank a field in all entries that satisfy certain logical
criteria

Is Sum an external value and the contents of a field for
all entries that satisfy certain logical criteria

0 Eliminate all segments that satisfy certain logical
criteria

a Add a segment to all items that satisfy certain logical
criteria

Definition of these conditions is typically stated in terms of

logical statements involving comparison expressions and boolean con-

nectors. This type of logical operation is more often provided in con-

nection with the retrieval function of a GDMS. A detailed treatment of

selection capabilities for retrieal contained in Section 4.3. 1. This

discussion is also pertinent here if the same or a subset of the conditional

logic capabilities are used for file maintenance. The general question is

asked here, then, "Are the selection and extraction capabilities used for

retrieval also available to provide a conditional update capability for file

maintenance?" If so, the same organization of sub-parameters (described

in 4.3. 1) may be used with similar rating and weighting techniques.

Alternately, the ratings obtained for the selection and extraction obtained
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(Parameter III. A) could be used as a basis, and modified depending on the

effectiveness of the selection logic for File Creation and Maintenance.

4.2.7 Ease of Use

This parameter measures the simplicity of techniques for File

Creation and Maintenance. Ease of use is evaluated primarily by consid-

eration of the language characteristics which contribute to the convenience

or efficiency of task preparation and execution. Other factors which are

included in measurement of this parameter are the requisite skill level

of those who prepare the FCM task specification and the ease with which

the technique for data definition is learned. As noted in a foregoing sec-

tion, the management of this parameter is used primarily as an index of

ease of use rather than for the transitory advantage of quickly obtaining

useful work from the new user.

Discussion of ease of use parameters is found in Section 3. 1. 2.

Specific language features, which may be considerations for the evaluation

of this parameter, are listed in Form II. G.

4.2.8 Performance

The performance of the system in executing file maintenance

functions is measured by this parameter. If the use of a benchmark

analysis is possible, the resulting statistics will yield raw scores which

may be normalized. Three aspects of performance efficiency are

measured:

* Total man hours for preparation and running of file

maintenance tasks.

* Response time for completion of file maintenance task

* Total machine time for execution of file maintenance
t j,~ k
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4. 2. 8. 1 Man Hours - File Maintenance. This parameter measures the

human effort for preparation and running of a File Maintenance task. The

units of measurement are hours/minutes for preparation of typical file

maintenance tasks. Elements in the measurement of this parameter

may include:

"* Number of man-hours required to enter transaction
data on line, directly through a terminal facility

"* Number of hours required to record data on transmittal
sheet.,

"* Number of man-hours required to monitor and operate
computer during update operations

The sample tasks should be defined according to the information obtained

in the determination of applications requirement. The tasks should be

undertaken by personnel who possess the skill level which is expected

for performance of these tasks in the operational environment, if possible.

In some cases it may be necessary, however, for the evaluator to perform

the sample tasks in order to hold constant the variable of proficiency of

the user.

4.2.8.2 Elapsed Time for Completion of Job Run File Maintenance.

This parameter measures the response characteristics for file maintenance

tasks. The measurement is taken of the interval from the time a job is

submitted until it is completed.

This parametsr is highly dependent on the application require-

ments and the desired or required response time of the user. I. some

cases the response time will be a function of the priority of the task in

relation to other tasks. Response may be a discretionary matter depen-

dent primarily on installation policy and standard operating procedure.

In such cases, actual response should not be rated as a capability except

as it may pose a limitation on the user. Graduations of response may be

• I
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characteristic for which a range of values rather than a single value may

be more appropriate.

The response characteristics may assume a different aspect

for a real time or on-line operation with input from remote or local

terminals. For on-line file maintenance operations, there is possibility

of overlap with the Parameter II. H. 3, Machine Time for Sample Problem

(File Maintenance). One of the considerations for this parameter is the

nature of the waiting times at each of the work stations (time in queue).

This accumulation occurs for both on-line and batched maintenance opera-

tions. Typical elapsed time elements for each type of operation which

are likely to occur are listed to follow:

Batched File Maintenance Operation On-Line File Maintenance Operation

Time in queue - keypunch Wait for access to terminal

Keypunch

Time in queue - verify Terminal operation time

Verify

Time in q'ieue for stacking input Time in input queue

Time for executioi, of file File maintenance compute time
maintenance operation

This parameter will be measured in apprupriate units of time;

days/hours/minutes/seconds. The requirements snctild be studied to

determine the range of values which are appropriate to measure response

time. This range of values will provide a basis for conversion from time

units to the standard scale.

4.2. 8.3 Machine Time - File Maintenance. This parameter is a

measure of the performance for the computer system. It is measured

most accurately by a benchmark analysis of a typical file maintenance

problem. An alternate approach is the use of standard estimates such as
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those derived for major commercial computers by the Standard EDP

Reports service. These estimates assume a standard task of processing

a detail file against a master file. Various assumptions are made in

respect to activity rate and computer equipment configurations in order

to facilitate comparison for alternative computer systems for various

applications requirements.

This parameter is one of several performance parameters

and, if possible, should reflect only file maintenance functions. If the

distinctions between maintenance and retrieval functions (and possibly

report generation as well) are difficult to define, an overall system

performance parameter, which attempts to measure hardware performance

for the intended applications, may be a preferable alternative approach.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: H. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: IL. A File Creation

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS CBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING HEIGHfd SCORE

II.A File Creation *

1. Capability to accept source data from:

a. An input device

b. Existing files (creating a file from
existing files on disc or tape)

c. User terminals

2. Specific File Creation Capabilities

a. Capability for conditional selection

b. Edit capability for file creation

c. Reliability of initial file preparation

d. Capability to override data specifi-
cations in file dictionaries

e. Capability to resequence or rearrange
data from existing files for creation
of new files

f. Validity Checking for File Creation

*"Ease of Use" and "Performance" considerationl
for File Creation is rated as a part of Param-
eters IH. G and H. H, respectively.

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: II. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: II. B FCM Operators

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION a

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

I. B FCM Operators

1. Add a record

2. Delete a record

3. Replace a record (segment)

4. Change the value in a field

a. Change the value in several fields

b. Blank (erase) the value in a field

5. Arithmetic operations on a field:

a. Algebraic sum of original data and
input value

b. Algebraic difference of original data
and input value

c. Multiply original data by input value

d. Divide original data by input value

6. Table look up conversion

7. Other (list)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: II. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: II. C File Maintenance

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM ICOMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. CBS. RATNG N G SCORE

II. C File Maintenance

I. Capability to merge two files (or more)

2. Capability to reformat the records in
a file

3. Capability to establish a working file for
further processing

4. Capability to perform arithmetic
operations in the update operation

5. Capability to override data specificationf
in file dictionaries

6. Creation of new data fields computed
from arithmetic or logical relationships
of one or more other data fields

7. Capability to override data validation
specified in file dictionaries

8. Capability for use of literals for inser-
tion or other update functions

9. Capability to automatically maintain
indexing controls

10. Capability to perform file maintenance
operatior.s on more than one data file

11. Capability to eliminate a segment from a
variable-length entry

12. Capability to add a segment to a variable
length entry

(Cont'd.)
S,,

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: 11. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: II. C File Maintenance (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. CBS. RATING GHT SCORE

13. Capability to resequence segments
within a variable-length item

14. Capability to resequence entries in a
data set when the sort key changes

15. Capability to batch input data (i. e.,
collect and hold data until enough is
received to warrant a file update)

16. Capability to query a file while it is
being updated

17. Special updates by user specification

18. Capability for user selection of output
file media

19. Capability to produce the new master file
with a different format from that of the
old one (reformat)

20. Capability to produce a report listing
all FCM transactions

21. Capability to produL a report showing
all updated (c',anged) records

22. Capability for on-line printing output of
all items affected by transactions

NOTES-
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: II. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: II. D Input to FCM

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

II. D Input to FCM

I. Input Media

a. Magnetic Tape

b. Disc File

c. Disc Pack

d. Magnetic Cards

e. Punched Cards

f. Paper Tape

g. On-line Terminal Devices

1) Typewriter

2) Teletype

3) Remote Terminal

4) Display Console/Keyboard

5) Light Pen

h. Other (list)

(Cont' d.)

NOTES.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: II. File Creation and Mainten-nce

Parameter: 1I. D Input to FCM (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Alternate sources of FCM data input

a. From a specified source file

b. Directly from an input terminal

c. Capability to accept input from
multiple input streams

d. As part of the task specifications
(the use of literals)

3. Sources of input of FCM task specifi-
cations

a. From conventional media (CR, tape,
etc.)

b. From input terminal

c. From system storage in the form of
retained procedures

I) Parameters for each run must
be input

2) Parameters may be input at user
option

3) Parameters neither required nor
permitted

(Cont'd.)

NOTES0
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PAILAAA[TE 0 '.ICKSHEET

Pofamete, 'n ou °. m t r, i.' •• ,'

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTC OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

4. Input Validation r

a. Data Vk .

1) Minimum value

2) Maximum value

3) Between limits

4) Leading zeros supplied

5) Input Sequence checked

6) Specific characters accepted

7) Specific characters i. jected

8) Fields compared for consistency

9) Identification checked for:

a) Fields

b) Records

c) Files

b. Task Specification (data definition;
maintenance, retrieval, processing,
and output procedures)

1) Sequence checking of logical order

of specification steps

2) Control codes checked for legality

3) Task specifications checked for

(Cont'd.) validity

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

PWsmeqer Ggr*: 11. File Creation and Maintenance

lPoani*tef: I1. D Input to FCM (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WtEIGHT SCORE

4. Input Val'dation (Cont'd.)

c. Input Validation Specified (when)

1) As a part of Data Definition

2) As a File Maintenance Function

5. Input Edit

a. Modification of item size

b. Addition of information to fields

c. Deleting items

d. Selection sort

e. Specified (when)

1) As - part of Data Definition

2) As a File Maintenance Function

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WOO!KSHEET

Parameter Group: U File Cre-ation and Maintenance

Parameter: II. E Storage and Modification of FCM Task Specificaitions

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

II. E Storage and Modification of FCM
Task Specifications

1. Capability for storing FCM Task
Specifications

a. FCM task must be defined for each
run

b. Task Specifications are available for
reuse, callable by file name

2. Capability for modification of task
specifications

a. Modification of specification requires
a complete rerun

b. Modification may be accomplished
without complete respecification

3. Capability to store a skeleton task
specification and supply variable param-
eters prior to use

NOTES:
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PAMETER WONKSHEET

Parameter Group: II File Creation and Maint'nance

Parameter: 1. F Conditional Mainte.nance

Dc.te: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

H. F Conditional Maintenance

1. Revise a field in all entries that satisfy
certain logical criteria

2. Blank a field in all entries that satisfycertain logical criteria

3. Sum an external value and the contents ol
a field for all entries that satisfy certain
logical criteria

4. Eliminate all records (segments) that
satisfy certain logical criteria

5. Add a segment to all items that satisfy
certain logical criteria

6. Other (list)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: U File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: I.G Ease of Use

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQ!',!-iMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

II.G Ease of Use

1. Language Considerations/Ease of Use

a. Capability for User defined additions
to the language

b. Free form language characteristics

c. Routines for performing a particular
job may be captured for repetitive use

d. Other (list)

2. Skill Level Required

a. Systems Specialist

b. Programming Specialist

c. Other professional (specify)

d. Clerical

e. Other (specify)

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: U. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: II. G Ease of Use (Cont"d.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

3. Ease of Learning

a. Training Required

b. Number of Practitioners

c. Tutorial Capabilities of System

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: II. File Creation and Maintenance

Parameter: IH. Ii. Performance

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

T1. H Performance

1. Total Man Hours

a. Preparation of FCM Task Specifica-
tion

1) Batched input

2) On-line input

b. Keypunch

c. Operation and Support Activities

2. Response Time - Response time for
typical FCM task)

3. Machine Time for Sample Problems
(List selected problems and record
timing results. Attach subsidiary
analysis. sheets)

NOTES:
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4.3 RETRIEVAL

This section describes the measures of power and effectiveness

of GDMS in the performance of retrieval functions. From the user's point

of view, retrieval capabilities are those which enable him to use the data in

his files. The user may wish to select, manipulate, combine, replace, and

output data. It is the selection process which is considered in this section.

The term query is used to describe the process of presenting a

user request to the system. Although this term connotes an on-line request,

suggesting an immediate or nearly immediate response, a broader interpre-

tation is used here which includes the possibility of batching queries for

subsequent processing and output.

4.3. 1 Selection

The key to effective retrieval is the logical selectivity capability

of the system.

This parameter measures the ability of the system to select

items for retrieval. Data may be retrieved on the basis of its location in

the file, or it may be retrieved on the basis of logical statements which

define the conditions for retrieval. Retrieval may be conditional upon a

set of comparison criteria which define the conditions which are needed

for the desired retrieval to occur. Comparisons may be between fields,

or betwepn a field and a value introduced externally as a part of the

retriev- specification input. The data used for comparison purposes are

not necessarily the same as the data to be retrieved.
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A selection based on a comparison of the contents of fields or

on a comparison of the contents of a field and a value typically takes the

general form:

IF (comparand) (comparator) (comparand)

Such an expression implies that if the specified condition exists;

then certain data are selected for retrieval. For some systems, logical

expressions may be combined with connectors, typically AND or OR.

Negation of a condition set may be specified by NOT or AND NOT.

If the criteria for selection are met, the items to be retrievcd

must then be specified for output or other processing. The process of

obtaining the selected data is sometimes referred to as extraction.

The general form of a logical equation shown above is typical

of systems which utilize a free form coding (i. e. , little or no columnar

conventions are required) of logical statements to describe the values to

be retrieved. There are several other methods to provide similar selection

capabilities. For example, connectors may be implied, the comparator

may be determined by insertion of a unique character in a particular column

of a coding sheet, comparands may be indicated by number rather than name,

etc. The methods for specifying the selection process may also vary con-

siderably depending on whether it is an on-line request. On-line capabilities

may include a dialogue method which will require that the evaluator must

determine whether equ;ialent capability exists in a useable form. It is im-

portant, however, that these considerations which are those of task specifi-

cation format be relegated to their appropriate parameter and not considered

here, since this parameter is intended to measure the capabilities for selec-

tion only.
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For some systems, the conditional and logical powers of

retrieval are madc available for other GDMS functions (e. g. , for File

Update functions). If so, the capability is measured for the other functional

area, as appropriate (See Section 2. 1).

The organization of the "Selection" parameter is according to

the logical expression format discussed in the foregoing paragraph. The

subparameters, to be discussed in the following sections are:

"* Repertoire of Comparators

"* Connectors (Boolean)

"* Types of Comparands

"* Data Selection

To these are added one further consideration of the "Selection"

parameter which treats the combination aspects of the elements listed above.

* Complexity of logical relationships for selection.

4.3. 1.1 Repertoire of Comparators. The parameter m~ay be evaluated

on a quantitative basis by considering the number and types of conditircnal

relationships which may be specified. Using this methcod, each comparator

is treated as a yes/no function and the scoring of the parameter is accom-

plished by the assignment of weights according to the applications/require-

ments needs. An alternative method is for the evaluator to make a judge-

ment of the collective power of the repertoire of comparators permitted and

rate the parameter on the standard scale.

Comparators which are commonly permitted are:

"* Equal

"* Not Equal
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* Greater Than

* Less Than

* Greater than or equal

* Less than or equal

Others which are less usual but may be of value are:

* Between limits

• More than but not high-order value

* Less than but not blank

* Matched to a specified character pattern

* Matched to a specified masked pattern

• Keyed to a change in value encountered when
moving from one record (or field) to the next

Other operators which may be used which are cumulative in

nature rather than comparative are:

* Maximum

* Minimum

* Total

And finally, the combination of conditions is possible in some

systems. It is noted, however, that this capability is logically identical to

combining conditional criteria in compound statements. This capability is,

therefore, better described by the subparameter to follow.

4.3. 1.2 Boolean Connectors. The typical boolean connectors used for

compound logical statements are AND or OR. For some systems the NOT

operation is permitted (sometimes called AND NOT). This capability is

obviously of value if there are many cases anticipated for which exclusion

of data which has certain properties or characteribtics is desired. It is
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once again cenphasized here that the method of specifying the AND, OR, or

NOT is not a part of this parameter. These operations may be specified by

any symbol, may be implicitly designated by columnar position in a coding

sheet, may be designated by a particular keyboard input convention from a

terminal device or specified explicitly by a compiler language statement.

The purpose of this parameter is to determine whether the capability exists,

and not to evaluate the method used to specify the capability.

It is also noted that this parameter does not include consider-

ation of the number of connectors that may be used in a statement, or in

general the complexity of the logical expressions permitted. These charac-

teristics are considered in Section 4.3.1.4 (Parameter HIT. A.4).

It is noted that the comparators concerning character patterns

or masking operations may relate more closely to the topic of comparands.

Depending on the method of task specification and the language emphasis

(whether the capability is best described as a noun or a verb), this capability

could be considered a part of either subparameter (but not both).

4.3. 1.3 Comparands. This parameter measures the number and type of

values or data which may be used as criteria for selection. These items for

comparison may be a part of the data in the files, may be data introduced as

a part of the query input, or may be specified in the query input as literals.

As an ideal, it should be possible for the user to specify as comparands all

o.L part of any file/reccrd/segment/field, any data introduced as a part of

the query input process, or any value introduced as a part of query input.

However, typically, the kinds of data or values which may be specified as

conditional criteria for selection are determined by the needs of the antici-

pated application mix and only a limited number are permitted. The measure

of this parameter should therefore be oriented closely to a consideration of

what the applications/requirements data indicate would be useful. This

parameter measures the degree of flexibility which the user has in specifying
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test values which may be ti'sed for conditional retrieval. It is noted,

however, that this parameter must be an indication of the number and

type of comparands which may be specified only and should not measure

the entire logical expression (i. e. , the compb~rators or boolean operators

discussed in the foregoing sections and the degree of complexity of the

logical statements permitted as a whole, which is considered in

Section 4. 3. 1.4).

Various possible combinations of comparands (fields/values!

segments /characters) are indicated in the list to follow. This subparam-

eter measures the ability to retrieve an item conditional on the comparison

of the contents of a field with:

* An external value

* Another field in the same record

* The same field in another record in the same file

* The same field in a record in another file

* Another field in a record in another file

* The results of another comparison or calculation.

Further capability may derive from the ability to specify partial

fields, multiple fields, overlapped fields, or selective field segments (or

bits) as specified by a mask definition.

Other conditions for retrieval may involve the accumul'i1 ation of

a total beyond a specified threshold value, or the detection of a change con-

dition in a field (Section 4. 3. 1. 1), or the determining of the maximum

(minimum) value of a field in order to retrieve associated fields or records.

Another capability which may exist is that arithmetic operations

may be performed on selected fields; the resalts of which may in turn be used

as a comparand. Here again, the evaluator has the choice of regarding t..ese

in terms of either the operator verbs or the operand nouns.
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4. 3. 1 .4 Complexity of Logical Statements for Conditional Retrieval,

This parameter measures the power and sensitivity of the conditional selec-

tion logic in terms ol the provisions for combinative statements and/or

expressions. One of the primary capabilities to consider in this parar leter

is whether nesting of expressions is permitted. The term "complexity" is

not to be regarded as a system virtue, per se, except as it contributes to

the power and sensitivity for conditional retrieval. Indeed, depending on

the objectives and criteria of judge~.nent indicated by requirements inform-

ation, complexity may be considered to be a detrimental factor.

This parameter typically will be rated subjectively based on the

evaluator's judgement and assessment of the requirement for logical

selection. Quantitative considerations for evaluation might include:

"* Number of conditional expressions which may be
combined.

"* Number of nesting levels permitted.

However, these considerations should be evaluated only on a

basis of actual utility. For example, the provision to combine 20 expres-

sions may be of slight advantage, if any, in comparison with the capability

to handle only 10. Five nesting levels are probably substantially as good

as ten would be. Furthermore, it is unlikely that these numerical measures

would be as significant as the overall subjective evaluation of this factor.

4.3.2 Data Extraction

The process of obtaining the data after it has been identified is

sometimes referred to as "Data Extraction". The data selected for extrac-

tion may or maý not be the same as the data which are used for search

criteria (i. e. , the cornparands). For example, it may he possible to re-

trieve all itemns in Field A which are between limits x and y; or to retrieve
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Fields B, C, and D for all records for which the contents of Field A are

between limits x and y. In the latter case, the capability for specifying

Field A as a comparand is a part of parameter III. A. 3, the capability for

specifying Fields B, C, and D as those fields to be used for retrieval is

measured by III. B.

4. 3.2. 1 Specific Capabilities. It is important to measure the accuracy

and sensitivity of the system in retrieving the desired information; however,

much of this sensitivity has already been described as part of the logical

equations discussed in the foregoing sections. Measurement of this sub-

parameter must relate only to the variety of and flexibility for retrieval of

items after the conditional aspect of the task specification for retrieval has

been measured. Thus, the ability to retrieve from various levels of hier-

archical levels of data; from fields, segments, records, or files should be

considered independent of the conditional statements or expressions.

Although a subjective judgement may be called for here, it may

be based on a number of rather straightforward considerations which relate

closely to the expected data structures involved, and the applications/

requirements information. A number of such considerations are listed

to follow:

Does the capability exist to:

1) Retrieve from data sets of the type created by this system.

2) Retrieve from data sets of a type not created by this
system.

3) Retrieve from any one of many different data sets by
selecting appropriate data definitions from file identi-
ficatiorl only.

4) Retrieve simultaneously from two or more files
(multifile query).

5) Retrieve data from one file based on selection criteria
found in another file.
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6) Retrieve data in any order from selected items.
(Extracted fields may be different from selection fields,

7) Retrieve any desired characters or partial fields from
selected items.

8) Retrieve all repetitions of repeated fields, or only
specified repetitions.

9) Perform many separate retrieval jobs in one pass.

The question arises as to what is to be done with the data

retrieved anct whether any subsequent process is to be included in this sub-

parameter. The capability to establish a working file for further process-

ing should be included; however, whether the retrieval data is to output by

cards or tape, or is to be kept for report generation are m-.tters to meas-

ure with other parameters.

4.3.2.2 Relevance. The technical details relating to retrieval method

discussed in the foregoing sections do not directly consider the relevance

cf the response. The system may be accurate in its response, yet not get

the desired information. It can be argued that the question of relevance

stated generally as "Did we get what we wanted?" transcends any single

parameter discussion and may be evaluated only as a composite of many

subitems. In the identification of the many technical details of a system,

it is easy to become concerned only with details of method, and in questions

of "form" rather than "content". In respect to the selection parameter, it

seems appropriate therefore to permit the evaluator the discretion of a

relevance judgement which is content oriented.

4.3. 3 On-Line Capabilities

In general, on-line capability permits the user to communicate

directly with the system and to receive a rapid response to the query he has

introduced. The response may be an answer to the query, i. e., the data

selected for retrieval, or it may be an indication that the query has been
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received and is being processed for later output. The purpose of the query

may be to condense and summariz ecision making data, to answer perti-

nent questions, or to select appropriate data from a control data repository.

The capability must be evaluated in terms of the requirements. For

example, some questions directed to a data base require a rapid response

to be useful. This is typical of the command/control environment. In some

cases an immediate response will permit the user to improve the query.

Typically, on-line systems deal with communications to and from

terminals at either remote or local locations. These communications

usually have well defined format characteristics which, to a large extent,

depend upon the communications equipment. Knowledge of the interface is

mandatory for an accurate and useful definition of the communications input/

output. In on-line systems the most important interface is that between

user and the system. The characteristics of the input/output should be only

indirectly a function of the equipment. They should be primarily a function

of the way the user can most conveniently handle the data. Important aspects

besides the transfer rates and formats are the degree of buffering and the

kind of •' attention" mechanism which will be used, i.e. , whether it will be

available on interrupt, alert, or continuously. One important consideration

is whether the user has a convenient choice between direct access on-line or

of having his query processed on a scheduled basis.

Every on-line system has a group of people who use it. These

users are of different types: those who sit at consoles and query the data

base and those who service and man the equipment (e. g., computer

operators). For each of these groups certain acceptable procedures must

be planned and defined. The procedures must allow the data processing

system to operate without interruption. In addition, many systems operate

in one or more modes depending upon the demands of the application. These

modes and procedures are an integral part of the design and often govern to a

large extent boththe nature of the language and the resulting effectiveness

of its use.
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Factors which should be considered in assessing other on-line

capabilities of a system are:

1) Capability for communicating with multiple on-line users.

2) Capability for communicating with users at distant
locations.

3) Mean time to initiate processing in response to a user
request.

4) Maximum rate of simultaneous on-line query traffic.

5) Processing time for each query. (This parameter is
strongly dependent on the type of query and the amount
of processing required. The range of processing times
for a wide variety of queries should be determined.)

6) Computer guidance for the inexperienced or inept user.

7) The response to an unacceptable query, in terms of
detecting the user's error and responding with instruc-
tions for correcting the error or otherwise proceeding.

In the evaluation process it may be convenient for the evaluator

to consider this parameter categorized in terms of three subparameters

pertaining to different aspects of on-line capabilities.

* On-line traffic volume

* Specific capabilities

* Methods (interrupt, priority, simultaneity, and data access)

It is also appropriate to measure on-line capabilities in terms

of specific query language features and in terms of response time. In

accordance with the parameter organization assumptions, however, these

items are considered to be ease of use and performance parameters, and

are discussed under those headings. (See Sections 4. 3. 7 and 4. 3.8).
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4.3.3.1 On-Line Traffic Volume. This characteristic of system capa-

bility is particularly amenable to quantification; however, normalization to

a value scale of utility may involve a subtle evaluation of differential cost,

consideration of system limitations, and a careful attention to the possibility

of parameter overlap. Several numerical measures may be pertinent such as:

0 Maximum number of on-line users

* Maximum number of simultaneous on-line users

* Average number of simultaneous on-line users

* Number of input channels

* Number of consoles/terminals

* Number of queries

Not all of the above ,.haracteristics would ordinarily be used for

a single analysis. The type of numerical measure selected may vary de-

pending on the application/requirements information. Tb important meas-

ure may be the one which is most liable to be a system limitation. Inter-

relating numerical relationships may determine which are the most

significant measures. For example, it may be that the number of simul-

taneous on-line users is limited by the number of terminals, the numoer of

input channels, or by processing limitations in the computer system. Other

capacity or volume considerations may be obtained by tabulating data trans-

fer rates or the volume of on-line query traffic. The number of queries

may not be a dependable statistic, however, since it may be possible in a

given system configuiation to process a large number of simple queries or

a small nunhber cf complex ones.

Certain of these relationships may be illustrated by example.

JOSS, the in-house on-line system employed by RAND Corporation, provides

a problem-solving capability for scientific and engineering personnel. The

number of potential outlets is 200; however, these are simply wall plugs
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which permit convenient access by employees. A total of 30 consoles may

be utilized (plugged in) at any one time. Whether all thirty on-line users

have instant, merely adequate, or insufficient response depends on the total

processing demands that are currently being made. If these demands should

become too great, or if it becomes necessary to increase the on-line capa-

city to 50, then greater computing capability would be needed. This illus-

trates the tradeoffs which may be involved in considering:

1) Number of users

2) Processing capacity (e. g., a measurement of peak
conditions)

3) Response time

The evaluator may have difficulty in avoiding an overlap in

scoring these related parameters. The number of users may directly effect

response time (to be discussed in the next section) which in turn is related

to the processing capacity of the computer system.

The identification of cause and effect is not the prime concern

of the evaluator; however, it is important that duplicate accounting not occur.

The evaluator should, in such cases, try to eliminate rating of the param-

e*'r which provides the less meaningful measure of system capability and

retain only the more descriptive and sensitive measure.

Normalization of traffic volume factors was illustrated con-

ceptually in Figure 6.

4. 3. 3.2 Specific Capabilities. A number of specific capabilities may be

identified which may be important criteria for evaluation of on-line capa-

bility. However, this list should be considered incomplete - to be modified

and expanded according to the particular characteristics and requirements

of each evaluation.
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* Capability for console programming.

* Capability for user *o specify the type of output media
or specific peripheral unit.

* System response to change in load.

0 Confirmation of on-line input message.

0 Ability to eras ' (e. g., backspace) erroneous data input.

* Capability to accommodate a wide range of terminal devices.

* Guidance capabilities for the inexperienced or inept user

- error responses

- self-teaching program

• Input message check to assure content consistency.

4.3. 3. 3 Methods. The on-line capability may be measured by the number

of users served, by consideration of specific capabilities and by response

time and query language characteristics, and it can be argued that these con-

siderations summarize the on-line capability entirely. However, the vari-

ations in the methods which make possible on-line capability vary widely and

may involve many important considerations of operational efficiency. Several

methodological considerations which should be considered are:

* Interrupt methods

* Priority logic and queueing algorithms

"* Simultaneity of Operations

"* Data access methods

An automatic interrupt system is a powerful system capability

which permits events external to the computer system to be registered in

the computer program in a timely manner. This will in turn permit the

computer system to respond to new situations. Typically, interrupt pro-

gramming methods will include provision for a return to the place in the

program where interrupted and will include save and restore logic.
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Response characteristics will generally be enhanced if provision

for levels of priority and data accessibility is made. This may involve:

"* Recognition of classes of users.

"* Classification of data according to frequency of use in the
memory hierarchy.

The latter consideration might dictate that high priority data

would be stored on drum or disk and lower priority data would be stored

on tape.

The priority logic will depend on the selected queueing algor-

ithms. These methods are sufficiently diverse to suggest that subsidiary

analysis might be appropriate. A number of possible considerations are:

0 Are priorities determined by the user or imposed by the
system via a scheduling algorithm?

* Are tasks serviced on a round-robin basis?

• Are priorities a function of:

- the type of user?

- the task size?

- the terminal identification?

- the system status?

• Are there differential queries for classes of users?

0 Is the system cyclical? If so, is the cycle time a function
of the number of users?

0 Do priorities change dynamiically?

0 Do on-line tasks compete with background jobs?

Data access methods is a general topic which transcends the
"on-line capabilities" topic. It is measured to a large extent by performance

parameters. It is also treated as a part of Parameter VI.A. However, if

data must be quickly accc sible in order to provide on-line response, this
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variable should be considered explicitly as it applies to on-line capability.

A method of data indexing, random access storage, or use of a hardware

associative mrneory, may permit an on-line re3ponse which otherwise

would not be possible.

Another criterion for evaluation is the degree of simultaneity of

operations which the program permits, e. g.:

* Communication simultaneity.

* Simultaneity of CPU and peripheral equipment.

* Simultaneity among computer programs (multiprogramming)

* Simultaneous interrogation of the same file by different
users.

Although it may be difficult to associate a reliable rating with

each of these considerations, it may be somewhat easier to judge the relativre

effectiveness of two candidate systems in these respects. For example, it

may be ascertainable that interrupt capabilities for System A are somewhat

superior to those of System B and therefore, should be reflected by a higher

rating for System A. It is important, however, that if these capabilities are

adequately reflected by other parameter-s (e. g. , response time) that it not

be rated again here.

The recommended method for evaluation is to select those on-

line features which constitute identifiable system capabilities and rate them

according to a subjective analysis of the value they represent in terms of on-

line sysLem performance.

4.3.4 Input

Input considerations are detailed in Section 4. 2. 4, which apply to

File Creation and Maintenance. The structure of subparameters there out-

lined are largely adequate for measurement of the input considerations for
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retrieval functions. However, greater emphasis should be placed on the

on-line aspects of the query characteristics in this section. The various

input subparameters for retrieval are listed on Parameter Worksheet III. D.

4.3.5 Storage of Queries

The storage of a query task specification represents an impor-

tant capability which may be measured in reduction of the time and effort

which would otherwise be required to input frequently used query. Following

are several forms of this capability:

1) Capability to store a query in the system and to call the
query by an assigned name for future use.

2) Capability to recall a stored query and modify it prior
to reuse.

3) Capability to provide variable parameters to a stored
query at execution time. In this type of query, some of
the specifications, such as field names in conditional
comparisons, are not pre-stored and must be supplied
when the query is performed.

The capability to store queries is important for several reasons.

The primary reason for desiring this capability is to permit fast, easy, and

foolproof direct access to the system by non-technical users. This is one

of the main objectives of generalized data management systems.

The storage of repeated queries may be of little or no benefit,

however, if the reduction of effort is insignificant. A simple query may be

just as easy to enter in full each time it is used as it is to retrieve it from

the system for reuse. The storage of lengthy queries, however, is a dis-

tinct advantage, reflected in faster and more efficient operation.
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4, 3.6 File Security

The protection of user programs and data files is an important

consideration. This is particulariy vital if there is a large number of users.

If there is shared access to common files of data, the problem of data pro-

tection is especially crucial. This means of protection may be generally

divided between hardware and software, i. e. , hardware protect features

and software supervisory control. Although the former is usually considered

somewhat the more dependable, the main concern of the evaluator is the de-

gree of protection afforded, not the method by which it is achieved.

The rating of this parameter may be on a basis of degree of

capability, (degree of file or program security) or it may be on a basis of

particular capabilities for which a system value (utility) may be attached.

Examples of these capabilities are:

1) Protection features for user program storage.

2) Protection of file data against

"* Unauthorized access

"* Accidental update

3) Provisions for supervisory override of security
specification.

4) Designation of authorized user categories.

"* By classes of users

"* By individual user

5) Capability to protect specified fields/records within file.

4.3.7 Ease of Use

The aspects of this GDMS criteria were described in earlier

sections (3. 1. 2, 4.1.7, and 4. 2. 7). The measurement of this parameter
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for retrieval functions should consider the same sub-items:

"* Language Considerations

"* Skill Level Required

"* Ease of Learning

Greater emphasis should be placed on the on-line characteristics

of the query language for retrieval than for the other functional areas.

4. 3.7, 1 Language Characteristics. It was suggested in foregoing sec-

tions that language attributes should be identified with appropriate capa-

bilities and for the most part accounted for elsewhere in the parameter list.

However, special language features and basic language philosophy differences

may be measured under the "language" parameters.

The language considerations which are to be considered here are

those which pertain exclusively to on-line functions and operations. Some of

the pertinent language considerations are listed to follow.

"* Simplicity of query language for typical queries.

"* Dialog or conversational capability.

"* Capability for user-defined additions to the language.

"* String set substitutions capability.

"* Free form language characteristics.

"* Capability to refer to procedures by name.

The capabilities for on-line specification of retrieval functions

are related to the flexibility of the terminals, consoles, and display equip-

ment, which are partially accounted for elsewhere in the parameter

organization.
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4. 3. 7.2 Skill Level and Ease of Learning Measurement of these vari-

ables are described in Sections 4. 1. 7 and 4. 2. 7. It is noted however, that

the ratings of these parameters may vary among the functional GDMS param-

eter groups and, indeed, that is the reason for considering them separately.

4.3.8 Performance

The performance of the system in executing data retrieval tasks,

,-sis the case with other performance parameters, is measured by:

1) Total man hours for preparation and running of data
retrieval task.

2) Response time for completion of data retrieval task.

3) Machine time for execution of data retreival task.

The measurement of this parameter will vary considerably

depending on whether an on-line environment for the retrieval task is

assumed. Both environments (on-line and off-line retrieval) must be con-

sidered if the applications requirements information indicate that both

methods will be used.

4. 3. 8.1 Total Man Hours. This parameter measures human effort for

preparation and running of a data retrieval task. For on-line queries the

measurement will include the time required to formulate the query, (possibly

prior to the use of the on-line terminal), the time required to enter the data

request and the delay time, if any, in receiving the response.

4. 3.8.2 Response Time. There are two aspects of response time to be

considered depending on whether the retrieval request is an on-line request

or not. For a time-sharing environment for which immediate or near-

immediate response is desirable, the range of acceptable performance is

much different than for tasks which involve selection of considerable data

for output in report form.
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Elapsed Time for Completion of Job Run-Data Retrieval

This parameter is a measure of the response characteristics for

Data Retrieval tasks which are presented to the computer in some manner

other than the on-line query as discussed below. Typically,this implies a

batched processing operation for which printed reports are expected as

output. The methods for measurement of this parameter were discussed

in Section 4. 2. 8.2.

Response Time - On-Line

The response characteristics of an on-line retrieval request

may be in units of milliseconds, seconds, minutes, or hours. One definition

of the on-line capability includes the proviso that each on-line user may

consider that the system is at his disposal. In this respect, it is of interest

that experience has shown that human perception of time intervals is such

that a response is generally considered (subjectively) to be immediate if it

is in the order of one-half second or less. Time intervals in excess of that

amount are perceived as time delays.

Time delays may be a function of the number of users who are

using the system at the time, and also of the processing power of the com-

puter system (unless this capability is sufficient to ensure that under no

circumstances is it a limiting system factor).

Therefore, in assessing this parameter, it will be necessary to

derive a set of operating assumptions which may be regarded as typical with

respect to anticipate on-line traffic and assumptions regarding computation

capability. With these assumptions as a basis, standards of performance

may be set which can then be interpreted (normalized) in terms of a common

scale value.
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One method of measurement is to derive the mean-time from the

completion of an inquiry until completion of the response. An enumeration of

types of user requests, organized into discrete groupings and weighted

according to expected frequency may be useful to determine this measurement

more accurately. Another variable to be evaluated in the average delay time

as a function of the numbers of queries in queue (for example, a measurement

of the average delay time until the acceptance).

Measurement of the response time parameter may also be effected

by an analysis of the component intervals which in the aggregate comprise

total response time. For example:

"* Processing time

"* Time-in-queue

"* Setup

"* Input thinking and querying time

"* Output

Output further may be analyzed based on the nature or characteristics of the

output media, such as:

"* Printing speed of the high-speed printer

"* Typewriter speed of on-line remote inquiry stations

"* Computing speed of the generative routines for displays

"* Display unit ability to restore and hold a display

Output performance is also measured by Parameter V. H,

however, and the overlap should be resolved by e*'!er removal of this vari-

able from, consideration here, or by a weighting adjustment which takes the

overlap problem into account.
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The response time elements may be evaluated in terms of

sample measurements of individual performance, or as a function of statis-

tical computations of response characteristics (e. g., mean-time to initiate

processing in response to user request). The suggested method of quantifi-

cation of this parameter is to develop standards of performance which may

be plotted on the standard scale and normalized according to the evaluator's

judgement of response time requiremnints. An illustration of the normal-

ization process is shown in Figure 7.

4. 3.8. 3 Machine Time. Measurement of this subparameter is discussed

in Section 4. 2. 8. 3. Further discussion of performance measures and

Figure of Merit analysis is contained in Section 4.4.8. 1.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. A. Selection

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

III. A Selection

1. Repertoire of Comparators

a. Equal

b. Not equal

c. Greater than

d. Less than

e. Greater ' - or equal (not less than)

f. Less thai. . equal (not greater than)

g. Between limits

h. More than but not blank

i. Less than but not blank

j. Matched to a specified character
pattern

k. Matched to a specified masked
pattern

1. Keyed to a change in value
encountered when moving from
one record (or field) to the next

m. Maximum

n. Minimum

o. Total

p. Other (list)

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. A. Selection (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Boolean Connectors

a. AND

b. OR

c. NOT

3. Comparands

a. Capability to retrieve an item con-
ditional on the comparison of the
contents of a field with:

1) An external value

2) Another field in the same record

3) The same field in another record
in the same file

4) The same field in a record in
another file

5) Another field in a record in
another file

6) The results of another compari-
son or computation

b. Capability to specify as a comparand

1) Partial fields

2) Multiple fields

3) Overlapped fields

4) Partial field as specified by
a mask

(Cont'd.)

NOTES-
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. A. Selection (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM I COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

4. Complexity of Logical Statements for
Conditional Retrieval

a. Number of Conditional Expressions
which may be combined

b. Number of nesting levels permitted

c. Overall evaluattion of complexity

NO'Trt
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: mI. B. Data Extraction

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPUCATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEGHT SCORE

III. B Data Extraction

1. Specific Capabilities - The capability
to:

a. Retrieve items from all
hierarchical levels of data base

b. Retrieve items used as search
criteria

c. Retrieve items different from
search criteria items

d. Retrieve simultaneously from two
or more data sets that contain
complementary data

e. Retrieve data in any order from
selected items. (Extracted fields
may be different from selection
fields. )

f. Retrieve any desired characters or
partial fields from selected items

g. Retrieve all repetitions of repeated
fields

h. Retrieve specified repetitions of
repeated fields

i. Retrieve from any one of many dif-
ferent data sets by selecting appro-
priate data definition from file ID

j. Retrieve from data sets of a type
not created by this system

k. Capability to establish a working file
for further processing

I. Perform many separate retrieval
jobs in one pass

2. Relevance of Data Extracted

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: 11. Retrieval

Parameter: III. C. On-Line Capabilities

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATiONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REP. DES. OBS. RATING WGHT SCORE

IU. C On-Line Capabilities

1. On-line traffic volume

a. Maximum humber-of on-line users

b. Maximum number of simultaneous
on-line users

c. Average number of simultaneous
on-line users

d. Number of input channels

e. Number of consoles/terminals

f. Number of queries

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: HI. Retrieval

Parameter: II. C. On-Line Capabilities (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Specific Capabilities

a. Capability for console programming

b. Capability for user to specify the
type of output media or specific
peripheral unit

c. System response to change in load

d. Confirmation of on-line input
message

e. Ability to erase (e. g., backspace)
erroneous data input

f. Capability to accommodate a wide
range of terminal devices

g. Guidance capabilities for the

inexperienced or inept user

1) Error responses

2) Self-teaching program

h. Input message check to assure
content consistency

i. Other (list)

(Cont'd.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ -_- - -

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III, Retrieval

Parameter: IU. C. On-Line Capabilities (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATIN WEIGHT SCORE

3. Methods

a. Interrupt Methods (e.g., from
console or remote user terminals)

b. Priority Logic

1) How determined:

"* By users

"* Scheduling algorithm

* Round robin

2) Priorities are a function of:

"* Type of user

"* Task size

"* Terminal ID

"* System status

* Other

3) Priorities change dynamically

4) On-Line tasks compete with
background jobs

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. C. On-Line Capabilities (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

3. Methods (Cont'd.)

c. Data Access Methods

1) Sequential access

2) Indexed sequential access

3) Random access

4) Associative memory

d. Simultaneity

1) Communication simultaneity

2) Simultaneity of CPU and
peripheral equipment

3) Simultaneity among computer
programs (multi- programming)

4) Simultaneous interrogation of
the same file by different users

NOTES- -
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. D. Input

Date: Evaluotor-

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

,_REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

III. D Input

1. Input Media

a. Magnetic tape

b. Disc file

c. Disc pack

d. Magnetic cards

e. Punched cards

f. Paper tape

g. On-line terminal devices

1) Typewritten

2) Teletype

3) Remote terminal

4) Display console/keyboard

5) Light pen

h. Other (list)

(Cont'd.)

I I
NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. D. Input (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. CBS. RATING GHT SCORE

2. Input Sources

a. From conventional media,
CR, tape, etc.)

b. From input terminal

c. From system storage in the form
of retained procedures

1) Parameters for each run must
be input

2) Parameters may be input at
user option

3) Parameters neither required
nor permitted

3. Input Validation

a. Task specification

1) Sequence checked

2) Control codes checked for
legality

3) Task specification checked for
compatibility

b. Input Validation Specified (when)

1) As a part of date definition

2) Before being used for compilation
of retrieval program

NOTESs
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET I-

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. E. Storage of Queries

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DLS. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

III. E Storage of Queries

1. Capability to store queries

a. On-line entry

b. Scheduled or batched

2. Capability to recall a stored query and
modify it prior to reuse

3. Capability to recall a stored query and
supply parameters for specific request

a. Scheduledlor batched jobs

b. On-line insertion of parameters

It

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET|

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval P W

Parameter: III. F. File Security

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATIONi
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

III. F File Security

I. Protection features for user program
storage

2. Protection of file data against

a. Unauthorized access

b. Accidental update

3. Provisions for supervisory override
of security specification

4. Designation of authorized user
categories

a. By classes of users

b. By individual user

c. By source of input (e. g.,
terminal I. D. )

S. Capability to protect specified fields
or records within a file

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: IMI.G. Ease of Use

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIRLMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

III. G Ease of Use

1. Language Characteristics

a. Off-line characteristics

1) Capability for user-defined
additions to the language

2) String set substitution capability

3) Capability to refer to conditional
statements by label (name)

4) Ability of the system to detect
and correct minor breaks in the
user's syntax

5) Free form language
characteristics

6) Capability to add own code

(Cont'd.)

S_

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. G. Ease of Use (Cont'd.)

Dote: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ REQ. DES. IB RATINC H SCORE

1. Language Characteristics (Cont'.) - - Ir -

b. On-line query characteristics

1) Simplicity of query language for
typical queries

2) Dialog or conversational
capability

3) Capability for user-defined addi-
tions to the language

4) String set substitutions capability

5) Free form language
characteristics

6) Capability to refer to procedures
by name

2. Skill Level Required

a. Systems specialist

b. Programming specialist

c. Other professional (specify)

d. Clerical

e. Other (specify)

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. G. Ease of Use (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEGHT SCORE

3. Ease of Learning

a. Training required

b. Number of practitioners

c. Tutorial capabilities of system

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: III. Retrieval

Parameter: III. H. Performan•c

Date: Eva luator:

GDMS: Dita Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

1RE. DES. OBS. RATING WEIG-I SCORE

MI1. H Performance

1. Total Man-Hours

a. Preparation of retrieval task
specification

1) Batched input

2) On-Line input

b. Keypunch

c. Operation and support a :tivities

2. Response time for typical request

a. Scheduled or batch job

1) Time in queue

2) Set up tim

3) Processing time

4) Output

(Cont'd.)

NOTESz
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: Il. Retrieval

Parameter: III. H. Performance (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Sotirce:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Response time for typical

request (Cont'd.)

b. On-line request

1) Input and transmission

2) Time in queue

3) Processing time

4) Output speed characteristic

* Transmission speed

* Printing speed, etc.

3. Machine time for sample problem
(List selected problems and record
timing results. Attach subsidiary
analysis sheets.)

NOTES:
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4.4 PROCESSING

This group of parameters measures the computation, summari-

zation, sorting, statistical, conversion, and other processing capabilities

of the system. An optional parameter form is provided to measure docu-

ment processing and retrieval capabilities in case this type of system

capability is required. Many of the capabilities described herein have

application to other of the parameter group functions. However, this sec-

tion of parameters is included because these capabilities may not adequately

or completely be dealt with under the other functional headings.

The evaluation of processing capabilities requires an analysis

of the capabilities of the system to perform an operation:

* By GDMS language

* By conventional "programming"

* By the use of a single operator (rather than a procedure
or routine)

For example, it may not be possible to compute an average value for a field

in a GDMS, except by adding own code. If an average can be computed, the

capability to specify the computation with a single operator is more valuable

than the capability to calculate an average by specifying the detailed steps of

summing field values, count.ng the number of field values, and dividing the

sum by the count.

A complete processing facility, such as might be typical for a

scientific computing instaDation, would ordinarily be beyond the scope of

the evaluator's consideration, even if such capabilities were easily available

because of the colucation of such a system with the GDMS. However, the

capability to call for specialized processing facilities by a convenient linkage

with another system constitutes a valuable capability if such processing is

needed for the GDMS purposes. It thereiore resolves to a question of the

application requiremente for such processing and the selected criteria for

the particular evaluation.
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4.4. 1 Computation

This parameter measures the computation capabilities of the

system. It will relate closely to the capability of the CPU and in some

cases an approximation of the capability may be determined from the

instruction repertoire. However, to some extent this parameter is con-

sidered to be a language capability measurement. Therefore, a computer

capability would not qualify unless it could be specified by the user.

This parameter therefore is organized into three categories:

1) Operators

2) Operand Specific ition

3) Control

The sub-parameters to consider are listed below and again

onforms IV. A. 1, IV. A. 2, and IV. A. 3. It should be emphasized that these

lists of items are not complete and should be modified and extended de-

pending on the computation needs indicated by applications requirements

information.

These capabilities usually take the form of statements or

expressions containing operators (actions to be performed) and operands

(data fields to be acted upon), and control operations to determine sequence

of operation and disposition of results

Operators

* Addition

* Subtraction

* Multiplication

• Division

0 Exponentiation

0 Trigonometric functions

* Square root

* Boolean operators
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Operand Specification

The capability to specify as operands:

* Input transaction fields in file creation and maintenance

* Fields in master files (data sets or data banks)

* Retrieved data fields (including operations among several
fields, such as cross column arithmetic)

* Output detail fields (e. g., fields in detail print line)

* Constants (either literal or named constants)

• System- supplied constants

• Results of prior computation

* Results of summation (summary fields)

Control

* The capability to iterate or repeat the execution of a
processing statement.

* The capability to specify the execution sequence of
processing statements.

"* The capability to execute a processing statement based
on the results of prior processing.

"* The capability to use the results of processing statements
to establish new data fields.

An alternative method of evaluating this parameter would be by

means of a subsidiary analysis of the instruction repertoires of the com-

peting systems. The results of this comparison could then be used as an

index to arrive at a rating for this parameter as well as for other related

parameters (e.g., Language Considerations, IV. G. 1).
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4.4.2 Summarization

The capability to summarize detail data is evaluated here. To

rate, compare requirements with capabilities for:

* The number of fields that can be totaled at any level.

* The number of levels of totals and subtotals of a.ie44
that can be accumulated. 7'

* Controlling a particular level of total based on a change
of value in a corresponding control field or according to
specified control conditions.

Summarization is closely associated with report preparation.

The flexibility of the summarization in respect to specifying subtotal levels

will largely effect whether the information presented is pertinent and rele-

vant to the users needs.

4.4.3 Sorting

Sorting is one of the most significant capabilities provided as

part of GDMS processing. It enables data to be arranged in more useful

forms and to be organized according to specific user needs. Functional

requirements of users frequently require that printed reports be in different

sequences from the master file. Examples of sort functions are:

"* The ordering of a transaction file for processing with
a master file.

"* The ordering of retrieved data according to a sort
key to prepare a stratified report.

"* The ordering of data obtained from several files to
create a new file.

The above tasks are representative of file maintenance, data

retrieval, and file creation sorting tasks, respectively. The sorting

capability is thus implied in the capabilities evaluated in the other param-

eter groups. The capabilityis evaluated explicitly by parameter IV. C.
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jm
Sorting may be measured by considering the number and extent

of sorting capabilities afforded, the variety of items which may be sorted,

(e. g., the number of fields that may be used as sort keys in a file), and by

evaluation of limitations and constraints which effect the overall sorting

performance and efficiency.

Sorting capabilities are classified in Form IV. C under the sub-

headings:

1) Sources of Data to be Sorted

2) Sorting Characteristics

3) Limitations of Sort Operation

4) Specification of Sort Operation

Sorting is sometimes used as a primary measurement of computer perform-

ance. The application is amenable to analysis on the basis of well known

sorting formulas. However, it is noted that sorting performance is not

evaluated in this parameter specifically; however, it is considered in

Section 4.4.8.

Some systems require that input data be pre-sorted in master

file sequence; other systems accept input data in any order and perform an

internal sort. The capability to accept unsorted input can be useful, but it

should be evaluated carefully. Internal sorting probably increases process-

ing time and cost, and it may be cheaper to pre-sort input by other means.

Furthermore, input data may already be in proper sequence as an output of

another operation, and automatic sorting of input can be a needless operation.

Sequence checking of input data that is supposed to be in a speci-

fied order will detect out-of-sequence input and minimize loss of computer

time. This capability, however, should be evaluated only when a GDMS

requires pre-sorting.
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The option to utilize special coding supplied by the user, i.e.,

own coding, is sometimes provided in connection with the sorting operation.

Own coding is considered in a later section as a language feature. It may be

evaluated also here since it may supply an augmented sort capability if it is

available at sort time. Uses for own code at sort time include special edit-

ing functions, rearranging or translation of sort keys, and other minor

processing.

4.4.4 Data Conversion

This parameter covers two types of conversion: the form of

number representation and encoding/decoding.

4.4.4.1 Number Conversion. The capability to specify conversionfrom

one form of number representation to another form is evaluated in this sub-

parameter. Conversion from binary to decimal and from decimal to binary

is one capability to consider. Another capability to evaluate is conversion

from fixed-point to floating-point and from floating-point to fixed-point.

Both of these capabilities can be useful by providing greater

capability to accept different forms of input data and by providing a wider

range of representation options for output data. Tflese and other conversion

capabilities which may exist should be rated in terms of their usefulness in

meeting requirements.

4.4.4. Z Encoding/Decoding. This capability provides for the conversion

of a field on input into the value that will be stored in the file, and for the

conversion of a field into the value to be printed or displayed for output.

The conversion or encoding and decoding process can be accomplished by

table look-up or by subroutine. The tables or subroutines used for encoding/

decoding may be specified in data definition or at execution time (dynamic

table look-up).
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Some of the advantages of using encoding/decoding

capability are:

Saving of file space by using short codes for long fields
and using fixed length codes for variable length fields.

* Using dynamic tables for various calendars such as
Fiscal Year, calendar year, etc. , at run time for
changing entire tables during processing for simulation
or predictive analysis; and for accommodating existing
files that contain codes.

4.4.5 Statistical

The capability to generate statistical values is measured with

this sub-parameter. The following capabilities are examples of operators

available in some systems:

1i) The capability to find the maximum or minimum value

of a field.

2) The capability to calculate the average value of a field.

* Arithmetic mean

"* Mode

"* Median

3) The capability to calculate a running average for a field
(i. e. , the average value for N consecutive records).

4) The capability to calculate the standard deviation of
a field.

5) The capability to count the number of entries of a field.

6) The capability to count the number of unique values of
a field.

7) The capability to calculate percent of total for a field.

8) The capability to calculate coefficient of correlation and
regression equation coefficients for a pair of variables.

9) The capability to assign a rank number for a specified
field.

10) Linear Programming Capabilities.
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4.4.6 Own Code

As its name indicates, own coding is written by the individual

user or by an analyst to provide additional capability. Typically, this

capability may be called for only at specified times (e. g. , in conjunction

with sort and collate programs) of the GDMS operation.

The capability to add own code may enhance the power of a

GDMS. It can provide the means for modifying existing capabilities in a

GDMS or for adding functions that do not exist in a GDMS. The capability

to add own code should not be confused with the capability to modify the

GDMS program or to perform other systems programming tasks. The own

code capability provides for the addition of sub-routines and customizing

the task specification. Although a powerful capability, the extent to which

it is found useful or necessary may indicate a lack of GDMS design features

that anticipate user needs.

The following points should be considered:

1) Can own code be added during or immediately after the
desired function? Are linkage points or "own code exits"
provided in the system? Does the system provide for
compiling and loading the own code routines?

Z) Language:

* Languages available

"* Power

"* Ease of use

3) Ease of adding, deleting, or modifying own code

4) Size restrictions, modularity requirements, linkages
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5) How added:

"* Compiled at execute time

-- As part of GDMS

- As subroutine in library

"* Precompiled

- As part of GDMS

- As subroutine in Library

- As independent subroutine

6) Effect on GDMS efficiency

7) Number of linkage points

4.4.7 Ease of Use

This parameter measures the simplicity of technique for de-

fining processing tasks. Ease of use is evaluated primarily by consider-

ation of the language features which contribute to the convenience or effi-

ciency of the data definition task. Other factors which are included in

measurement of this parameter are the requisite skill level of the prac-

titioners and the ease which the techniques for problem definition are

learned.

As noted in previous sections, the language considerations

contributing to ease of use are determined by exception. Many language

factors have already been noted in connection with specific capabilities.

Those language features.which are more descriptively classified as capa-

bility parameters are analyzed as such; others which are clearly intended

primarily to reduce effort are considered as a part of Parameter IV.G.

The language features may show a close correspondence with

the instruction repertoire; however, for more sophisticated GDMS languages

it is likely that conventional programming is replaced by data-oriented
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procedural statements. In some cases, there may be several languages

to evaluate ranging from the user-oriented dialog languages to conventional

assembly and compiler languages for use by system programmers. The

languages may be variously described as:

* Declarative (e. g. , for definition)

* Command languages (goal-oriented intended to evoke action%

* User-oriented languages

* Procedural languages

0 Problem-oriented languages

In the context of the GDMS functions, there may also be

languages or language elements called:

* Data description languages

* Retrieval languages

* Query languages

* File update languages

0 Report generation languages

In connection with this variety of language types and problem

description flexibility, it may be appropriate to evaluate:

0 Ability to intersperse declarative statements with
retrieval requests and computations.

0 Capability for user defined additions to the query
languages. Ability to:

- Make new operands from existing ones

- Specify new procedures, callable by name
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4.4.8 Performance

The evaluation of performance for the processing functions will

be measured somewhat differently than for the previous sections. Man

hours and the elapsed time for completion of a task are not measured here.

It is assumed that this aspect of performance is already measured in per-

formance parameters of the previous sections. The processing capabilities

are typically integrated (at least procedurally) in one or more of the other

functional areas (i. e., File Creation and Maintenance or Data Retrieval).

The performance factor to be measured here approximates the

traditional and well developed techniques for measurement of computational

power. It is, therefore, largely a hardware measurement and is primarily

concerned with the capability of the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of the

system.

Any of several well known computer performance measurement

techniques may be used. Among these are:

1) The computation of a Figure of Merit

2) The bench mark technique

4.4.8. 1 Figure of Merit. The Figure of Merit is commonly derived

from a combination of various factors using a Figure of Merit equation

based on assumptions which relate the relative importance of these factors.

Examples of these factors are:

1) Access time

2) High speed memory capacity (usually a logarithmic
function is used)

3) Word length (in bits)

4) Add time (representative of simple computations)

5) Multiply (representative of complex computations)
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Figures of merit may be used to good effect to evaluate the

relative power of competing central computers. However, the results

usually may not be taken literally since a z.imber of judgmental questions

of importance which are not amenable to quantification in a figure of merit

computation are likely to arise. in any case, although the results may be

computed precisely, formulation of the equation is inherently a subjective

determination of the importance of individual computer characteristics.

For this reason, no particular figure of merit equation is recommended here.

Further, the processing capability may not be entirely a function of CPU

performance. In many cases the limiting factor is found elsewhere in the

system (e. g. , peripheral equipment in an I/O bound application, channel

capacity, number of terminals, etc. ). The resulting figure •-1- merit if

used for this parameter measurement would require a normalization step to

convert the figure oi merit to the standard scale.

4.4.8.2 Bench Mark Technique. This approach to measuring perform-
ance is pzobleai-oriented. This technique is recommended as the appro-
priate method for evaluation assuming that realistic information is obtain-

able concerning the problem mix to be anticipated. It can be quite accurate

but may be costly if undertaken in great detail. The competing systems are

evaluated on the basis of their ability to perform selected problems or

selected parts of problems. The problems may be real or simulated to

approximatc the real problh

4.4.8.3 Evaluation of Performance - ý'rocessing Fucctions. The inclu-

sion of computational capabilities in a GDMS is, to some extent, outside the

basic requirement. However, as computing systems have developed it is

increasingly evident that the various capabilities of one type of system are

often seen as useful and important adjuncts to a system of another type. An

example of this is the Report Program Generator. Its original purpose was,

as its title implies, to generate reports (or report programs); however,
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current specifications of this type of program call for the sufficient

computing and processing capabilities to qualify the RPG as a complete

programming method which, for some computing systems, may be the only

programming method.

It should first be noted that performance is assumed to have

been measured to a large extent by Parameters I. H, U. H, and III. H. The

framing of bench mark problems may have already incorporated many of

the processing capabilities (e. g., Sorting) consi 7ered in Section 4. 4. 3.

However, after making allowance fcr the possibility of such overlap it

should provide a useful measurement to evaluate the perfoi-mance of those

processing capabIlities described in this section'.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. A Computation

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS Or SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

IV. A Computation

1. Operators

a. Addition

b. Subtraction

c. Multiplication

d. Division

e. Exponentiation

f. Trigonometric Functions

g. Square root

h. Boolean operators

i. Other (list)

(Cont'd.)

NOTMS:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. A Computation (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

RBQ. DES. CBS. RATING GHJ SCORE

2. Operand Specification - The capability
to specify as operands:

a. Input transaction fields in file
creation and maintenance

b. Fields in master files (data sets or
data banks)

c. Retrieved data fields

d. Constants

e. System-supplied constants

f. Results of prior computation

g. Results of summation (summary
fields)

h. Other (list)

3. Control

a. Capability to iterate or repeat the
execution of a processing statement

b. Capability to specify the execution
sequence of processing statements

c. Capability to execute a processing
statement based on the results of
conditional comparisons of fields or
of results of prior processing

d. Capability to use the results of pro-
cessing statements to establish new
data fields
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. B Summarization

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

IV. B Summarization

1. Number of fields that can be totaled r

at any level

2. Number of levels of totals and sub-.,
totals that can be accumulated

3. Summarization of subtotal levels may
be made conditioned on a change in
value of a specified control field

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. C Sorting

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING OWGHT SCORE

IV. C Sorting

1. Source of Data to be sorted

a. External Source (specify which)

b. File Data

2. Sorting Characteristics

a. Number of sort keys

b. Size of sort keys

c. Order of Sort

I) Ascending

2) Descending

3) Other specified sequence

d. Operating Characteristics

1) Automatic multi-pass merge.

2) Multi-reel one pass merge

3) Internal Sort

(Cont'd.)

S-

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. C Sorting (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Sorting Characteristics (Cont'd.)

e. Sorting Methods

1) N-way merge

2) Cascade

3) Poly phase

4) Other

3. Limitations of Sort Operation

a. Size of file

b. Number of tape units available

c. Maximum record size

d. Memory limitations

e. Presort required (of external data)

4. Specifications of Sort Operation

a. Parameter driven sort routine

b. Own code permitted

c. Specification of source of sort data
by user is permitted

d. Other

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group. IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. D Data Conversion

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ9. DES. CBS. RATING G SCORE

IV. D Data Conversion

I. Number Conversion

a. Binary to BCD

b. BCD to Binary

c. Fixed Point to Floating Point

d. Floating Point to Fixed Point

e. Other (list)

2. Encoding/Decoding

a. Table Look-up Method

b. Computed Encoding

NOTES:
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P.ARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. E Statistical

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GH SCORE

IV. E Statistical

1. The capability to find the maximum or
minimum value of a field

2. The capability to calculate the average

value of a field

a. Arithmetic mean

b. Mode

c. Median

3. The capability to calculate a running
average for a field

4. The capability to calculate the standard
deviation of a field

5. The capability to count the number of
entries of a field

6. The capability to count the number of
unique values of a field

7. The capability to calculate percent of
total for a field

8. The capability to calculate coefficient
of correlation and regression equation
coefficients for a pair of variables

9. The capability to assign a rank number
for a specified field

10. Linear Programming Capabilities

NOTF.S:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. F Own Code

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

IV. F Own Code

1. Linkage points

2. Own code languages available (list)

3. Capabilities for modification of

own code

4. Compiled

a. At execute time

b. Precompiled

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV.G Ease of Use

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING 0GH SCORE

IV. G Ease of Use

I. Language Considerations

a. Capability for user defined additions
to the language

b. Free form language characteristics

2. Skill Level Required

a. System specialist

b. Programming specialist

c. Other professional (specify)

d. Clerical

e. Other (specify)

3. Ease of Learning

a. Training required

b. Number of practitioners

c. Tutorial capabilities of system

NOTES
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: IV. Processing

Parameter: IV. H Performance

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. CBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

IV. H Performance

1. Figure of Merit Analysis

a. Access Time

b. High Speed Memory Capacity

c. Word Length

d. Add Time

e. Multiply Time

f. Other factors (list)

2. Performance Measures

a. Sample Computation

b. Sorting Problem

c. Statistical Problem

d. BCD to Binary

NOTES.
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4.5 OUTPUT

The output capabilities and characteristics of a GDMS are

considered to constitute a primary functional division of parameters.

The treatment of this set of parameters differs from that accorded input

considerations. From the user standpoint, input may be regarded as a

means to an end and it has therefore been considered as a part of other

functions (e.g. , data definition - input media, data retrieval input, etc.),

Output, however, is given greater emphasis since it constitutes the end

product of the GDMS to the user.

The parameters considered in this section are divided into

eight groups:

1) Formats

2) Formats - User Specified

3) Editing

4) Page Numbering and Control

5) Output Media

6) Capability to Prepare Input for Another System

7) Ease of Use

8) Performance

It is evident from this categorization that these parameters

deal with form rather than content. The question of output content which

may involve the degree of relevance of requested information, the com-

pleteness or accuracy of the information or, on the other hand, the

presence of unneeded, confusing, or redundant information is not treated

specifically here. The generai question which the user may wish to

pose, "Did I get what I want? ", as it relates to content, must be measured

by consideration of the detailed logical selection capabilities contained
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elsewhere in the parameter organization (in particular, Parameter III. A).

The output characteristics measured in this section, then, relate largely

to matters of format and the mechanics of output preparation.

4.5. 1 Formats

The preparation of output reports involves specifying the

location of data on a page or display. The two major types of formats

are columnar and graphical.

Columnar reports consist of lists of numeric or alphanumeric

characters defined in a task specification; the output data can be file data

or the results of processing. The capability to specify an exact arrange-

ment of data depends on the range of options available for formatting.

Output specifications can appear in data definition or in task specifica-

tions, or in both.

4.5.1.1 Report Format Capabilities - Automatic. In some systems

an output can be requested with a minimum of specifications; in such

cases, format features that are not detailed are automatically provided

according to fixed rules. The capability to request output with a minimum

of specifications should be evaluated in terms of the acceptability of the

format produced. Examples of automatic features are:

0 The capability to automatically calculate column width
taking into account edit symbols (such as dollar signs),
extra digits in totals, and column headings.

The capability to adjust format to the width of form or
to the output device, and to instruct the printer operator
to mount proper paper.

* The capability co automatically select a field name or
title from data definition for column headings.
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* The capability to automatically select a report title
from the task statement (e.g., task name).

* The capability to automatically apply edit and decoding
specifications from data definitions.

0 The capability to order columns across the page accord-
ing to predetermined rules or implied order of the task
specifications.

4.5.1.2 Headings. The capability to print descriptive information in

addition to requested data contributes to the readability or a report. The

capability may not be useful for the printing of simple lists such as a

roster of names, but it can be most helpful in interpreting a multi-

column numeric report.

Page and Report Headings

1) The capability to print the following should be evaluated:

0 Report titles

- Multi-line titles.

- Is title centered?

• Page title

- Multi-line titles.

- Centered?

- Repeated on every page?

0 Multi-line titles permit a description of the report,
distribution list, or other information to be
attached to a report to facilitate its handling and
use.

Column Headings

The capability to supply and print column headings from the

following sources should be considered:

* Name or number of the field being printed

* Title specified in data definition
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0 Title specified in output specifications

* Automatically supplied sequence number of the column

Trailers

The capability to print trailer information at the bottom of

the page is sometimes required. Trailer information can consist of

security classification, etc.

Other

Examples ofother capabilities which may exist are.

1) The capability to print descriptive labels for totals
and subtotals.

2) The capability to print a consecutive line number
(ascending ort,descending sequence) for each line or
group of lines b a report.

4.5. 1. 3 Graphical Output. Graphical output is prepared on devices with

line drawing capability such as plotters and CRT's. Examples of the types

of graphic which may be available are:

* Cartesian graphs

* Pie charts (other charts in circular coordinates)

* Bar charts (vertical and horizontal bars, Gantt charts)

* Time- series graphs

* PERT charts

* Maps and other pictorial

Graphical output capabilities that apply to one or more of

the above types of output can be evaluated independently of the abilitiet.
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of a system to produce the various types. Some of these component

capabilities are:

* Media flexibility (e.g., 35 mm film, dry copy, full

scale photo copy, CRT display, projection capability).

* Straight line capability.

* Curved line capability beyond concatenation of straight
lines.

" Symbol generation (e.g., alphanumeric special symbols,
pictorial building blocks).

" Scaling (from an input parameter, or from limits of
data).

"* Non-linear scales (e.g., logs, log-log, calendar dates).

"* Background generation (grid pattern, map, etc.).

4.5.1.4 Audio Output

The preparation and sequencing of audio output can be thought

of as a format function. If it is available in competing systems, its

capability may be measured by vocabulary.

4.5.2 Formats - User Specified

Here, as noted elsewhere in the parameter organization, the

evaluation may be dealing with two criteria which are at cross-purposes.

These may be stated generally as:

I) The user may wish to have an automatic capability
and thus be relieved of the necessity of specifying or
describing to the system, or

2) The user may wish the capability to describe in a
sensitive manner to the system exactly his needs or
preferences.
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Perhaps the optimum solution is to provide him with the option

to choose and also a backup automatic capability if he prefers not to

exercise this option.

The following list of capabilities which may be user specified

should be rated somewhat higher if, in the absence of user specification,

a standard assumption is made automatically:

"* The capability to vary horizontal (line spacing) and
vertical spacing (column spacing).

"* The capability to specify left or right justification of
data within field limits and/or column limits.

"* The capability to print two or more lines of detail
per item.

"* The capability to fit volume output to pre-printed forms.
This should include the capability to inhibit or modify
such features as page heading, page numbering and
column heading.

"* The capability to specify the order of columns across
the page.

"* The capability to override edit and decoding specifica-
tions in data definition. Note that this covers the
capability to override such specifications and does not
evaluate edit or decoding as such. Edit capabilities
are covered in Parameter V.C; decoding in Param-
eter IV.D.2.

"* The capability to inhibit printing of selected informa-
tion (e. g., a column of data).

"* The capability to specify the output of detail data only,
summary data only, or detail and summary data.

"* The capability to prepare a spread sheet format.

The spread sheet format capability may be of several types.

Typically, it involves the preparation of an array for a multi-valued

field. Perhaps the simplest example is the capability to list detail fields

for an item across the page in several columns rather than down the page
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in a single column. Another example is the capability to list detail

values for a field in one of several columns, with each column denoting

a range of values. A variation of this is the capability to tally or sum

the values for a field according to specified ranges and to list the results

(rather than the detail fields) across the page by column.

4.5.3 Editing

The capability to edit data on output facilitates the prepara-

tions of output reports and displays. Output editing of a field can be

designated in a data definition or in output specifications. Editing

generally involves the addition of characters such as dollar signs and the

removal of characters such as leading zeros for the purpose of improving

readability or appearance. Examples of output editing functions are:

1) Suppression of leading zeros

2) Floating plus and minus signs

3) Inserting of fixed or floating dollar signs (a floating
dollar sign represents a significantly greater capability
than a fixed dollar sign)

4) Substitution of asterisks for leading zeros (check
protection)

5) Insertion of punctuation such as commas and decimal

points

6) Insertion of slashes or hyphens, as in dates: 17/11/66

7) Substitution of "DR" and "GCR" (or other debit and credit
symbols) for plus and minus signs

4.5.4 Page Numbering and Control

The capabilities relating to page number and control are

evaluated in this parameter. The following capabilities should be

considered:
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I) Control of page breaks depending on length of output

form

"* Specified page lengths

"* Any page length

2) Automatic control over page numbering

* Specifications of starting page number (page 1
or page XXX)

* Specification of the location of page number (e.g.,
upper right corner, upper center, lower center
of page, etc.)

3) Capability to break page on change of

"* Major key

"* Any key

4) Capability to print major key in title or heading and
break page on change of key, and optional capability to
renumber from page I on each such change of key.

5) Capability to limit volume of output on:

"* Number of lines

"* Number of pages

"* Number of highest or lowest values retrieved or
calculated.

6) Capability to print reports on pre-printed forms.

In some systems, certain page numbering functions are per-

formed automatically in the absence of special specifications. The use-

fulness of such automatic functions, if any, should be considered in the

evaluation for this parameter.

4.5.5 Output Media

This parameter is used to rate the availability and adequacy

of output media. Although hardware characteristics are not to be evaluated

explicitly, input/output media are considered since they interface with the

user. Input/output media will be discussed in general terms; the distinction
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between an output device (e. g., a high-speed printer) and an output

medium (e. g., a printed page) need not be made for rating purposes.

The rating for a medium should not be confused with the

importance of the medium or its capability relative to other media. For

example, if paper tape and punched cards are being evaluated, the rating

for each should reflect the adequacy of each method for the requirement,

and should not be a rating of paper tape vs. punched cards.

4.5.5. 1 On-Line Presentation. These media are used when the results

of a task are to be presented immediately after or during the execution of

the task. The device is on-line and interacts directly with a person who

is interested in the data output.

I) Typewriter or low-speed printer

2) High-speed printer

3) Cathode ray tube display

4) Electronic display

5) Plotter

6) Audio output device

4.5.5.2 Off-Line Presentation. These media are used to prepare

output that is not immediately used; although the device may be operating

on-line, it is considered off-line in the sense that there is not direct

interaction with the user of the output. Consider and rate the following:

I ) Typewriter or low-speed printer

2) High-speed printer

3) Plotter

4) Photographir device
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4.5.6 Capability to Prepare Input for Another System

This parameter measures the capability of a system to pro-

duce output which will be read as input by another system. Measure-

ment of this parameter will depend on whether compatibility requirements

are known or may be anticipated. If a known requirement for a specific

output exists, then the capabilities for the exact media, formats, etc.,

can be evaluated. If a general requirement exists (i. e. , it is anticipated

that output will be prepared for other systems, but the exact requirements

are unknown), then the broader the capabilities for output, the higher

the rating for this parameter.

The following capabilities should be considered:

1) Output media.

* Punched cards

• Paper tape

"* Magnetic tape

"* Disk packs

"* Communication links

2) File labels, etc.

3) Blocking factor (number of logical records per physical
record)

4) Record length and identification

* Fixed or variable

* Size

5) Physical organization of reccrds

"* Sequential

"* Random

6) Record structure

0 Hierarchic levels

0 Identification of subrecords

ZOO
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"* Variability of subrecord formats within a record

"* Sequence of subrecords within a record

7) Location of data definition

* In master file

* In separate file

8) Data coding (alphanumeric, binary, etc.)

4.5.7 Ease of Use

This parameter measures the ease of use of the GDMS for

output functions. This measurement is effected by a consideration of the

same factors as for the other ease of use measurements:

0 Language Considerations

* Skill Level Required

* Ease of Learning

The distinction between language capkbilities intended to

enhance the power and flexibility of the system anr those which contribute

to ease of is a difficult one to determine. Unquestionably, many of the items

listed in the foregoing sections do contribute to the ase of use. However,

rather than considering an extensive list of items w ich would overlap to

a large extent with features already enumerated, a c posite judgment

of the GDMS language for output specification is a pr erable approach

to rating this parameter. I
4

4.5.8 Performance I
/

This parameter is a measurement of performance in respect

primarily to reports preparation but may include performance of on-line

display devices and terminal devices. As with the other performance

parameters, measurements may be categorized under three headings:
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I) Total man hours -time required for preparation of

task preparation for typical report generation.

2) Response time for completion of selected output tasks.

3) Machine time for execution of selected output tasks.

The first consideration, above, may include an analysis of

the time required for formulation of an on-line request for output. The

latter two items depend to a large extent on the characteristics of the

output media such as:

) TPrinting speed of the high-speed printer

* Typewriter output rate of on-line remote i-nq-viry
station

tsComputer time required for display generation

) .Display unit response charamteristics

The efficiency of report generation may be affected to a large

extent by the basic design considerations of the GDMS, e. g.

* Can a large number of different reports be generated
by one pass of the data?

* Can the format of the report be changed by reformatting
without reprating a retrieval pass?

It may be difficult to measure output performance independent

of other performance cons iderations. In some cases a composite measure-

ment of performance for two or more of the functional divisions of the

parameter organization may be preferable. For example, performance

evaluation of data retrieval and output (Section 4. 3. 8 and 4. 5. 8) could be

undertaken by measurement of seiected task preparation and execution

times. This would be appropriate for systems for which these functions

were inextricably integrated.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V.A. Formats

Date: Evaklator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RAnNG WIGH SCORE

V. A Formats

1. Report format capabilities - automatic

a. Capability to automatically calculate
column width taking into account edit
symbols such as dollar signs, extra
digits in totals, and column headings

b. Capability to adjust format to the
width of form or to the output device

c. Capability to auto,.iatically select a
field name or title from data definitior
for column headings

d. Capability to automatically select a
report title from the task statement
(e.g., task name)

e. Capability to automatically apply edit
and decoding specifications from data
definitions

f. Capability to order columns across
the page according to predetermined
rules or implied order of the task
specifications

g, Capability for automatic generation of
more than one report from one set of
retrieved data

C ont' d.

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. A Formats (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Headings

a. Page and report headings

I) Report titles

2) Page titles

3) Dates

4) Security classification

5) Page numbers

b. Column headings

1) Name of field printed

2) Number of the field printed

3) Title specified in data definition

4) Title specified in output specifi-
cations

5) Automatically supplied sequence
number

c. Trailer information

d. Other

1) Descriptive labels

2) Line number for each page

Cont'd.

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. A Formats (Cont'd. )

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCR!PTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

3. Graphical output

a. Types of graphic output

1) Cartesian graphs

2) Pie charts

3) Bar charts

4) Time-series graphs

5) PERT charts

6) Maps and other pictorial

7) Polar coordinates

8) Other (list)

b. Media flexibility

1) CRT display

2) Projection capability

3) Photo copy

4) 35 mm film

5) Plotter

6) Other (list)

Cont' d.

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. A Formats (cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES, OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

3. Graphical output (cont'd.)

c. Graphical output capabilities

1) Symbol generation (e. g. , alpha-
numeric special symbols, pic-
torial building blocks)

2) Scaling (from an input parameter,
or from limits of data)

3) Non-linear scales (e. g., logs,
log-log, calendar dates)

4) Background generation (grid
pattern, map, etc.)

5) Straight line capability

6) Curved line capability beyond
concatenation of straight lines

7) Other (list)

4. Audio output

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. B Formats - User Specified

Dati: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

V. B Formats - User Specified

1. Capability to vary horizontal (line spacing'
and vertical spacing (column spacing)

2. Capability to specify left or right justi-
fication of data within field limits and/or
column limits

3. Capability to print two or more lines of
detail per item

4. Capability to fit volume output to pre-
printed forms

5. Capability to inhibit or modify page head
ing page numbering and column heading

6. Capability to specify the order of
columns across the page

7. Capability to override edit and decoding
specifications in data definition

8. Capability to specify the output of detail
data only, summary data only, or detail
and summary data

9. Capability to prepare a s._ ead sheet
format

10. Capability for specification of more than
one report from one set of retrieved data

11. Capability for user to add own code for
output preparation

NOT•Sz
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. C Editing

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE
REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GliG] SCORE

V. C Editing

1. Suppression of leading zeros

2. Insertion of plus and minus signs

a. Fixed

b. Floating

3. Insertion of dollar signs

a. Fixed

b. Floating

4. Substitution of asterisks for leading
zeros

5. Insertion of punctuation

a. Commas

b. Decimal points

c. Slashes

d. Hyphens

e. Other (list)

6. Other (list)

NOTM:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. D Page Numbering and Control

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GH , SCORE

V. D Page Numbering and Control

1. Control of page breaks depending on
length of output form

a. For specified page lengths

b. For any page length

2. Page numbering control

a. Starting page number may be
specified

b. Location of page number on the page
may be specified

3. Capability to break page on change of

a. Major key

b. Any key

4. CapabAiity to print major key in title or
heading and break pzge on change of key

5. Capability to rexiuzn-iler from page I on
each change of key

6. Capabilty to limit volume of output on:

a. Number of lines

b. Number of pages

c. Values retrieved or calculated

7. Capability to print reports on preprinted
forms

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. E Output Media

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

V. E Output Media

1. On-line presentation

a. Typewriter or low-speed printer

b. High speed printer

c. Cathode ray tube display

d. Electronic display

e. Plotter

f. Audio output device

g. Other (list)

2. Off-line presentation

a. Typewriter or low-speed printer

b. High-speed printer

c. Plotter

d. Photographic device

e. Other (list)

NOTESi
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. F Capability to Prepare Input for Another System

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS' OF SCORE

REQ. DES. 08S. RATING GHT SCORE

V. F Capability to Prepare Input for Another

System

I. Output media

2. File labels, etc.

3. Blocking factor

4. Record length and identification

a. Fixed or variable

b. Compatability of record length

5. Physical organization of records

a. Sequential

b. Random

6. Record structure

a. Hierarchic levels

b. Identification of subrecords

c. Variability of subrecord formats
within a record

d. Sequence of subrecords within
a record

7. Location of data definition

a. In master file

b. In separate file

Cont'd.

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: v. Output

Parameter: V. F Capability to Prepare Input for Another System (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

8. Data coding

a. Alphameric

b. Binary

c. Differences in a character set
of "another system"

d. Other

NOTESi
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V.G Ease of Use

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

...... _______REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

V.G Ease of Use

1. Language consideration

2. Skill level required

a. System specialist

b. Programming specialist

c. Other professional (specify)

d. Clerical

e. Other (specify)

3. Ease of learning

a. Training required

b. Number of practitioners

c. Tutorial capabilities

NOTES-
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: V. Output

Parameter: V. H Performance

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

V. H Performance

1. Total man hours

a. Specification for report generation

b. Keypunch

c. Operation and support

2. Response time

a. Response time for batched or
scheduled output

b. On-line output response character-
istics

3. Machine time for report generation and
other output functions (List selected
sample jobs and record timing results.
Attach subsidiary analysis sheets.)

NOTES:
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4.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The sections to follow depart from the organization used for

the first five sections. The parameters in this grouping describe system

resources, both hardware and software, and general systems character-

istics. Many of these parameters are environmental in nature - they

do not measure the GDMS, per se, but, rather, other aspects of the

anticipated operational environment which may be affected by the choice

of GDMS.

The background considerations and application requirements

cannot be anticipated in detail; therefore, the configuration of parameters

for each evaluation may vary. Some of the considerations listed, there-

fore, should be regarded as optional., The determination of whether a

factor should be included in the evaluation analysis depends primarily on

whether it is a differentiating one in respect to the candidate systems (i. e.,

is it a GDMS evaluation variable). Parameter selection may be effected

as a part of the weighting procedure; (e.g. , by assigning zero weights to

those parameters to be deleted). However, as a technical consideration,

it should be noted that parameter selection is not entirely a matter of

importance assessment. It is possible that a parameter is unquestionably

important in an absolute sense (e.g., hardware configuration), yet,

since it is a constant relative to both systems, inclusion of the parameter

would serve no purpose.

The GDMS may be considered as having a pool of resources

which may be categorized as hardware, software, and human. The

categorization of parameters does not emphasize this approach since the

user is interested in the end products of the GDMS rather than method of

achieving these capabilities. However, if "system capability" in the

absolute sense is the only criteria for evaluation, then considerations of
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efficiency and cost effectiveness would be ignored. It would be possible
that a profligate expenditure of resources could achieve a capability

which, while impressive, would represent a very poor investment of such

resources.

Exhaustive analysis of the hardware and software components

is not feasible or desirable. On the other hand, such a question as "Does

the system appropriately and effectively utilize the potential of the hard-

ware and other system resources? " is a proper topic for consideration.

The wide variation in evaluation criteria, the latitude for

discretionary selection of parameters which is recommended, and the

widely disparate applications which may be anticipated - these factors

and others suggest that for some evaluations a hardware/software

dichotomy may provide a useful framework for analysis - for others,

the system capability will be considered only from an integrated

standpoint.

For those evaluations for which it is appropriate to consider

individually and successively both hardware characteristics and software

characteristics, considerable emphasis may be placed on parameters

in this section. In particular, Section 4. 6. 1 discusses the hardware

aspects of the GDMS computer systems and Sections 4. 6. 2 through 4. 6. 5

describe a number of software considerations which are not analyzed in

the foregoing functional parameter groupings.

4.6.1 Computer System Characteristics

Characteristically, computing systems are divided into five

basic elements: (1) input, (2) arithmetic, (3) control, (4) memory, and

(5) output. The arithmetic, control, and internal memory elements are

sometimes referred to collectively as the Central Processing Unit (CPU).
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However, the categorization of the computer system sub-

parameters selected and described to follow depart slightly from that

organization to one which is more significant in user terms. A more

appropriate classification of this parameter is therefore:

I ) Memory Hierarchy

2) Communications

Measurement of performance characteristics in the first

five parameter groupings provide a considerable emphasis to the evaluation

of CPU performance; therefore only the latter two items are detailed in

this discussion.

4.6.1.1 Memory Hierarchy. There is an increasing use of memory

hierarchies in computer and computer system design. This is evident

not only in the proliferation of the numbers of memory units but also in

the varying capabilities and capacities of the individual units. The usual

method of categorization is according to speed, but memories may also

be classified according to size (capacity), and capability (e.g., random

access, read-only, content addressable, etc.). The ideal hierarchy is

usually described as one with a fine gradation of speed and capacity

characteristics, from small amounts of very high-speed storage (regis-

ters, scratchpad storage), through high-speed memory main sto.'age,

through successively large amounts of lower speed storage and finally,

large amounts of bulk storage. Ideally, the steps from one type of

storage to the next should be somewhat equal in magnitude. Although it

is sometimes suggested that there are gaps in this continuum of memory-

elements (e. g., between drums and discs), it is seen that the array of

memory devices to suit the speed/size/cost requirements of the user is

fairly complete.
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Although memory hierarchies are characterized mostly by

speed and size, other aspects are also noteworthy. Specialization of

memory functions, topological relationship of memories with processors,

and control hierarchy are also important considerations.

A possible application of memory hierarchy technology is the

analysis of the frequency of the access of data. This would "1volve the

recording of statistics on data retrieval with the purpose of shifting data

files to appropriate levels in the memory hierarchy depending on the

frequency of use.

Automatic data transfers among the elements of a memory

hierarchy is an interesting possibility. Ideally, the current operands

of interest should reside in the fastest most accessible memory elements.

Transfers may, of course, be accomplished as a function of

the computer program but this is not without expense in terms of pro-

grammer effort and/or computer time. If such transfers could be accom-

plished automatically on the basis of pre- selected criteria (e.g., frequency

of use, recency of use, preset index of importance, etc. ) the effective

computer speed would be increased. Several algorithms are possible to

evaluate the chosen criteria; however, only the most simple methods

would be amenable to hardware mechanization at a cost commensurate with

the resulting time saving.

A number of memory considerations are arrayed on Param-

eter Worksheet VI.A. 1. The measurement of these considerations should

depend on whether the competing GDMS's require considerably different

memory and auxiliary storage configurations. The storage characteristics

would then constitute an important GDMS variable. The sub-parameter

organization as outlined on that form is arranged under three headings:
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0 Memory hierarchy characteristics

* Method of access

0 Specific capabilities

The types of memory and storage are many and diverse.

Very little emphasis need be given to any analysis of memory devices

except in check-list fashion, and to note salient differences between

GDMS's. The performance of this hardware is measured by performance

parameters elsewhere and so a thorough analysis here would result in

a redundant measure. The capacity and access times are listed for

information purposes rather than to be rated individually, in order to be

able to identify any outstanding features or deficiencies. It is noted

additionally that access times do not tell the whole story as far as time

efficiency is concerned. For example, for discs, it is necessary to

consider many time factors (e.g. , rotational delay, head positioning,

transfer time, etc. ) as well as probabilistic considerations (e.g., average

delay to wait for beginning of selected track, inter-zone switches, etc.).

The method of access to data located in various stores in the

memory hierarchy varies from the case of direct access in core stores

to the use of complex algorithms used to retrieve data from discs, to

associative techniques. For program storage some systems may provide

paging hardware or other features to enable the operation of floatable

programs.

A number of specific capabilities are listed under Parameter

VI.A. 1.c. One of the most significant of these is the memory protection

feature which assumes great importance in a multi-user environment.

4.6. 1. 2 Communications Consideration. Communications factors

constitute an important part of the GDMS. Since the system is assumed

to be on-line and is in many cases a time-sharing system, communication
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characteristics may play a prominent part in effecting overall system

capability.

in some cases the competing GDMS's may have the same

general hardware configuration, thc same types of communication

characterisitcs. In this case, the considerations discussed here and

listed on Parameter Worksheet VI.A.2, not be considered as GDMS

variables.

Communication sub-parameters are classified on Parameter

Worksheet IV. A. 2 in four categories:

* Types of communication services

* Transmission codes

* Compatibility with data sets and terminal devices

0 Specific communication capabilities

The numbers, types, and characteristics of terminal devices,

not included in this parameter are considered in Section 4. 5. 5.

4.6.2 Operating System

The operating system consists of a set of supporting pro-

grams designed to control the computer as it proceeds sequentially

through a string of jobs. It may also perform priority scheduling, I/O

services, allocation of system resources, and monitor the overall

operation of the computer system. In general, it synchronizes the system

operation.

In some instances this may prove to be a very important

GDMS variable. Comparative evaluations of compiler languages have
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shown in some cases that the supposed advantages of one language over

another is due to the respective operating system characteristics.

Objectives for an operating system include:

* Minimize system idle time

* Minimize need for human intervention

* Provide an input/output interface for user programs

* Make optimum use of storage, processing, and
peripheral resources

* Maximize thruput

* Minimize turnaround time

* Provide accounting for computer usage

* Sequence jobs

* Perform scheduling functions

* Multiprogramming and multiprocessing control

It should b3 noted that although typically an operating system

would be considered a GDMS asset in some instances it may constitute

a barrier between the user and the GDMS capability. It may also reduce

performance. If the operating system overhead reduces the GDMS per-

formance characteristics substantially or if it competes for limited

system resources (e. g., internal memory) it could be regarded as a

liability and would then be accorded a suitably low rating.

The capability to record information about system operations

provides a basis for analysis of system activity. Examples of recording

functions are-

I) Recording of system activity such as task identification,
time of receipt, time of completion, processing time,
waiting time, etc.
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2) Recording of the number of input transactions, input
data errors, and records selected, retrieved, modified,
added, deleted, etc.

3) Recording of equipment errors and failures and action
taken by system.

4) Recording of a record before and after any processing
of that record to provide an audit trail.

5) Recording of operational status.

6) Recording of running time and user accounting.

Some of the functions listed above would ordinarily be accom-

plished by the monitor program (or operating system) - others by the

GDMS programs. This distinction is not particularly significant to the

user, but may dictate that the evaluator look to different sourc s for

measurement of the various sub-parameters.

4.6.3 Available Programming Languages

The GDMS definition includes provision for a problem oriented

language to be used for file maintenance and data retrieval. In addition,

particular GDMS designs may include provision for special user oriented

query languages. However, in addition to the language considerations

discussed in Sections 4. 1 - 4. 5, there may be the capability for use of

other procedure oriented, assembly or macro languages. This type of

capability is construed here to constitute a form of system support.

The method of evaluation is to list those languages which are

available and useful to the GDMS user. In some cases, the same languages

would be available for use with either GDMS since availability of languages

is usually a function of systems environment rather than GDMS design.

The languages listed on Worksheet VI. C are indicative of the

types of languages which may be available. The list is open ended and
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all programming methods of potential use should be listed. It should be

emphasized that this parameter is not a measurement of the primary GDMS

programming methods or languages which are rated elsewhere in the

parameter organization.

4.6.4 Interfaces with Other Systems

One of the environmental considerations which the evaluator

may need to consider is the availability of other software systems which

are colocated or are available via communication links which may be

called upon to perform needed services or auxiliary processing. It can

be argued that this is an independent consideration, not a function of

GDMS design, and if this is an appropriate viewpoint in terms of the

particular evaluation then this factor can be ignored. However, in some

cases the auxiliary capabilities afforded by other systems may augment

powerfully capabilities of a GDMS.

This has been considered briefly under the compatibility con-

siderations in Sections 4. 1. 6 and 4. 5.6 as related to input and output.

However, a larger consideration is whether the unique or powerful

capabilities obtained may be brought to bear on the GDMS operation. The

question is not simply one of compatibility of data bases but rather of

augmented capability which might be obtained through the combinative

resources of two or more large systems.

The linking of systems is an important development and the

trend toward making the particular capabilities of one software system

available to other systems is evident.

The interrelationships between various types of software

systems is a complicated subject. The definition of a GDMS is suggested

in an earlier section of this report, and implied by the selection of
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parameters, may admit certain systems which are composites of sub-

systems and languages. For example, a data management system which

qualifies only marginally as a GDMS may achieve powerful GDMS capa-

bilities when linked to a time-sharing system. ThtiR, systems which are

described variously as inquiry systems, data collection systems, manage-

ment control systems, etc., may achieve GDMS status via marriage with

arother system or by addition of a generalized capability, a new pro-

gramming language, or additional hardware facilities.

The measurement of this parameter must be specific to each

evaluation and subparameters are therefore not listed. A listing of the

systems which might be employable in the GDMS environment and the

nature of the system interfaces could be made on the worksheet form.

These cannot be anticipated here. In general, a subsidiary analysis

would be required to evaluate this parameter appropriately. It would

not necessarily have to be extensive, however, since the judgement of

the combinative aspects of systems would be largely a subjective judge-

ment, in any case.

4.6.5 Systems Support

Several different support functions may be available from

the equipment vendor, the software vendor, or a military agency that

specializes in these services. A number of such support activities are

outlined to follow:

I) Assistance in impiementation and use of the system

* Problem analysis

"* Data preparation

"* Program preparation

"* Operations
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* Maintenance

0 Diagnostics

2) Modification of system software

* Writing and incorporation of routines to meet
special requirements

0 Incorporation of GDMS improvements

* Maintenance

3) Documentation

4) Training

This parameter is not intended as a measurement of per-

sonnel (measured by Parameter VI.G), but rather a measurement of

support services and support programs.

4.6.5.1 Programming and Software Support. Assistance in imple-

mentation and use of the GDMS may vary substantially with respect to

programming and software support. In general, this capability may be

classified as:

* Support services

* Support programs

4.6.5.2 Documentation. The measurement of this parameter should

relate to user values. Therefore, the documentation of primary interest

may include:

* System Operational Description

* User Manuals

"* Operating Manuals

"* User Guides
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Of less concern is programming documentation such as design specifica-

tions, program specifications, flow charts, etc. These are of importance

for purposes of systems maintenance and other support activities but are

less directly related to user support. In case system modification is

required, however (almo3t always), it is increasizigly important.

This parameter is both qualitative and quantiative. It should

be rated on the basis of the number and kinds of useful support documenta-

tion and on the basis of a qualitative rating; the latter should be from a

standpoint of utility (e.g., conciseness and quality of expression) rather

than esthetic appeal.

One aspect of document. ýion relates to the GDMS evaluation-

as a whole. The evaluator should be alert to the potential danger of

judging a system by the quality of its documentation. The main difficulty

would be in other areas (e. g., file maintenance, language considerations,

etc. ). If the evaluator relies for much of his information in the form

of system descriptions, language descriptions, or other systems documents,

the quality of the documentation may result in bias in either direction.

A positive bias might result from the favorable impression of good

documentation. Conversely, negative bias might be accorded a system

which had complete documentation in which shortcomings were clearly

evident - as compared with a vague description with weaknesses hard

to diagnose. For this reason, the evaluator should consciously strive

to separate the "apparent" from the "real" by discounting the documenta-

tion variable in rating all other parameters; and then rate it separately

in the appropriate context (that of the user, not the evaluator).

4.6.5.3 Training. The training facilities which are made available to

help the user acquire proficiency in task specification or system operation

are evaluated by Parameter VI. E. 3.
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This parameter, though closely related to the Ease of Learn-

ing parameter, is nonetheless distinct. Ease of learning, discussed

under the major heading "Ease of Use", i6 measured as a function of

the time and/or effort required for a person of the requisite skill level

to attain proficiency. The training parameter is intended to measure

any training facilities that will be avialable to the user. Examples of

such facilities might include a formal training course, a self-teaching

manual, or self-teaching computer program.

4.6.6 Installation Planning

Installation planning involves the organization and scheduling

of human and machine resources in order to effect the establishing of a

data processing facility. This can be a very involved process and is

sometimes solved with the use of PERT or other critical-path methods.

The evaluation of this, parameter will require a subsidiary analysis unless

the required information has already been prepared. This may be

regarded as an optional parameter depending on whether the implementa-

tion of the candidate GDMS involves the installation of a new computing
system.

This parameter, along with others in thi', grouping, some-

what removed from the central capabilities of a GDMS, may be voided

by the evaluator by assigning a zero weight, if appropriate. The evalu-

ation of two systems which anticipate usage of the same computer

configuration would not require a measurement of this parameter, for

example.

This parameter should be rated if it represents a consideration

which would tend to differentiate between the candidate systems. The

term installation planning usually refers to the installation of a computer

system; however, it may also refer tc other specialized equipment (e.g.,
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installation of terminal equipment, etc.). The major reason for inclusion

in the parameter list is to provide a means for evaluation in case a

particular problem is found to exist in this area which would pose a

limitation upon the GDMS performance. The primary problem which a

lack of installation planning might occasion would be the prevention of

the availability of the installation facilities at the required operational

date.

The items shown on Worksheet VI. F are intended to be used

only as a checklist in order to bring to light any possible sources of

difficulty which might otherwise be overlooked. Therefore, it is probably

not appropriate for the evaluator to try to evaluate each suo-item with an

individual standard scale rating. In particular, it is seen that the time

scheduling activities (VI. F.2) listed are not capabilities, nor alternate

items reflecting levels of capability, but rather a chronological listing

of salient milestones in the installation planning. The actual or estimated

dates of completion could be entered in the third column of the worksheets

for information purposes to be compared against requirements information

in the first and second columns.

4.6.7 Personnel

The availability of necessary personnel to provide the

required skills for GDMS operation is a consideration which may in

some cases constitute a variable which should be rated. This would be

the case particularly if it appeared to be a limiting factor (e. g., if lack

of needed personnel would suggest a degradation of performance).

The personnel parameter is analyzed from three standpoints

on Worksheet VI.G:

I) Skill levels and job description

2) Sources of personnel

3) Other personnel considerations
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This parameter is closely related to other parameters in

this grouping (particularly VI.E), and may be regarded as an optional

parameter depending on the scope and emphasis of the particular

evaluation.

4.6.8 General Systems Characteristics

The evaluation of military systems is conducted by measuring

the system performance according to various selected criteria such as:

"* Reliability

* Availability

"* Expansibility

"* Compatibility

"* Adaptability

"* Survivability

Although the structure of GDMS parameters has not emphasized

these traditional virtues of tactical or strategical military systems, it

is appropriate to permit the evaluator the opportunity to consider that GDMS

in this context. Certain of those listed may not be appropriate (e. g.,

Survivability), and others have been treated to varying degrees of thorough-

ness by the functional parameters.

Evaluation of this parameter will be dependent on the particular

requirement and only the most general considerations are detailed in the

parameter worksheet. It should be emphasized that although relatively

little can be delineated in detail before the applications requirements

information is known, evaluation of parameters of this type is likely to

be crucial and in some cases the overriding factor for evaluation.
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4.6.8.1 Reliability. The reliability of a GDMS oper..tion rmlay be

difficult to assess except as a subjective estimate. Certain numerical

data may be available relating to equipment failure, MTBF (Mean Time

Between Failures), and computer "down time" expressed as a percentage,

etc. However, it is important to translate these into user terms. The

capability to perform unfailingly and without delay an important manage-

ment information retrieval task should be accorded a higher rating than

similar performance of less vital tasks.

A number of reliability considerations have been detailed in

the functional parameters (e. g. , File Security, Parameter III. F).

Operation Under Non-Optimum Conditions

Unforeseen events such s equipment or program failure can

result in partial loss of computer equipment and communications services.

The availability of backup equipment and the provision for backup or

"grandfather" data files, as well as the feasibility of operations with

manual files and procedures should be evaluated. Alternate means of

communications also should be evaluated.

Partial loss of equipment does not necessarily mean total

loss of capability. Some systems are capable of "graceful degradation"

and provide limited, but still useful, operations under certain types

of conditions. This mode of operation is preferable to a total loss of

operational capability.

Restart and Recovery

The provision for restart and recovery procedures can save

computer-rerun time caused by halts due to interruptions, equipment

errors, or equipment failure. Thic capability is of greater importance

when execution times are long and rerun times become significant.
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Checkpoint procedures provide for program restart without

complete or excessive repetition of processing performed prior to an

unscheduled halt. The lack of such a capability would require that a job

be started from the beginning in the event of a run hAlt. The procedures

should also provide protection for updated records in a file on a random

access device when restart is initiated after a halt.

The capability to reconstruct a file from a backup file and

a transaction file provides protection against partial or total loss of a

file. File loss can result from equipment failure, operator error, etc.,

and can be serious if file reconstruction is difficult or impossible.

4.6.8.2 Modification, Expansion, or Conversion. Most systems of

any size or complexity may be expected to undergo modifications. This

is due both to changing requirements and to increased understanding

of user needs.

Ease of conversion of the system for use on another computer

can be significant if a change of computers is anticipated. The language

used to program the system and the compatibility of the old and new

computers are factors to consider.

The ease with which new storage and input/output devices

can be incorporated into the system should be evaluated. The system

should also be adaptable to both increase and decrease in the number of

devices used.

4.6.8.3 Availability. Any system being evaluated must, of course,

be available for use when required for an application. A system that is

operational has certain advantages over a system that is still under

development. The ciiracteristics of the operational system can be

observed or tested and the opportunity to run actual or benchmark problems
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may exist. Further, implementation experience may be available and

programming brings may have been largely eliminated in the operational

system.

Predicted or promised delivery dates for a new system may

prove to be unreliable. Experience with existing GDMS's has shown that

program production, expecially system integration can fall badly behind

schedule. Even when interim reports of system design and implementa-

tion progress show the programming effort to be on schedule, the danger

of delays during final checkout and system test are significant. There-

fore, assumptions as to future availability of a GDMS should be

conservative.
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. A. Computer System Characteristics

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

,____REQ. DES. OBS. RJING WGHT SCORE

VI. A Computer System Characteristics

1. Memory hierarchy

a. Memory hierarchy characteristics
(List capacity and access time
characteristics for each)

1) Internal memory

"* Main memory

"* Control memory

2) Auxiliary memory and bulk
storage

* Magnetic tape

* Drum

" Disc

"* Magnetic cards

* Data cell

* etc.

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. A. Computer System Characteristics (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

1. Memory hierarchy (Cont'd.)

b. Method of access

1) Data

"* Sequential access

"* Indexed sequential

* Random

Z) Programs

"* Paging hardware

"* Floatable programs

c. Specific capabilities

1) Memory protection

* Hardware protect

* Software protect

* File protection

* Program protection

- User programs

- System programs

2) User capability to balance
access time/storage tradeoff

3) Memory relocation capabilities

(Cont'd.)

NOTES3
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET "

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. A. Computer System Characteristics (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator.

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYS';EM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WGHT SCORE

c. Specific capabilities (Cont'd.)

4) Revising storage of data files
in the memory hierarchy
depending on frequency of use

5) Communication between
memories and processors

* Between memories

* Between memories and
processors

Alternate paths

o Flexibility of switching

network

2. Communications capabilities

a. Types of communication services
available (list transmission speeds
and other characteristics)

1) Voice grade - private line

2) WATS

3) TELEX

4) TWX

5) TWX Prime (TWX')

6) Other (list)

(Cont'd. - - - -

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET F
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. A. Comput-r System Characteristics (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS CF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHTI SCORE

2. Communications capabilities (Cont'd.)

b. Transmission codes

1) Codes

"* ASCII

"* EBCDI

"* Five-level Baudot

2) Code translation provided prior
to entry in CPU

c. Compatibility with data sets and

terminal device

1) Teletype

2) Typewriter terminal

3) Display consoles

4) Remote printers

5) CRT

6) Other (list)

(Cont'd.)

J

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. A. Cormputer System Characteristics (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

2. Communications capabilities (Cont'd.)

d. Specific communication capabilities

1) Station-to-station communica-
tion off-line

2) Communication control recog-
nizes authorized users, and
protects shared files or private
files from unauthorized access

3) Concurrent two-way communica-
tion

4) Simultaneity of communications
and CPU

5) Buffered transmission

6) Externally specified index

7) Error checking and correction
in transmission facilities

"* Validity checking

- Parity

- Hamming codes

- Character legality check

"* Corrective procedures

- Interrupt generated when
error detected

- Retransmission

8) Capability for stacking trans-
mirs sion

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. B. Operating System

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. jRATING WEIGHTJ SCORE

VI. B Operating System

1. Allocation of resources

Optimum use of:

a. Memory (space)

b. CPU (time)

c. Peripheral equipment

d. I/O control

1) Channel

2) Device

2. Monitor control - control by:

a. Card

b, Console

c. Other (list)

(Cont'd.)

NOTES-
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. B. Operating System (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

3. Specific capabilities for:

a. Single job runs without a monitor

b. Job stacking under a monitor

c. Time sharing operation

d. Multi-programming

e. Multi-proces sing

f. Control of foreground/background
requirements

g. Priority control

h. Dynamic memory allocation

i. Automatic paging

j. Other capabilities requiring
further consideration

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. B. Operating System (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

4. Recording

a. GDMS recording of:

I) Task identifications

2) Number of input transactions

3) Number of input data errors

4) Records selected, retrieved,
modified or deleted

5) Input errors

e Task specification errors

e Data errors

6) A record before and after
proces sing

b. Logging of:

1) Run progress

2) Running times

3) Operational status

4) Operator intervention

5) User accounting information

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET -

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. C. Available Programming Languages

Dote: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. TATING GHT SCORE

VI. C Available Programming Languages

1. Compiler languages

a. JOVIAL

b. FORTRAN

c. COBOL

d. PL-1

e. Other (list)

2. Assembly languages (list)

3. RPG

4. Macro library

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. D. Interfaces with Other Systems

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

VI. D Interfaces with Other Systems*
(List system and characteristics and
capabilities of each. )

1. Ability of GDMS to operate under the
monitor currently in use

2. Ability to communicate with a tele-
processing system

3. Ability to operate as a time-shared
job

4. Ability to operate as a segment in a
multiprogramming mode

*This parameter is considered only if it is a
differentiating factor between competing systems,

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. E. System Support

Dote: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WFJGHT SCORE

VI. E System Support

1. Programming and software support

a. Services

1) Problem analysis

2) Data preparation

3) Program (task specification)
preparation

4) Operations assistance

5) Program maintenance

6) Incorporation of GDMS
improvements

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. E. System Support (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

1. Programming and software

support (Cont'd.)

b. Programs

1) Utilities programs (list)

2) Diagnostic programs

"* Trace programs

"* Selective file dump

"* Dynamic dump

"* Post-mortem dump

"* Other (list)

3) Other support programs (list)

(Cont'd.)

NOTES2
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI, E. System Support (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING W.IGHT SCORE

2. Documentation

a. Types of documentation

1) Users manual

2) Language description

3) Functional specifications

4) Systems operating description

5) Systems design description

6) Program design description

7) Operating manual

8) Maintenance manual

9) Programming documentation

9 Program specification

9 Flow charts

9 Annotated program listings

10) Training manuals*

11) Others (list)

b. Quality of overall documentation

* Training Manuals may be rated alternately under
Parameter VI. E. 3, Training

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environinental Considerations

Parameter: VI. E. System Support (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

3. Training

a. Training courses (list duration)

1) User

2) Operators

3) Programmers

4) Other (list)

b. Self teaching training manual

c. On-the-job training

d. Self-teaching computer program

e. (Other)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. F. Installation Planning

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REBQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEGHT! SCORE

VI. F Installation Planning

1. Support services for installation

a. Consultants required

1) Data processing

Z) Electrical

3) Mechanical

4) Architectural

5) Other (list)

b. Provided:

1) Directly by computing system
vendor

2) Outside installation service
must be solicited

NOTZ4
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. F. Installation Planning (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIRFMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

I REQ. DES. OBS. RATING W-IGHT SCORE

2. Time scheduling (planning functions -
list dates)

a. Layouts approved

b. Equipment on order

c. Electrical and mechanical phases
complete

d. Delivery of equipment

e. Checkout of equipment

f. Equipment operation

3. Installation service (maintenance)
after installation

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI.G. Personnel

Date: Fvaluator:

GDMS: Datu Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

VI.G Personnel

1. Skill levels arnd job descriptions

a. Supervisory

b. Senior system analyst

c. Systems analyst

d. Senior programmer

e. Applications analyst

f. Programmer

g. Console operators

h. Clerical, keypunch, etc.

2. Sources of personnal

a. Employees

b. Military personnel

c. Contractor (list by type and
availability)

d. Civil service personnel

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET
Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI.G. Personnel (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

3. Other personnel considerations

a. Turnover factor

b. Performance levels of personnel

c. Management personnel ratio

d. Organizational characteristics

1) Functional organization

2) Line organization

e. Administrative services

f. Recruitment and training potential

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. H. General System Characteristics

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING WEIGHT SCORE

VI. H General System Characteristics

1. Reliability

a. MTBF (Mean Time Between
Failures) data (list equipment and
pertinent statistics)

b. Operation under non-optimum
conditions

1) Graceful degradation and fail soft
capabilities (list features which
contribute to these capabilities)

2) "Back-up" provisions (e.g., for
disc crashes, saving old master
files) (list)

c. Restart and recovery

2. Modification, expansion, or conversion

a. User capability to "step up" to
larger system without large
investment in:

1) Equipment acquisitions

2) Reprogramming

(Cont'd.)

NOTES:
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PARAMETER WORKSHEET

Parameter Group: VI. Environmental Considerations

Parameter: VI. H. General System Characteristics (Cont'd.)

Date: Evaluator:

GDMS: Data Source:

APPLICATIONS SYSTEM COMPUTATION

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION REQUIREMENTS OBSERVATIONS OF SCORE

REQ. DES. OBS. RATING GHT SCORE

2. Modification, expansion, or conver-
sion (Cont'd.)

b. Modularity features which
contribute to:

1) Ease with which GDMS can be
expanded

2) Ease of conversion to another
computer

3) Ease of addition of new storage
devices

4) Expandability of program
functions

3. Availability (List delivery dates for
equipment and milestone dates for
software development. Note contin-
gency factors which may affect
delivery.)

NOTES:
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Section V

OTHER APPROACHES

5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF PARAMETER LIST

The selection, development, and organization of parameters

were major tasks of the study and were discussed in Section 3. 1. Some

background material that did not appear in Section 3. 1 is presented here.

5. 1.1 General Characteristics

The number of parameters, the number of hierarchical levels,

the balance (e. g. , number of major groupings, number of parameters per

grouping, etc.), and the consistency (e. g., level of rating, rating sub-

parameters individually or collectively, etc. ) were not problems as such,

but were nonetheless subject to specification by the project team. For a

given amount of effort, it would have been possible to develop a smallnum-

ber of parameters described in great detail or to formulate a large number

of parameters with only brief discussion; neither objective seemed superior.

It was decided not to pre-specify (or force) these characteristics of the

parameter list, and to permit them to develop naturally during the course

of the study.

5. 1.2 Major Parameter Groupings

The various interim lists of parameters that were developed

and modified during the study are too long to present here. The evolution

of the major groupings, however, can be discussed. The parameter list in

the statement of work was, of course, the starting point for the development

of the major groupings. Many basic organizations were considered, and it

became apparent that the major functions of a GDMS should be incorporated

into the parameter list. Three examples of organizations of major GDMS

functions follow.
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Richard G. Canning* suggests that file management systems

consist of five basic functions:

1) File Creation

2) File Maintenance

3) Select-extract

4) Sort

5) Report

His estimate (as of October 1965) of what generalized file processing

systems will look like in the future is:

1) Major Functions

"* Edit

"* Update

0 Select-extract

"* Sort/Merge

"* Report

2) Minor Functions

"* Accumulate

"* Compute

"" Code Conversion

" " Field Validity

"* File Search

"* Logical Selection

"* Own Code

"* Sequence Check

"* Summarize

"* Table Build/Change

* Table Lookup

"Generalized Processing Software, " EDP Analyzer, October 1965,
p. 4, 8-13.
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3) Data Definitions

4) Operating Environment

.0 Operating System

0 Multiprog ramming

The developers of GIS (Generalized Information System)"

describe its major functions as being:

* Data file design and creation

* File maintenance

* Selective retrieval and processing

* Document reference and full text indexing

0 Control of task processing

The five basic functions of file management, according to

John A. Postley, are:

1) File creation and maintenance

2) Information retrieval

3) Report preparation

4) Sorting

5) Processing

As can be observed from the foregoirg small sample, descrip-

tions of the major functions of a GDMS can take on various forms. In add-

ition, a comprehensive evaluation should include supporting software,

hardware, and other environmental considerations. As a result, the final

list of parameters consist of the detailed functions of a GDMS as well as

many other areas that are related to the performance and availability of a

GDMS but that are not functions of a GDMS. Examples of two intermediate

groupings and the final organization are shown on Table 3.

Bryant, J. H. and Semple, Parlan, Jr., "GIS and File Management,"
Proceedings of the 21st National Conference, ACM, 1966, p. 97.

Postley, John A., "File Management Applications, " DPMA Ouarterly,
July 1966, p. 22
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Table 3.

PARAMETER GROUPINGS

Early List

Data base structure capability

Human and machine effort in data base preparation

On-line file maintenance capabilities

Batch process file maintenance capabilities

Efficiency of the file maintenance function

Capability of information retrieval and reporting systems

Ad hoc query capability

Output capabilities

System availability and growth capabilities

Costs

Input/output monitor capability

Supervisory system capability

Interim List

File structure/definition/organization

File generation

File maintenance

Queries

Processing

Output

Other

Final List

Data Definition and Data Organization

File Creation and Maintenance

Retrieval

Processing

Output

Environmental Considerations
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5. 1. 3 Software Systems Surveyed

The parameter list was developed primarily from a GDMS

capability point of view rather than from a requirements viewpoint. This

was done since the description of GDMS capabilities was considered more

Lractable than trying to define a broad range of requirements. In order to

consider the capabilities of various GDMSs and related systems, a survey

of such systems was made. These systems were examined during the

course of study in varying degrees of detail depending upon the documen-

tation available. Although some of the systems are GDMSs, many are not.

All, however, have son e features or capabilities, such as file manage-

ment and on-line query and display, which pertain to the study. See Table 4

for a list of systems surveyed. Examples of classifications and surveys

of various 3ystems can be seen in several documents.

(I Advanced Programming Developments: A Survey, ESD-TR- 65-171,
Electronic Systems Division and Computer Associates Inc. , February
1965,

(2)Report on Initial Planning for GENISYS: (Generalized Information
System), ESD-TR-65-463, Systerm Development Corp.. J-,1y 1965, -
p. 79.

(3)"Generalizing File Prucessing Software, " EDP Analyzer, October 1965.
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Table 4.

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS SURVEYED

Short Name Full Name or Description Developer

ADAM Automated Data Management MITRE Corp.

COLINGO-D Compile On-Line and Go MITRE Corp.

COLINGO-C-10 Compile On-Lint' and Go MITRE Corp.

DEACON Dire'ct English Access and GE-TEMPO
CONtrol

DOCUS Display Oriented Compiler Informatics Inc.
Usage System

GENISYS GENeralized Information SDC
SYStem

GIS Generalized Information System IBM

GPDS General Purpose Display SDC
System

--- Hospital Computer Project (a Bolt Beranek &
time-shared, remote access Newman Inc.
system)

IDS Integrated Data Store General Electric

INTIPS Integrated Information Pro- RADC/Informatic s
cessing System

JOSS Johnnaic Open Shop System RAND Corp.

MANAGE Generalized File Management SDS
System

Mark III File Management System Informatics Inc.

Mark IV File Management System Informatics Inc.

RPG Report Program Generator IBM
(Systern 360)

1 DMS Time-Shared Data Management SDC
System

TSS- LUCID Time-Shared Language Used to SDC
Communicate System Design
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5.2 WEIGHTING

Several approaches for weighting were considered: two were

developed in detail and are the main subject of this section. Some of the

other approaches will be described in brief.

The derivation of weights from a ranking procedure was con-

sidered since it seemed to offer the advantage of simplicity. Parameters

would be ranked and the ranking would be in effect an indirect assignment

of weights. The conversion of ranks to weights, however, using a fixed

formula means that the evaluator is weighting by ranking without knowing

what the actual weights are. This is considered less desirable than a

direct weighting method. Further, the ranking of a large number of

parameters can be a cumbersome process, even with a provision for

group ranking. Since a rank indicates only the relative order of impor-

tance, it does not reflect the relative degree of importance. The con-

version of a rank to a weight, therefore, requires arbitrary, predetermined

rules for assigning a weight th't reflects degree as well as order of impor-

tance. In sum, the use of ranking offered few advantages while adding a

conversion step in the evaluation procedure.

The notion of using monetary units such as dollars for weighting

was considered. This idea was based on the premise that the evaluator

(or user) would estimate the dollar value of each parameter. The dollar

values would then be reduced to percentages o' the total estimated value

and the resultant percentages are used as weights. The use of dollars

was considered since it might add realism to the weighting exercise, and

it would provide a means for different users to reflect their estimates of

importance of the capabilities that they used. This method was not used

because the esLimation of the value of each detailed parameter appeared

to be impractical, and the use of value in this context was not necessarily

a good measure of relative importance.
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Pei onnel and marketing rating and weighting methods were

analyzed in the hope of finding ways to remove personal biases and

preferences. Much of what was surveyed was not directly applicable.

However, some use was made of personnel rating schemes in developing

the rating method in the study.

5.2.1 Confidence Factors

In Section 2. 2, the use of weights to reflect confidence levels

was rejected. A more detailed treatment of this subject follow.s. Portions

of earlier text are repeated verbatim for comprehensiveness.

The degree of importance which is attached to a parameter is

referred to as a weight. A basic assumption of the evaluation method is

that weights are expressed numerically and will be used to adjust the

parameter rating according to relative importance judgements.

The weights to be applied are subjective estimates of the

importance of the parameter, sub-parameter, or group of parameters

under consideration. There are other interpretations, definitions, and

usages of the term "weight" than to signify relative importance, however.

For example, for certain -nathematical and statistical problems, it is

appropriate to use weights as a measure of the confidence or reliability

of an estimate or of a sample variable. This concept is worthy of con-

sideration for our evaluation technique. It would b. a con.;crvative, and

possibly more accurate, procedure for the overall methoo for the

evaluator to assign a relatively low weight to a parameter for which he

has little confidence in the basis of judgement or for parameters for which

the judgement is strictly a matter of (perhaps contentious or divided)

opinion.
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To sutimarize this problem, it is possible that an important

parameter could be rated with a low degrce of assurance that the rating

is accurate. In such a case, a high weight could cause a considerable

distortion to zhe overall evaluation if the rating was indeed erroneous.

In general, there are several approaches to the problem of

the confidence or reliability of the evaluator's estimates.

1) A confidence factor (in effect, an error estimate) could
be introduced to reflect the degree of reliance the
evaluator has in his own estimate. (This factor could
also be introduced by someone other than the evaluator.)

2) The "confidence" consideration could be evaluated as a
part of the weighting process. In this case, the "weight"
would have a composite meaning of "importance" and
"reliability of estimate."

3) The "confidence" factor could be disregarded entirely
on the assumption that the educated opinion of the
eva..iator, even if only reflected as a slight inclination
toward one position or another is likely to be better
than "no opinion."

Computation of a Confidence Factor

A computation of a score for a particular parameter could be

of the form:

R xW Ix W S

where R is the rating, W 1 the Importance Weight, W2 the Confidence

Level Weight, and S the computed score. The steps relating to evalua-

tion of each of the factors could be paraphrased by the evaluator as:

1) How well does the DGMS perform in respec' to
Parameter X?

2) How important is Parameter X relative to all other
parameters?

3) How well founded are my estimates of a and b?
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The introduction of a confidence factor is theoretically

justified, since the evaluator should pass judgement on the system

elements in only those areas for which he has sufficient information and

knowledge. However, weighting confidence levels as a procedural step

in the evaluation method is not recommended.

The Technique, as developed in the current study, is not

sufficiently precise to permit the addition of yet another subjective

measurement. The simplifying assumption is made that the factor, if

a sufficiently compelling consideration, will be treated subjectively by

the evaluator as a part of the weighting process and not as a separate

procedural step in the evaluation.

5.2.2 Mechanics

The procedures for weighting a rating and for aggregating a

total system score are interrelated and are logically developed as a

combined subject. Although several methods were considered, two

general techniques were investigated in detail for weighting parameters

and accumulating system scores. These are described in this section

and illustrated in Tables 1 and 5. These methods involve the mechanics

for arriving at a total system score by totaling weighted scores of the

system parameters; they do not address the problem of methodology for

determining weights for specific parameters.

An analysis of both methods is of sufficient interest to war-

rant presentation in the report. Method A, which uses percentage weights,

is the technique described in Section 2. 2. Most of the details of this

method are repeated verbatim in this section for comparison purposes

with Method B, which uses integral weights. Ratings, scores, etc., have

been defined in previous sections and will not be repeated here.
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5. 2. 2. 1 Method A: Weighting Method Using Percentage Weights - This

method was described in detail in Section 2. 2. In this method, weights

denoting the relative importance of parameters are apportioned on a

percentage basis. The total weight for each group of related parameters

at a given hierarchical level is unity. The weighting can be accomplished

in any order: bottom-up, top-down, or inside-out. When the ratings and

weights are extended and summed from the bottom up, the resulting score

for each hierarchical level retains the value significance of the standard

scale. (See Table 1.)

5. 2. 2. 2 Method B: Weighting Method Using Integral Weights - This

method is based on the assignment of integral values to the parameters

on a relative basis throughout the list. Since the smallest weight per-

mitted is a "I" and such a weight will be given only to the least significant

items, it is appropriate to effect this method in a "bottom-up" order.

The method may be described as composed of the following

steps:

1) By inspection, the analyst will select those item(s)
which he regards as the least significant and assign
a weight of "1" to it (them).

2) Proceeding in any convenient order, he will assign
weights for the more important items. (The most
probable order would be to proceed to associated items,
i.e., those which could be compared more readily with
the parameters already weighted.)

3) Frequent cross checks between parameters at both
local and remc'e sections of the parameter list are
made to assure consistency. Adjustments may be
made to improve the balance of the weights throughout
the list.

4) The weights are aggregated and totals carried forward.
Comparisons are made between the totals of the param-
eter groups to assure that they correctly reflect
their relative importance.
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"I able 5. Weighting Melthod 'IV : lntt-cral Wvights and
Cumulative Computation (ShvcI I ,,f 2)

W E IG H T S P ercent
Percent

Parameter II.C.2.a, I.A.I, I.A, I.B, of W eighted
Line Hierarchy Rating etc. etc. etc. I, II,III Total Scores
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1 1 40 50
2 A 28 35
3 1 7 16 20 112
4 2 9 12 15 108
5 28
6 B - 12 15
7 1 6 6 7.5 36
8 2 4 1 1. 25 4
9 3 2 1 1.25 2

10 4 9 4 5 36
11 12
12 -4

13 II 24 30
14 A 9 4 5 36
15 B 6 7.5
16 1 9 5 6. 25 45
17 2 5 1 1.25 5
18 6
19 C - 14 17.5
20 1 6 6 7.5 36
21 2 4 5
22 a 4 1 1. 25 4
23 b 9 2 2.5 18
24 c 7 1 1. 25 7
25 4
26 3 8 3 3.75 24
Z7 4 7 1 1.25 7

28 14
29 24
30 III 16 20
31 A 8 10
32 1 10 4 5 40
33 2 0 1 1. 25 -

34 3 10 1 1. 75 10

35 4 10 2 2.5 20

36 8
37 B 9 - 4 5 36

38 C 4 2 2.5 8

39 D 2 2.5

40 1 9 1 1. 25 9

41 2 5 1 1. 25 5

42 2
43 80 60,
44 80 608
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Table 5. Wteighting, Me-thod "B' Integral Weights and
C(umulativ, Coimputatitnn (Sh.eet 2 of 2)

L Method of Computation Used by GDMS Evaluator

n Eval. of I1.C.2 Eval. of I.A, etc. Eval. of 1,11, 111

e Norm. System Norm.
Rating Weight Score Rating Weight Score Rating Weight Score Scores Score Scores

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22)

298 7.5
2 220 7.9
3 7 16 112
4 9 12 108
5 Total L.A 220
6 78 6.5
7 6 6 36
8 4 1 4
9 2 1 2

10 9 4 36
11 Total I.B 78
12 Total I 298 7.5
13 182 8.4
14 9 4 36
15 50 8.3
16 9 5 45
17 5 1 5
18 Total II.B 50
19 96 6.9
20 6 6 36
21 29
22 4 1 4
23 9 2 18
24 7 1 7
25 Total T.C.2 29
26-- 8 3 24
27 7 1 7
28 Total IIC 96
29 - Total II 18-2
30 128 8.0
31 70 8.8
32 10 4 40
33 0 1
34 10 1 10
35 10 2 20
36 Total IH.A 70
"37 9 4 36
38 4 2 8
39 14 7.0
40 9 1 9
41 5 1 5
42 Total IIID 14
43 Total HI 128

44 em Total 608 7.6
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5) After the plaran(,ters have been "sized' by an initial
weighting process, as described in steps 1 through 4,
the process may be iterated to the satisfaction of the
analyst. Although the initial weighting will be under-
taken in a "bottoin-up'' sequence, the iteration may be
in either "bottom-up" or "top-down" order.

The weights for the sample hierarchy for Method B, shown

in Table 5, were selected to bear the same relative importance as

for Method A. (It is noted that III. D. 2 was (Line 41) of such slight sig-

nificance for Method B that it was modified (rounded up) to conform with

its sibling parameter and was given a weight of 1. This illustrates one

of the disadvantages of using integrals. If the least important item is

extremely insignificant and is given a weight of "1", the most important

items may be accorded weights so large as to be unwieldy.

It is assumed that the weights shown inColumns 4-7 were

derived by the procedure outlined in the 5 steps shown above. Column 8

shows the value of each selected weight expressed as a percentage of

the system total. The weighted score for each rated parameter is shown

in Coluni 9. The total of 608 has no "absolute" significance. It will have

a relative significance to a total computed for another GDMS. It is noted

that for Method B there is no attempt to predetermine either the total of

weights for the parameters or the total score.

The method of computation of scores at each parameter level

is shown in more detail in Columns 11-22. Subtotals derived using

Method A have a significance which may be interpreted on the standard

rating scale (e.g. , a subtotal of 8.64 would be interpreted as a good

score). For Method B no absolute significance can be attached to any

total. However, such a score may be derived by dividing the comnputed

score by the total of the weights which were used to compute that score.

For example, a score (called here a normalized score) of 7.9 was corn-

puted for Parameter I. A (see Colume 20, line 2) by dividing the accuniu-

lated score for I. A of 220 by the total weights, 28. Normalized scores

are shown in Colhmnns 20 and 22.
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The advantages and disadvantages for both Method A and

Method B are described as follow:

5. 2. 2. 3 Advantages and Disadvantages

Method A - Advantages

"* The weighting may be undertaken in any order.
(Bottom-up or top-down)

"* Any set of sibling parameters may be weighted
independently, without consideration of other
weights assigned or to be assigned.

"* Computed scores at all hierarchical levels retain a
numerical significance compatible with the grading
assumptions used for rating on the standard scale.

Method A - Disadvantages

"* The use of decimal values may appear more complex
and suggest a precision which is not matched by
genuine accuracy (the precision is certainly greater
than the accuracy).

"* Weights may not readily be compared between remote
parts of the parameter list without a conversion
process to determine the system weight (as shown in
Column 9, Exhibit A).

Method B - Advantages

e II.se of integers givc apptanc, u; greater sirplicity
and a slight advantage in computation ease.

"* Weights at all levels may be compared (e. g., the
weight for II. C. 2. b is readily seen to be equivalent to
that of III. A. 4).

"* The effect in any weight change would be apparent in terms
of total system score (e. g. , a change of the weighting of
II. A from 4 to 6 would easily be seen to affect the total
score given the system by 18 points (9x2). However, this
is true only if rating has already been done. Weighting
will ordinarily precede rating.
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Method B - Disadvantages

* The use of integers only may cause distortion due to the
use of discrete rather than continuous weighting levels.
This was noted in the discussion of Method B.

* The order of weighting must initially proceed from the
consideration of the least important parameters (in
order to fix a certain leve! of parameter detail with a
weight of "1".

In general, it is seen that the disadvantages of Niethod B are

contra of the advantages of Method A and vice versa. It is further noted

that as these methods were refined they tended to be more nearly alike.

The computations of the system weights of Method A (Column 9) are

designed to provide a comparative measure similar to that obtained for

weights of Method B. Similarly, the normalized scores shown in

Columns 20 and 22 illustrate a method to convert the scoies obtained in

Method B to the same basis as those obtained for Method A.

The two methods are computationally similar, if not identical,

but involve procedural differences of significance.

Conclusions

The method adopted by the project team is Method A. The

primary reasons for this selection are indicated in the foregoing discus-

sion. To summarize these in different language, we have concluded that:

* By weighting on a "local" level, i.e. , by weighting
sibling parameters, the need for the evaluator to
adjust or manipulate totals is removed. In Method A,
the evaluation has one consideration: What is the
relative importance of these sub-items as expressed
in percentages? For Method B, the probhaem is com-
pounded. In addition to the consideration of relative
importance, the evaluator must take care that as he
resects weights for individual parameters his total for
that parameter group is neither over- nor understated.
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An example, using the model hierarchy, illustrates this
point. In Table 5, the evaluator, in considering
Parameter I. B. 4, may decide that a weight of 4 is appro-
priate, but note at the same time that the total of I. B.
will then be 12. He may feel, however, that it should
be 14 (perhaps to reflect one-half of the weight of the
weight of the I. A parameter - 28). He may be unable to
adjust the weights of I. B upwards or of I. A downwards
to obtain the desired rates. By contrast, it is seen
that for Method A, the total of any sibling group is 100%
(c. g., the 0.70-0. 30 ratio of I. A and I. B could be
readily adjusted to 0. 65-0. 35 without affecting any other
parameter group.

* A second advantage, which has motivated the selection
of Method A, is the retention of normalized scores at
each hierarchical level (parameter grouping, parameter,
and sub-parameter). For Method A, the total for II. B
is shown to be 8. 6, connoting a "good" score. The
recognizable significance of these scores may provide
a reasonableness check for the evaluator at all levels.
This is not true of the score of "50" derived for II. B
in Method B.

* A final reason for the selection is that the parameters
may be weighted in any order and any sibling group may
be weighted independently. This may have particular
significance if the weighting is to be undertaken in more
than one procedural step, or by more than one evaluator.
Partition of the weighting tasks among analysts according
to particular background knowledge, expertise, or
specialty is facilitated.
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5.3 RATING METHODS

Several different rating approaches were explored during the

course of the study; some of these will be described in this section. In

all of the approaches, it is assuiaed that measurements of capability have

been obtained for each of two GDMSs (System A and System B), and that

the approach described is used to obtain a rating. Except where note,,

these ratings can be weighted and accumulated using the techniques

presented in the body of the report.

The advantages and disadvantages of each approach are sum-

marized in Table 7. Items of special importance are discussed with

each approach.

5. 3. 1 Approach "W": Capability Ratios

In this approach, the capability measurement for System A is

divided by the capability measurement for System B. The resultant ratio

is considered to be a measurement of effectiveness of System A relative

to System B. The ratio is computed for each parameter evaluated:

hypothetical examples are shown in Table 6.

Comment

"* The computation of a meaningful ratio is impossible
whbn the capability for either system is 0.

"* Somert ratios are likely to be very large or vr-., small
and %.ill distort an ov'-ral sctre.

"* Using the systeim, (whether A ,,r IB) with tht, "best
capability as the divisor in the ratio, and computing
the ratio for each system, wili ressult in ratios that
fall let -e 0 anti 1. Althokigh this variation is, in
a sense, ,zormaliiation, and is somnewhat of an
improveaent over the single A - B ratio approach,
it still is not as good as the other approaches.
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5. 3. 2 Approach "X": Rating of Capability Differences

This rating method is based on the usefulness of the difference

between the capabilities of two systems in fulfilling requirements. The

capability of System A is compared to that of System B on a parameter-

by-parameter basis, and the value, if any, of the difference, if any, is

assigned a rating. A scale of any range can be used; the one shown was

arbitrarily chosen for illustrative purposes. Note that the difference must

be useful in terms of requirements; a difference can exist and be rated 0

if it is not effective.

Effectiveness of the difference between Systems A and B in

meeting requirements:

Rating

* High, in favor of S'y-tem A +3

* Moderate, in favor of System A +2

Low, in favor of System A +1

• None, or not important 0

* Low, in favor of System B - I

* Moderate, in favor of System B -2

0 High, in favor of System B -3

If System A is more effective than System B, a positive point

rating is assigned to a parameter, and a negative rating when the opposite

is true. Hypothetical examples aý'e shown in Table 6.

The ratings are then weighted and aggregated. A net positive

total score indicates that System A is more effective than B for the problem

requirements. A negative total score means System B ic better than A;

a 0 total score implies A and B are equally effective.
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Comment

* The technique forces a direct comparison of two systems
for each parameter evaluated. This prevents (or tends to
prevent) incorrect relative ratings that can occur when
each system can be rated individually.

"* In some cases it appears to be more feasible to assess
the difference between two systems in meeting a problem
requirement rather than evaluating each system parameter
independently against a problem requirement. For
example, a quantitative requirement for ease of use of
query language is difficult to state, yet it could be desir-
able to assign more credit to the system with the easier
language. In such a case, a direct comparison of the
two systems is necessary in order to assess relative
simplicity.

"* The techniques measure the relative effectiveness of two
systems in meeting requirements; there is ro measure of
hový well either system fulfills requirements.

"* Two (and only two) systems must be evaluated at a time,
and a single score is developed for tb-. pair of systems.
When more than two systems are evaluated for the same
problem-mix, every possible combination of pairs of
systems mnast be evaluated. The comparison of the scores
for pairs of systems is not straightforward.

5.3.3 Approach "Y": Percentage o! Requirement

In Approach Y, the capability of each GDMS for each parameter

is expressed as a percentage of the requirement. A rating of 100% is

assigned if a requirement is fully met, and 0% if no useful capability (in

terms of requirements) exists. If a requirement is partially met, a rating

between 0 and 100% is selected, depending on the degree of fulfillment.

Table 6 illustrates this method.

The percentage ratings are then weighted and aggregated, and

an overall score is developed for each system evaluated. The overall

scores ha-e significance in that they indica.te the overall wei,"hite, percentage
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of requirements fulfilled, and the scores can be directly compared among

two or more systems.

When a system capability exceeds a problem rquirement, and

the excess capability is useful, a percentage value over 100 can be assigned.

This presents additional estimating difficulties, however, and does not

result in all parameters being quantified in the same normalized range.

Comment

Since the computation rule is simple di\ision, it is impossible

to reflect non-linear functional relationships between capability and

effectiveness. The evaluator has no flexibility in deciding how effective

or useful a capability is in terms of requirements.

5.3.4 Approach "Z"

This approach is the one that was chosen and developed for the

evaluation technique and is described in detail in Section 2. 4. In brief,

the capability of a system is compared against the requirement, and the

parameter is rated by the evaluator using the standard scale. Table 6

illustrates ratings based on this approach for comparison purposes.

Comment

The comparison shown in Table 6 portrays the superiority

of this method. It is flexible, provides sufficient sensitivity, reflects the

evaluator's judgement, and yields scores that are relatively easy to

understand.
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Conclusion

Approach "Z", which is used in PEGS, is superior to the

other methods; Table 7 summarizes the main features of this approach.

L
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Table 7. Comparison of Rating Methods

T
"W 1 "iXt" I1Y1 "Z

(A/B) (A-B) % PEGS

Rated against requirements No Yes Yes Yes

Ratings indicate effectiveness No Yes No Yes

Ratings are normalized No Yes Yes Yes

Independent overall score for No No Yes Yes
each system

Does Y:ot require relative rating No No Yes Yes
of systems in pairs with one
score per pair

Comparison of scores for more No No Yes Yes
than two systems straightforward

Score has significance in terms No No Yes Yes
of requirements

Overall score can be normalized No Yes Yes Yes
and interpreted using basic
rating scale

Handle all types of parameters No Yes No Yes

Flexibility in rating such as No Yes No Yes
using functional relationships

Permits direct rating of capability No Yes No Yes
without intermediate quantification
step
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Section VI

":,;kC LUDING REMARKS

There are two topics which deserve summarization in this

section of the report: the features of PEGS, and the problems with

quantitative evaluations. In addition, suggestions for the future use and

development of PEGS are presented.

6. 1 FEATURES OF PEGS

The features of PEGS have been discussed in detail throughout

the report; they will now be summarized in outline form with references

to the appropriate sections shown in parentheses.

1) General

0 Provides a systematic technique for evaluating
complex systems.

0 Can be used for a variety of objectives and
purposes (Section 2. 1).

0 Computations are simple; a computer program
is not required as is usually the case with
simulations (Sections 2. 2 and 2. 5).

* Basic procedure is easy to revise.

0 Provides an independent overall score for each
system evaluated (Section 2. 2 and 2. 5).

0 Comparison of overall scores for two or more
-- stems is straightforward (Sections 2. 2, 2. 4,
5.2, and 5. 3).

2) Parameters

0 A comprehensive list of parameters is provided
(Section IV).

* Parameter list is open-ended; new parameters
can be added easily (Sections 2. 1. 7 and IV).

* Parameters to be used for a given evaluation are
selected by evaluator (Section 2. 1. 7).
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3) Weighting (Sections 2. 2 and 5. 2)

"* The parameters in a group of parameters may
be weighted independently of all other parameters.

"* The computed scores at each hierarchical level
retain their significance in terms of the standard
weighting scale.

"• Weighting method may be undertaken in any order,
bottom-up or top-down.

"* The use of percentages provides any degree of
precision desired and is a familiar concept.

"* Weights are not pre-specified and are assigned
by the evaluator thus providing complete weighting
flexibility.

4) Rating (Sections 2. 4 and 5. 3)

0 Capabilities are rated against requirements.

0 Ratings for capabilities are not pre-specified and
are based on evaluator's judgement of effective-
ness.

0 Ratings are normalized by using a standard scale.

0 Rating method can handlc all types of parameters;
parameters can be rated directly, if necessary,
without going through an intermediate quantifica-
tion step.

0 The evaluator can use the rating descriptors
provided or he can formulate his own set.

0 Ratings and scores are easy to understand (above
sections and 5. 2 and 5. 3).

0 The evaluator has complete freedom in formulating
the functional relationship between capability and
effectiveness for every parameter (above sections
and 3. 2. 2).
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6. 2 PROBLEMS WITH QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

A number of problems with the development and use of

quantitative evaluation techniques have been raised in various sections

of the report. These problems are not peculiar to PEGS and they would

prevail for many other techniques as well. They are:

1) Irformation about GDMS's is often incomplete and varies
in level of detail among systems. This is especially
true for systems uiider development.

2) Difficulty in determining future requirements or
unknown general requirements of an application mix.

3) Selection of proper criteria for measuring effectiveness.

4) Difficulty of avoiding overlap in a comprehensive list of
parameters.

5) Danger of assigning too much importance to parameters
that are easily quantified.

6) Evaluation results cannot be validated; results are valid
only in a subjective sense.

The last point is particularly important, since the development

and application of the technique involves a good deal of judgement and

opinion. As a consequence, there is no known method that can be used to

ascertain the validity of an evaluation based on a technique such as PEGS.

The te:hni6,ae does not predict or simulate a result that can be physically

measured or obse-rved. For example, the accuracy of a method to esti-

mate sorting times can be validated by performing sorts and comparing

actual results with estimates. Overall system evaluation, on the other

hind, predir-s )verall usefulness of the system, which in itself cannot be

measurd. This does not imply that the technique is not useful; it does

imply that the results of the technique are not conclusive and should be

used with caution.
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6.3 FUTURE USE AND DEVELOPMENT

6.3.1 Evaluator

The final procedure that emerged from the study places great

importance on the skill and experience of the evaluator as described in

Section 1.3.4. There are many areas, such as the selection of rating

descriptors, where a number of alternative approaches are suggested,

and the evaluator must exercise judgement as to which alternative provides

the best basis for an evaluation. Although it would be easier for the eval-

uator to use (and for the project team to develop) a more rigid evaluation

procedure, it was felt that the technique is more sensitive and adaptable

to more uses by being flexible in many areas. The future use of PEGS,

therefore, should be undertaken only with qualified evaluators in order to

realize the full potential usefulness of PEGS.

6.3.2 Further Work

The development of PEGS indicates several logical areas for

future work in order to fully utilize and exploit the results of the study.

In many respects, PEGS is similar to a computer program, in that it

requires debugging, use and refinement in order to realize its full poten-

tial. The details of a plan for further work are the proper subjects of a

proposal and will not be outlined here. The two major areas of use and

refinement will be discussed briefly.

The use of PEGS for a variety of evaluation objectives, appli-

cation environments, and GDMS's would provide the basis for analyzing its

usefulness. There is no substitute for evaluation experience with Air Force

applications and specific systems; field work is strongly recommended.

Both conventional and test evaluations should be made in order to learn

more about the time and effort required to evaluate system, and to deter-

mine the usefulness of the scores resulting from the evaluations. The
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consistency of results; variations of scores among systems and evaluators;

and the evaluation of proposed versus existing systems would be among

the topics analyzed.

The evaluator's task is not mechanical or clerical in ature;

he must analyze requirements, determine weights, become knowledgeable

about two or more GDMS's and then make a large number of judgements

in order to arrive at overall scores. However objective an evaluator

strives to be, his judgements will be based, to some extent, on his per-

sonal preferences as well as on his background and experience. It is

unlikely that two evaluators independently would arrive at identical scores

for a given situation. The consistency of results of parallel evaluations

should be analyzed during a field checkout of PEGS.

The refinement of PEGS would either be done after the use of

PEGS or it could be a parallel effort. Improvements would probably be

made in the parameter list, analysis of GDMS's rating methods, weighting

techniques, and summarization schemes, as well as in other areas. The

identification, definition, organization, selection, and measurement of

parameters would be one of the major areas undergoing further develop-

ment. Although it is impossible to predict what changes will be made in

PEGS, it is nonetheless inevitable that PEGS will undergo continual refine-

ment as it is used.

The analysis and refinement of PEGS would yield other benefits

as well. A better understanding of the optimum use of GDMS's both in

terms of the selection of applications and of GDMS's should result. Further

use and development of PEGS would provide a sound basis for the specifi-

cation and design of new generalized systems.
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